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£1 BAKERS DOZEN PACKS
Price per pack is £1.00.` Order 12 you
may choose another free. Items
marked (sh) are not new but
guaranteed ok.

1. 5 - 13 amp ring main junction boxes
2. 5 - 13 amp ring main spur boxes
4. 5 - surface mounting
5. 3 - electrical switches, white flush mounting
7. 4 - in flex line switches with neons
9. 2 - mains transformers with 6V to secondaries
10. 2 - mains transformers with 12V 1A secondaries
11. 1 - extension speaker cabinet for 61" speaker
13. 12 - glass reed switches
17. 2 - ultrasonic transmitters receivers with circuit
19. 2 - light dependent resistors
25. 4 - wafer switches - 6p 2 way, 4p 3 way, 2p 6 way, 2p 5 way, 1p

12 way small one hold fixing and good length spindle your choice
28. 1 -6 digit counter mains voltage
30. 2 - Nicad battery chargers
31. 1 - key switch with key
33. 2 - aerosol cans of ICI Dry Lubricant
34. 96 - 1 metre lengths colour -coded connecting wire
39. 1 - long and medium wave tuner kit
41. 8 - rocker switch 10 amp mains SPST
45. 1 - 24 hour time switch mains operated (s.h.)
49. 10 - neon valves - make good night lights
50. 2 - 12V DC or 24V AC, 3 CO relays
51. - 121/ 2 CO miniature relay very sensitive
52. - 121/ 4 CO miniature relay
54. 0 - rows of 32 gold plated IC sockets (total 320 sockets)
55. - locking mechanism with 2 keys
56. - miniature uniselector with circuit for electric jigsaw puzzle
60. - ferrite rods 4" x 5/16" diameter aerials
61. 4 - ferrite slab aerials with L & M wave coils
63. 1 - Mullard thyristor trigger module
66. 1 - magnetic brake - stops rotation instantly
67. 1 - low pressure 3 level switch can be mouth operated
69. 2 - 25 watt pots 8 ohm
70. 2 - 25 watt pots 1000 ohm
71. 4 - wire wound pots - 18, 33, 50 and 100 ohm your choice
77. 1 - time reminder adjustable 1-60 miss clockwork
85. 1 - mains shaded pole motor i" stack - a shaft
89. 1 - mains motor with gear box 1 rev per 24 hours
91. 2 - mains motors with gear box 16 rpm
96. 1 - thermostat for fridge
98. 1 - motorised stud switch (s.h.)
101. 1 - 21 hours delay switch
103. 1 - mains power supply unit - 6V DC
104. 1 - mains power supply unit - 41V OC
107. 1 - 5" speaker size radio cabinet with handle
112. 1 - heating pad 200 watts mains
114. 1 - 1W amplifier Mullard 1172
115. 1 - wall mounting thermostat 24V
118. 1 - teak effect extension 5" speaker cabinet
120. 2 - p.c. boards with 2 amp full wave and 17 other recs
121. 4 - push push switches for table lamps etc.
122. 10 - mtrs twin screened flex white p.v.c. outer
124. 25 - clear plastic lenses 1; diameter
127. 4 - pilot bulb lamp metal clip on type
128. 10 - very fine drills for pcbs etc.
129. 4 - extra thin screw drivers for instruments
132. 2 - plastic boxes with windows, ideal for interrupted beam switch
134. 10 - model aircraft motor - require no on/off switch, just spin to

start
137. 1 - 61" 4 ohm 10 watt speaker
142. 10 -4 BA spanners 1 end open, other end closed
145. 2 -4 reed relay kits 31/ coil normally open or c/o if magnets added
146. 20 - pilot bulbs 6.5V.34 Philips
154. 1 - 12V drip proof relay - ideal for car jobs
155. 3 - varicap push button tuners with knobs
169. 4 - short wave air spaced trimmers 2-30f
172. 10 - 12V 6W bulbs Philips m.e.s.
178. 3 - oblong amber indicators with lilliputs 12V
180. 6 - round amber indicators with neon 240V
181. 100 - p.v.c. grommets hole size
182. 1 - short wave tuning condenser 50 pf with 41" spindle
184. 1 - three gang tuning condenser each section 500 pf with trimmers

and good length i" spindle
188. 1 - plastic box sloping metal front, 16 x 95mm average depth

45mm
193. 6 - 5 amp 3 pin flush sockets brown
195. 5 - B.C. lampholders brown bakelite threaded entry
196. 1 - in flex simmerstat for electric blanket soldering iron etc.
197. 2 - thermostats, spindle setting - adjustable range for ovens etc.
199. 1 - mains operated solenoid with plunger 1" travel
200. 1 - 10 digit switch pad for telephones etc.
201. B - computer keyboard switches with knobs, pch or vero mounting
206. 20 - mtres 80 ohm, standard type co -ax off white
211. 1 - electric clock mains driven, always right time - not cased
216. 1 - stereo pre -amp Mullard EP9001
232. 2 - 121/ solenoids, small with plunger
236. 1 - mains transformer 91/ 1 amp secondary C core construction
241. 1 - car door speaker (very flat) 61" 15 ohm made for Radiomobile
241. 2 - speakers 6" x 4" 4 ohm 5 watt made for Radiomobile
243. 2 - speakers 6" x 4" 16 ohm 5 watt made for Radiomobile
244. 1 - mains motor with gear -box very small, toothed output 1 rpm
245. 4 - standard size pots, 1 meg with dp switch
249. 1 - 13A switched socket on double plate with fused spur
266. 2 - mains transformers 91/ 1A secondary
267. 1 - mains transformers 151/1 A secondary s.c.b. mounting
291. 1 ten turns 3 watt pot a spindle 100 ohm
296. 3 car cigar lighter socket plugs
298. 2 15 amp round pin plugs brown bakelite
300. 1 mains solenoid with plunger compact type
301. 10 ceramic magnets Mullard 1" x 3/8 x 5/16
303. 1 12 pole 3 way ceramic wave charge switch
305. 1 tubular dynamic microphone with desk rest
308. 1 T.V. turret tuner (black & white T.V.)
310. 2 oven thermostats
313. 5 sub miniature micro switches
316. 1 round pin kettle plug with moulded on lead
453. 2 - 2-' in. 80ohm loudspeakers
454. 2 - 2 vit. Bohm loudspeakers
463. 1 - mains operated relay with 2 sets c/o contacts
464. 2 - packets resin filler/sealer with cures
465. 3 - 5A round 3 pin plugs will fit item 193
466. 4 - 7 segment Le.d. displays
470. 4 - pc boards for stripping, lots of valuable parts
473. 1 - 5" 4ohm speaker with built in tweeter Radio mobil
480. 1 - 3A double pole magnetic trip, saves repairing fuses
498. 4 - 1000uf 251/ axial electrolytic capacitors

3" DISCS For our £27.50 F.B.D.-Amstrad 664,
Einstein, etc, pack of 10 £25, ref 25P3 or sample f3, ref.
3P24.

COMPACT FLOPPY DISC DRIVE For Only
£27.50

As used in the Amstrad 664/6128, the Einstein and other
popular computers. Drives the new standard disc, only 3"
but with a capacity of 500k per disc, this is equivalent to
the 51" disc. Other features are:
1. It has the Shugart compatible interface (34 way edge

connector).
2. It is plug compatible with the 51" disc, the recording

method, data transfer rate and rotation speed are the
same as 5".

3. Is fitted with long life brushless motor and uses steel
band driving for reliability and assessing at 3mS.

4. Its touch loading mechanism makes easy handling and
disc slot protects against dust.

5. The back of the disc in use can be seen, and up to four
drives may be daisy chained.

We include the operator's manual and other information
showing how to use this with popular computers BBC,
Spectrum, Amstrad etc. Brand new and at only £27.50
including post and VAT.
Data available separately £2, refundable if you purchase
the drive.

Ex-Electricify Board.
Guaranteed 12 months.

VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the
lengthening or shortening day. An
expensive time switch but you can have it
for only E2.95 without case, metal case
- £2.95, adaptor kit to convert this into
a normal 24hr. time switch but with the
added advantage of up to 12 on/offs per
24hrs. This makes an ideal controller for
the immersion heater. Price of adaptor kit
is £2.30.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

Complete kit of parts of a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output are
by i" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is E14.95 in kit form.

NEW ITEMS
Some of the many described in our current fist which you will receive with your parcel.

RE -WIRING?
Here's a bargain for you - M.E.M. 3 circuit splitter 45A switch with 3x15A rewireble
fuses normal cost over £10, but yours for only f 5. Our ref 5P100.

AUTO TRANSFORMER BARGAIN
200W 230/115V encapsulated into a very neat unit, sire 4x4x1 i appr. Only £3, plus
£2 post, our ref 3P22.

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO KEEP YOUR
CHILDREN OUT OF MISCHIEF THIS
SUMMER?
Why not buy them a computer, they can have fun and be learning at the same time We
have a real bargain the "Acorn Electron" n comes complete with mains adapter, TV lead,
starter cassette and two handbooks. The only extra you need is a cassette recorder. Its
ideal for all the family and Dad, while the kids are not playing their games on it you can
even do some of your office work with is This computer as its 300 page handbook
shows can do most things that the BBC computer can do but will only cost you a
fraction of the price only £39.50 plus £2 post.

SOFTWARE
To go with the Acorn. f 1 each at 5 for £4.00.
Desk Diary Hopper
Business Games Sphinx Adventure
Starship command Arcadians
Chess Boxer
Snapper

9" VDU
deal to work with computers or video cameras uses Philips black and white tube ref
M24/306W. Which tube is implosion and X-ray radiation protected. VDU is brand new
nd has time bases and EHT circuity, requires only a 16V d.c. supply to set it going. It's

made up in a lacquered metal frame work but has open sides on should be cased lit you
re handy with a drill and file you could make a case out of two of our 63 speaker
abinets1 The VDU comes complete with circuit diagram and has been line tested and
as our six months guarantee. Offered at a lot less than some firms are asking for the
ube alone only £16 plus f3 post. We also have some that failed the line test again

brand new but offered without guarantee at f 8 plus f3 post.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office. shop. work room, etc. with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder -a complete mains operated kit which we
guarantee is ten times more powerful than other popular
kits. Price includes case and instructions. E9.50 plus
£2.00 post.

TELEPHONE BITS
Master socket (has surge arrestor - ringing condenser etc) and
takes B.T. plug £3.95
Extension socket £2.95
Dual adaptors 12 from one socket) £3.95
Cord terminating with B.T. plug 3 metres £2.95
Kit for converting old entry terminal box to new B.T. master socket,
complete with 4 core cable, cable clips and 2 BT extension
sockets £11.50
100 mtrs 4 core telephone cable £8.50

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL
Dept. E.E., 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5QT
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders
under £20 add £1 service charge. Monthly account orders accepted
from schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders
accepted. Brighton 0273 734648. Bulk orders: write for quote.

£2 POUNDERS*
2P2 -Wall mounting thermostat, high precision with mercury switch and

thermometer
2P3 -Variable and reversible 8-12v psu for model control
2P4 -24 volt psu with separate channels for stereo made for Mullard UNILEX
2P6 -100W mains to 115V auto -transformer with voltage tappings
2P8 -Mains motor with gear box and variable speed selector. Series wound so

suitable for further speed control
2P9 -Time and set switch. Boxed, glass fronted and with knobs. Controls up to

15 amps. Ideal to program electric heaters
2P10 -12 volt 5 amp mains transformer
2P12 -Disk or Tape precision motor - has balanced rotor and is reversible 230v

mains operated 1500 rpm
2P14 -Mug Stop kit - when thrown emits piercing squawk
2P15 -Interrupted Beam kit for burglar alarms, counters, etc.
2P17 -2 rev pr minute mains driven motor, ideal to operate mirror ball
2P18 -Liquid/gas shut off valve mains solenoid operated
2P19 -Disco switch -motor drives 6 or mare 10 amp change over micro switches

supplied ready for mains operation
2P20 -20 metres extension lead, 2 core - ideal most Black and Decker garden

tools etc.
2P21 -10 watt amplifier, Mullard module reference 1173
2P22 -Motor driven switch 20 secs on or off after push
2P26 -Counter resettable mains operated 3 digit
2P27 -Goodmans Speaker 6 inch round Bohm 12 watt
2P28 -Drill Pump - always useful couples to any make portable drill
2P31 -4 metres 98 way interconnecting wire easy to strip
2P32 -Hot Wire amp meter - 4I round surface mounting 0-104 - old but

working and definitely a bit of history
2P34 -Solenoid Air Valve mains operated
2P38 -200 R.P.M. Geared Mains Motor 1" stack quite powerful, definitely large

enough to drive a rotating aerial or a tumbler for polishing stones etc.
2P43 -Small type blower or extractor fan, motor inset so very compact, 230V
2P46 -Our famous drill control kit complete and with prepared case.
2P49 -Fire Alarm break glass switch in heavy cast case
2P51 -Stereo amplifier, 3w per channel
2P55 -Mains motor, extra powerful has 1I" stack and good length of spindle
2P62 -1 pair Goodmans 15 ohm speakers for Unilox
2P64 -1 five bladed fan 6k" with mains motor
2P66 -1 2Kw tangential heater 115v easily convertible for 230V
2P67 -1 12v -0-12v 2 amp mains transformer
2P68 -1 15v -0-15v 2 amp mains transformer
2P69 -1 250v -0-250v 60 mA & 86.3v 5A mains transformer + 50p post
2P70 -1 E.M.I. tape motor two speed and reversible
2P72 -1 115v Muffin fan 4" x 4" approx. (s.h.)
2P75 -1 2 hour timer, plugs into 13A socket
2P82 -9v-0-9v 2 amp mains transformer
2P84 -Modem board with press keys for telephone redialler
2P85 -20v-0-20v IA Mains transformer
2P88 -Sangamo 24 hr time switch 20 amp (s.h.)
2P89 -120 min. time switch with knob
2P90 -90 min. time switch with edgewise engraved controller
2P97 -mains transformer 241/ 2A upright mounting
2P98 -20m 4 core telephone cable, white outer
2P99 -500 hardened pin type staples for telephone cable
2P101 -15V mains transformer 4A upright mounting
2P105 - capillary type thermostat for air temperature with c/o switch
2P108 -mains motor with gear box giving 110rpm
2P109 -5" wide black adhesive pvc tape 33m, add El post if not collecting

OVER 400 GIFTS
YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM

There is a total of over 400 packs in
our Baker's dozen range and you
become entitled to a free gift with each
dozen packs.

A classified list of these packs and
our latest "News Letter" will be enclosed with your
goods, and you will automatically receive our next
news letter.

£4 POUNDERS*
4P9 Ace Prestel Unit new but less most ICs. Contains useful Modem. Add El

post

4P14 Mains transformer upright mounting 43V 3.4V output, add E2 post
4P15 Motor with gearbox final speed 60rpm very powerful would operate gate

etc.

4P17 Uniselector 3 pole 25 way, as used on automatic telephone exchange etc.

£5 POUNDERS*
5P1 12 volt submersible pump complete with a tap and switch, an ideal

caravan unit.
5P2 Sound to light kit complete in case suitable for up to 750 watts.
5P6 12V alarm bell with hoary 6" gong, suitable for outside if protected from

direct rainfall. Ex GPO but in perfect order.
5P12 Equipment cooling fan - mini snail type mains operated.
5P15 -Uniselector 4 pole, 25 way 50 volt coil

5P18 -motor driven water pump as fitted to many washing machines
5P20 -2 kits, matchbox size, surveilance transmitter and FM receiver
5P23 -miniature (appr. 2k" wide) tangential blow heater, 1.2kw
5P24 -}hp motor, ex computer, 230V, mains operation 1450rpm. If not collect

add C3 post
5P25 -special effects lighting switch. Up to 6 channels of lamps can be on or off

for varying time periods
5P41 -5" extractor fan, very quiet runner ls.h.), gntd 12 mths.
5P48 -telephone extension bell in black case, ex -GPO
5P52 -mains transformer 26V 10A upright mounting, add £2 post
5P54 -mains motor with gear box, final speed 5rpm
5P58 -Amstrad stereo tuner FM and LM. AM
5P62 -2I kw tangential blow heater, add £1.50 post if not collecting
5P73C high pressure mains operated gas or water valve with tube connection

suitable soldering
5P82 1 25rpm mains 60w motor with gearbox
5P84 1 delay time switch, adjust 0-20 seconds
5P69 1 light box size 14" x 12" for circuit tracing pcb's. Add £3 for postage

and packing
P81 1 stepper motor bi-directional, 7.5' steps 12-14V coil
P88 1 24V 5A mains transformer in waterproof case, ideal for garden

lighting, pond pump etc. Add f2 post.
P90 18" tangential blower with mains motor
P91 14" tangential blower with mains motor in centre
P92 10 metres twin screened computer co -ax.

5P93 6" alarm bell 24 volt d.c. on 50V a.c.
P94 Current transformer 1 amp thro. primary=14V

5P95 Photo magic -original -vintage" photo cell

LIGHT CHASER KIT motor driven switch
bank with connection diagram, used in
connection with 4 sets of xmas lights
makes a very eye catching display for
home, shop or disco, only £5 ref 5P56.
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Zenith Electronics.®

Kits Modules - Hardware
YOU KNOW US FOR OUR TRANSMITTER KITS NOW

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR GROWING RANGE OF
QUALITY KITS AND READY -BUILT PROJECTS

MODULES AND ELECTRONIC HARDWARE

The following are examples of our proven product designs in
kit form:
* Miniature FM Transmitter; 60-145MHz. Kit £6.95; R /Built £8.95.
* 3 Watt FM Transmitter, 80-108MHz. Kit £13.99; R/Built £18.99.
* 10 Channel Variable Speed Running Light; Drives LEDs or mains

lamps. Kit £14.97.
* 3 Note Electronic Door Chime unit; 9 volt operation, 3 melodious

tones; variable frequency. Kit £9.83.
* 300 Watt Light Dimmer unit for 240 volt mains lights. Kit £6.95,
* 5 Code Digital Code unit plus Key Pad-select own code; 9 volt. Kit

£14.21.
* 5-100 Watt Electronic Loudspeaker Overload Protector, adjus-

table. Kit £11.11.
* VU Meter 10 LED indicator; -5 to +12dB range. Kit £12.59.
* Automatic light controller; automatically turns on and off lights at

pre-set times and triggered by darkness. Kit £25.08.
* Mains Wiring and Metal Detector; complete with case. £11.00
* Digital Clock module; 12-24 hour timing; LED type-£ 17.49, or

LCD type-£22.80.
* Amplifier Power Meter; 10 LED indicator from 0.25-100 Watt

Input -9 volt operation. Kit £9.52.
* Light sensitive relay unit; variable sensitivity trigger control; senses

light or dark-selectable. Kit £8.45.

ALL KITS CONTAIN FULL INSTRUCTIONS: P.C.B.s AND COMPONENTS.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE & PACKING,

OVERSEAS ORDERS-ADD 10% TO ABOVE PRICES.

PLEASE SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDERS WITH ORDER

S.A.E. For
- FREE -
Data Pack

Zenith Electronics, 14 Cortlandt Business Centre,
Hailsham, E. Sussex, U.K. BN27 1AE.

Tel: 0323 847973

The EE APEX PREAMP
AND POWER AMP KITS
Build this superb preamp and power amp kit and enjoy high
fidelity sound at a fraction of the cost of comparable ready built
amplifiers.

Complete kits as described in March -June issues of Everyday
Electronics including high current transformers and attractively
styled cases with high quality components.

Preamp £192.50
Power amp -stereo £192.50

Or build it with the very best components available including
IAR Wonder caps, Extended foil polystyrene capacitors, bulk
foil resistors, Holco precision resistors, silver plated switches,
gold plated phono sockets and Kimber cable for internal wiring.

Preamp £410
Stereo Power amp £310
Mono Power amp £232
All components including PCBs available separately

For full parts price list of the EE Apex preamp and

details of AUDICK176 audiophile components and kits,
please send 9" x 4" SAE to:

BRYANT REOLISTIX

NEW 1981 CATALOGUE

PLEASE ENCLOSE A 4 x 9in S.A.E. FOR A
COPY OF OUR NEW 1987 CATALOGUE
AND PRICE LIST FOR THE FOLLOWING:

ACCESSORIES, BOOKS, CABLE, CAPS,
CONNECTORS, IC's, LEADS, LED's,
TRANSISTORS, etc.

8mm LED's NOW IN STOCK.

EIRYFINTREDLISTIX
5 BELLE VUE TERRACE, GILESGATE MOOR,
DURHAM DH1 2HR

AUFACMIS PTedapn Componenae
6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU. Tel: 0332 674929

OMEGA ELECTRONICS
252A HIGH STREET, HARLESDEN, LONDON NW10 4TD

TEL: 01-965 5748 24HRS

NEW NAME IN ELECTRONIC COMPONENT DISTRIBUTION
WE CAN SOURCE ALMOST ANY ELECTRONIC COMPONENT-

IF IT EXISTS WE WILL TRY AND FIND IT.
IF WE DON'T STOCK WHAT YOU NEED WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU
WE SPECIALISE IN CREDIT CARD 24HRS TELEPHONE ORDERING

A QUICK CALL WILL CHECK STOCK & AVAILABILITY AND CURRENT PRICES

OUR STOCK RANGE INCLUDES:

DISCRETE DEVICES
TRANSISTORS (complete range)
DIODES (complete range)
FETS
POWER MOSFETS
OPTO-ELECTRONICS
LED'S ALL SHAPES AND SIZES
THYRISTORS, TRIACS
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

LOGIC DEVICES
(Very Competitive Pricing)
400 Series CMOS
74LS TTL
74S TTL
74HC/74HCT High Speed Cmos
COMPLETE RANGE

COMPUTER IC's
CPU & SUPPORT DEVICES
Comprehensive range
INTERFACE DEVICES
EPROM's
PROM's
MEMORY DEVICES

ASK FOR OUR FREE
SEMICONDUCTOR & PASSIVE
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

WE ARE ALSO STOCKISTS FOR
AMSTRAD PC &

PCW COMPUTERS
IBM COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE

PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CONTACT US FOR
SURFACE MOUNT

PASSIVE OR
SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVE COMPONENTS
RESISTORS
POTENTIOMETERS
CAPACITORS all types
IC SOCKETS

LINEAR DEVICES
We can source almost any Linear
Device
CONSUMER
DIGITAL/ANALOGUE
CONVERTERS

ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES. GOVERNMENT DEPTS,
TRADE OEM's ETC ACCEPTED

QUANTITY QUOTATIONS ON ALMOST ANY ELECTRONIC PASSIVE
& SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

%.OVERSEAS TRADE AND PRIVATE ENQUIRES WELCOME .1

410 Everyday Electronics, August 1987



Ma., SUMMER SALE
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

443D Millbrook Road, Southampton
501 OHX. Tel. (0703) 772501/783740
All prices include VAT; lust add 60p P&P

I EE
7,0004;..

(£2 sale items) '

Min Access order £5. Official

orders from schools etc. wel N

come - min invoice charge £10.

Our shop has enormous stock of components and is open

9-5.30 Mon -Set. Come and see usPI

SEND FOR YOUR FREE SALE LIST NOW!!
Yes, folks, it's time for our Super Summer Sale again, with hundreds of Bargains!
Up to 66% off our already low, low prices!!
Dozens of half price items!!
But stocks are limited, so it's first come, first served!
ORDER NOW to be sure of your share!!
Our SALE list and Bargain Lists are FREE!!
Our 80 page Catalogue costs just £1, with vouchers worth £1.50.

I PRICE PANELS ; PRICE PACKS
Z914 1W Mono Amp 75p K547 Zener diodes £4.50 £2.25
Z915 1W Stereo Amp £1.75 K544 Mullard polyesters... £4.75 £2.35
Z916 Am Tuner 75p K556 Fuseholders £2.00 £1.00
Z925 Relays 95p K557 Terminal strips £2.40 £1 20
Z926 Relay/Triac 92p Z525 Vero offcuts £3 80 £1.90
Z927 Reeds 30p
Z918 Inverter £1.25 25% OFF PACKS
Z919 Inverter £1.10
Z912 RF Panel 75p K548 Tantalum caps £6.50 £4.85
Z910 RF Panel 75p K549 Variable caps £5.75 £4.30
Z911 RF Panel 35p K546 Mica/ps/cer caps.... £2.75 £2.05
Z913 RF Panel 35p K554 Thermistors £8.00 £6.00
2942 Joystick Interface £1.00 K555 Fuses £3.95 £2.95
Z974 Mixer Amp £1.25 K538 Diodes £2.50 £1.85
Z469 10W Amp Panel £1.25 K541 PCB Panels £7.00 £5.25
Z955 'Simon' Panel 50p K542 Reed Relays £4.30 £3.20
Z497 AM/FM Tuner £6.45 K530 Polyesters £3.95 £2.95

K518 Disc Ceramics £1.00 75p
7 SEG DISPLAYS- K503 Wirewound Resistors £2.00 £1.50
MAN6740 40p; 10/£3.00 K505 Pots £1.70 £1.25
Others on P 78 of Cat 30p; 10/£2.00; W4700 Push button banks £2.95 £2.20
100/£15. K526 Heatsinks £5.50 £4.10

K527 Hardware.,
K534 Sleeve Pack

£4.00
£1.00

£3.00
75pFIBRE OPTICS -66% OFF!!

20m coils 1mm core - K536 74 Series Pack £4.00 £3.00
single £4.00 £2.00 K537 I.C. Pack £6.75 £5.05
twin £6.00 £2.00 K538 Diode Pack £2.50 £1.85

K539 L.e.d. Pack £5.95 £4.45
COMPUTER BOOKS -up to 90% K540 Resistor Pack £2.50 £1.85
off!! E9.95, E6.95, E5.95 K535 Spring Pack £1.70 £1.25
Now 10 for £61 K524 Opto Pack £3.95 £2.95

K525 Preset Pack £6.75 £5.05
UHF Modulator 50% off! K528 Electrolytic Pack £3.95 £2.95
Aztec UM1286 £6.00 £3.00 K531 Precision resistors £3.00 £2.25

K532 Relays £6.00 £4.50
K517 Transistors £2.75 £2.05
K523 Resistors £2.50 £1.85
K520 Switches £2.00 £1.50

'NEWBRAIN' PANELS
Z494 Motherboard microprocessui
panel 265 x 155mm. Complete PCB for
computer. Z80, char EPROM, etc. 68
chips altogether + other associated com-
ponents, plugs, skts, etc. £4.00
Z495 RAM panel. PCB 230 x 78mm
with 14 x MM5290-2 (4116) (2 missing)
giving 28k of memory. Also 8 LS chips.
These panels have not been soldered, so
chips can easily be removed if
required. £3.75

'NEWBRAIN' PSU
BRAND NEW Stabilized Supply in heavy
duty ABS case with rubber feet. Input
220/240V ac to heavy duty transformer
via suppressor filter. Regulated DC out-
puts: 6.5V @ 1.2A; 13.5V @ 0.3A; -12V
@ 0-05A. All components readily acces-
sible for mods etc. Chunky heatsink has 2
x TIP31A. Mains lead (fitted with 2 pin
continental plug) is 2m long. 4 core
output lead 1.5rn long fitted with 6 pole
skt on 0-1" pitch. Overall size 165 x 75 x
72 mm.

£4.75 ea 10 for £32

SCOPES!
5% OFF

LL MODELS

\ 10% OFF
all ANTEX

PRODUCTS!!

10% OFF / -
all VERO

PRODUCTS!!

Full details of all sale items in
Catalogue/Bargain Lists

ALL ABOVE ARE SALE ITEMS: MIN ORDER VALUE £10 + £2 POST

SOLDER SPECIAL!!!
.4===.111..impaN,

; , + ,ho

* 15W 240Vac soldering iron
* High power desolder pump
* Large tube solder

Cot no RUTS

NEW PANELS
Z620 68000 Panel. PCB 190 x 45 believed
to be from ICL's 'One per Desk' computer
containing MC68008P8 (8MHz 16/8 bit
microprocessor, + 4 ROM's, all in skts;
TMP5220CNL, 74HCT245, 138, LS08, 38
etc. £5.00
Z625 32k Memory Board. PCB 170 x 170
with 16 2kx8 6116 static RAM's. Also 3.6V
100mA memopack nicad. 13 other HC/LS
devices, 96W edge plug, 8 way DIL switch,
R's, C's etc £4.80
Details of other similar PCB's in latest list.
Z621 Teletext Unit. Keyfax T100 manufac-
tured for the US market, hence 120V ac
supply (but Tx can easily be changed for
240V model). Smart wooden case 430 x
257 x 68mm, housing chassis with Rx/de-
coder circuitry, Mullard VM6700 module,
channel display, i/p & o/p skts. Believed to
be new & working, but no data. £20.00
Z622 As above but no wooden casef 15.00

Sinclair
al BOARD

PCB 370 x 117, partially assembled with 16
x 4164's giving 128k of RAM; 2 x LS257,
LS245, 1488, 1489, HAL16L8. Also 2 x
Ferranti ULA's for microdnves. None of the
chips have been soldered so can easily be
removed £12.00

SPEAKERS
Z578 Sub -min speaker 30 x 30 x 3mm thick
by Fuji. 16R 0.4W. 60p ea; 10 £3.70; 25
£7; 100 £22, 1000 £180.
Z575 70 x 45mm 45R 0.5W 55p ea; 10
£3.30; 25 £6; 100 £20

SOLDER
5009 reels resin cored. 18g £5.95
500g reels resin cored 22g £7.95

Sinclair
MICROVISION

We have a quantity of these units in
varying states. From labels attached to
some of the PCB's it seems after assem-
bly on the production line they did not
function correctly. No attempt has been
made to repair them, though - instead
the following parts were removed:

a) RF Tuner
b) Vol control & switch
c) ZN401E chip

Because of the varying needs of con-
structors and the differing states of the
microvisions, we are offering the follow-
ing alternatives:
2555 Grade A: PCB in good condition
with CRT fitted. Supplied as seen with
circuit diagram and notes £6.95
Z556 PCB in good condition with CRT
that has been removed, but maybe repair-
able. Conductive paint (15m1 bottle
£3.45) will probably be needed to remake
contacts £3.95
2558 CRT in 'as seen' condition -
possibly repairable £2.00
Z559 PCB in good condition without
CRT £2.50
Z560 Circuit diagram and notes: 7 pages
detailing tech. spec., description, cct op-
eration, fault diagnosis & repair, aid to
fault-finding chart, picture set up proce-
dure, PCB layout, info on the various
possibilities. £2.00
RF Tuner £6.95; 2N401 chip £9.95;
Vol control + switch with knob £1.00

1987 CATALOGUE

Out now!! Bigger and better than ever -
80 pages packed with components and
equipment, from humble resistors to high
tech scopes! Bargain List, Order Forms
and £1.50 Discount Vouchers all included
for just £1.00 inc. post.

+ FREE! KIT -CAT

24 page illustrated catalogue with over
100 kits from simple amplifiers to com-
plex EPROM programmers - also com-
puter interface kits enabling many popular
computers to be linked with the outside
world. PLUS kits utilizing breadboards for
beginners.

ENTERPRISE
SIXTYFOUR
Z601 Complete PCB from above -
280A, 64k of RAM, UHF modulator. Just
needs keyboard, TV & PSU. Supplied
with lots of data: Full circuit diagram,
connections for expansion port, ROM
bay, joysticks ports, printer port, video
output, serial port. Also demo cassette +
2 booklets that were supplied with com-
plete machine. £20.00
Data only £2.00

LOGIC PROBE
For TTL, CMOS etc. LED and sound
indication Pulse enlargement capability
allows pulse direction down to 25nsec.
Max f = 20 MHz 4-16V. I/P Z. 1M £9.99
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USING A
MULTIMETER
Perhaps the most common and most versatile item of
test gear for anyone involved with electronics is a
multimeter. Next month we look at how to use one, the
general limitations and at just how useful a multimeter
can be.

JLJ
It's the time of the year
when steaming cars
appear in traffic jams. Our
alarm makes sure you are
aware of an imminent
problem. An excellent aid
for those who tow
caravans and trailers.

PERSONAL ES AMPLIFIER
A simple twin speaker amplifier system that turns your personal
stereo into a portable hi fi. Just right for holidays, camping etc.

/MAINS CONTROLLER
A simple and inexpensive interference free "burst fire" control for soldering irons, electric
blankets, flashing lights etc.

EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS
OUR SEPTEMBER ISSUE IS ON SALE, FRIDAY AUG. 21
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ORDERS DESPATCHED SAME DAY BY FIRST CLASS POST

TRANSISTORS

BC107
BC107A
BC107B
BC108
BC 108A
BC 108B
BC108C
BC109
BC 109B
BC109C
BC182
BC182B
BC183
BC183B
BC184
BC212
BC212B
BC213
BC213B
BC214
BC327
BC337
BC548
BCY70
BCY71
BD131
BD132
BD135
BD136
BD239A
BF258
BFX85
BFX88
BFY50
BFY51
BFY52
TIP31
TIP31A
TIP31B
TIP31C
TIP32A
TIP32C
TIP33A
TIP41A
TIP42A
TIP3055
TIP2955
ZTX300
ZTX500
2N3053
2N3054
2N3707
2N3703
2N3705
2N3771
2N3904
2N3906

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.18
0.15
0.15
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.12
0.22
0.22
0.60
0.60
0.34
0.35
0.50
0.60
0.40
0.40
0.37
0.37
0.39
0.42
0.48
0.56
0.54
0.42
0.42
1.00
0.63
0.55
0.76
0.76
0.17
0.17
0.60
1.60
0.12
0.12
0.12
1.40
0.15
0.15

DIODES
N4001
N4002
N4003
N4004
N4007
N4148
N4448

0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.06

r-- IC SOCKETS 1
low profile
8 pin DIL 0.07
14 pin DIL 0.12
16 pin DIL 0.13
24 pin DIL 0.20
40 pin DIL 0.30

r OPTO ISOLATORS
TIL111 transistor o/p 1.10
TIL1 13 Darlington o/p1.20
3021 Triac driver 1.50

LEDs
T1/ 5mm
Red
Yellow
Green
Super bright
T1/ 5mm
Red

0.18
0.18
0.18

0.35

TRIACS
TIC2060 3 Amp 400V
TIC2250 8 Amp 400V

ZENER DIODES
BZY88C 500m W
4V7
10./
12V
BZX55C 500m W
24V
BZX85C 1 3 Watt
4V7
10y
12V

Li4V

0.75
0.90

0.10
0.10
0.10

0.10

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.2_0A

r VOLTAGE REGULATORS
LM317T 1.5 Amp
+1.2V to 37V 1.50
LM341P 500mA
+5V 0.60
LM7905 1.5 Amp
-5V 0.70
7808 1.5 Amp
+8V 0.60

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
W004 1.5A 0.50

0005 6A 0.90

VERO BOARD
0. 1" matrix
Unclad breadboard 0.1"
104x65mm 0.65
Copper clad 37 strips wide

4p per hole
Copper clad 41 strips by 40 holes
plus four mounting holes £2.20
Spot face cutters £1.99

Dept. EE, P.O. Box 21,
Selsey, Chichester,
West Sussex P020 0TH

r CAPACITORS
Electrolytic axial or radial
10uF 25V 0.08
47uF
100uF
470uF
1000uF
220uF
Tantalum
0. luF
0.22uF
0.47uF
1uF
2.2uF
4.7uF

25V
25V
25V
25V
25V

35V
35V
35V
35V
35V
35V

0.10
0.12
0.28
0.36
0.15

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.15
0.20

Ceramic
220pF 500V 0.06
470pF 500V 0.06
1000pF 100V 0.06
2200pF 100V 0.06
4700pF 100V 0.06

L_ A

RESISTORS
Metal Film 5% Watt

2p each
100R 680R 1K 1K2 2K2
4K7 5K6 6K8 10K 12K
15K 22K 27K 33K 39K

47K 56K 68K 82K 100K
120K 150K 180K 220K
270K 330K 390K 470K

560K 680K 820K 1M

SKELETON PRESETS
Miniature horizontal or
vertical Values: 100R
220R 470R 1 KG 2K2 4K7
10KG 22KQ 47KQ
100K0 220K(2470KQ

L1 MG 0.194

741C
NE555
NE556
LM301
NE5532

LINEAR ICs

0.18 NE5534
0.30 ZN414
0.65 ZN416
0.28 LM308
1.20 TL081

enquire for more devices

0.80
0.90
1.60
0.70
0.50

B.T. APPROVED TELEPHONES
B.T. Statesman with last number redial

Stone 31.26
Brown 31.26
Maroon 31.26
Grey 31.26

B.T. Viscount with last number redial
Beige 26.04
Ice Grey 26.04
Red 26.04
White 26.04

B.T. Freeway cordless 700ft range Security coded,
last number redial with base paging

Ivory 85.00
Sockets, extension leads, cable, enquire for prices

Carriage on telephones and telephone accessories 1.50
Add 15% VAT to total allow ten days for delivery.

Overseas carriage at cost.

1

ACCESSORIES

DPDT centre off slide switches, BOHM earpieces, 450Hz Buzzers,
ABS Boxes, Ribbon cable, Potentiometers, Soldering Irons, Desolder
Pumps, Solder, Soldering Iron Bits and Elements. P.O.A.
FREE CATALOGUE OUT NOW

SUPER ALPHA GUARANTEE
All components brand new and by top manufacturers to full
specification.
ORDERING: Cash, Postal -Order, Visa, orders despatched same day
by first class post. Add 50p p&p to order then add 15% VAT. Tele-
phone orders welcome with Visa, orders accepted by answer
service outside office hours. Overseas orders add £2.00 no VAT.
Prices subject to alteration.

This is just a small selection of our stock.
Please 'phone for further details.
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E.E. PROJECT KITS MAGENTA
Full Kits inc. PCBs, or veroboard, hardware,
electronics, cases (unless stated). Less
batteries.
If you do not have the issue of E.E. which
includes the project - you will need to order the
instruction reprint as an extra - 80p each.
Reprints available separately
80p each p&p £1.00.

THIS MONTH'S KITS
SAE or 'phone for prices

3 BAND 1.6-30MHz RADIO Aug 87 £25.27
BUCCANEER 1.8. METAL DETECTOR inc. coils and
case, less handle and hardware July 87 £25.19
DIGITAL COUNTER/FRED METER (10MHz) inc.
case July 87 [67.02
MONOMIX July 87 £20.00
FERMOSTAT July 87 111 56
VISUAL GUITAR TUNER Jon 87 £21.99
MINI DISCO LIGHT Jun 87 E11.99
WINDSCREEN WASHER WARNING May 87 £4.88
FRIDGE ALARM May 87 £9.41
EQUALIZER (IONISER) May 87 £1479
ALARM THERMOMETER April 87 £25.98
BULB LIFE EXTENDER April 87 (less case) £4.99
EXP. SPEECH RECOGNITION April 87 f 19.98
COMPUTER BUFFER INTERFACE Mar 87 £1 1.96
ACTIVE I/R BURGLAR ALARM Mar 87 f33.95
VIDEO GUARD Feb 87 £7.99
MINI -AMP Feb 87 £14.99
CAR VOLTAGE MONITOR Feb 87 f 1 1 .98
SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH. (no ease) Feb

87 £19.92
SPECTRUM I/O PORT less case. Feb 87 £8.99
STEPPING MOTOR BOOSTER (for above) Feb

87 £5.19
STEPPING MOTOR MD200 Feh 87 f 16.80
HANDS-OFF INTERCOM (per station) inc case Jar
87 C9.99
CAR ALARM Dec 86 £10.97
DUAL READING THERMOMETER (less case) Dec
86 £39.98
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR Dec 86 £14.97
8 CHANNEL A -D (SPECTRUM) CONVERTER Dec
86 f 34.29
BBC 16K SIDEWAYS RAM Dec 86 £12.35
MODEM TONE DECODER Nov 86 £18.99
OPTICALLY ISOLATED SWITCH Nov 86 f 11.99
CAR FLASHER WARNING Nov 86 (7.92
200MHz DIG. FREQUENCY METER Nov 86 £59.98
10 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER Oct 86 134.95
LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86 £9.71
LIGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION £18.69
LIGHT RIDER 16 LED VERSION £12.99
SCRATCH BLANKER Sept 86 f53.17
INFRA -RED BEAM ALARM Sept 86 £26.99
FREEZER FAILURE ALARM Sept 86 £14.76
CAR TIMER Sept 86 (8.30
BATTERY TESTER Aug 86 £6.85
TILT ALARM July 86 £7.45
HEADPHONE MIXER July 86 £27.69
CARAVAN BATTERY MONITOR July 86 £16.35
SQUEEKIE CONTINUITY TESTER July 86 £3.35
ELECTRONIC SCARECROW July 86 (8.45
VOX BOX AMP July 86 f 12.73
PERCUSSION SYNTH June 86 £28.98
LIGHT PEN (less case) June 86 £5.80
PERSONAL RADIO June 86 £10.98
WATCHDOG June 86 £7.85
MINI STROBE May 86 £13.11
PA AMPLIFIER May 86 £24.95
LOGIC SWITCH May 86 f 14.93
AUTO FIRING JOYSTICK May 86 f11.86
STEREO REVERB Apr 86 £25.18
VERSATILE PSU Apr 86 £23.51
CIRCLE CHASER Apr 86 £20.98
FREELOADER Apr 86 £8.08
STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER Apr 86 f4.89
BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86 f26.61
INTERVAL TIMER Mar 86 f17.97
STEREO HI-FI PRE -AMP f46.85
MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86 (8.40
FUNCTION GENERATOR Feb 86 £23.66
POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE £7.62
TOUCH CONTROLLER Feb 86 £12.25
pH TRANSDUCER Pm Probe) Feb 86 £23.11
SPECTRUM OUTPUT PORT Feb 86 f10.72
OPORT Jan 86 £7.14
TACHOMETER Jan 86 £24.57
MAIN DELAY SWITCH less case Jan 86 £18.83
ONE CHIP ALARM Jan 86 £8.29
MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86 £17.83
TEL LOGIC PROBE Dec 85 £9.45
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85 £39.57
FLUX DENSITY TRANSDUCER Nov 85 f28.72
FLASHING PUMPKIN less case Nov 85 £4.20
SQUEAKING BAT less case Nov 85 £9.49
SCREAMING MASK less case Nov 85 £10.97
STRAIN GAUGE AMPLIFIER Oct 85 £28.00
SOLDERING IRON CONTROLLER Oct 85 (5.21
VOLTAGE REGULATOR Sept 85 (7.46
PERSONAL STEREO P.S.U. Sept 85 (9.89
R.I.A.A. PRE -AMP Sept 85 £15.94
CARAVAN ALARM Sept 85 £10.30
FRIOGE ALARM Sept 85 £7.50
SEMI -CONDUCTOR TEMP. SENSOR Sept 85 £20.82
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER Sept 85 Less
Probe £20.71
PLATINUM PROBE Extra £24.20
LOW COST POWER SUPPLY UNIT Aug 85 £18.39
TRI-STATE THERMOMETER (Batt) Aug 85 (6.66
TREMOLO/VIBRATO Aug 85 f37.92
STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85 £13.99
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA £14.50
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS (5.14
CONTINUITY TESTER July 85 15.90
TRAIN SIGNAL CONTROLLER July 85 £9.66
AMSTRAD USER PORT July 85 £16.83

ACROSS THE RIVER June 85 £19.77
ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85 f7.20
GRAPHIC EQUALISER June 85 05.66
AUTO PHASE May 85 £17.98
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85 (18.65
LOAD SIMPLIFIER Feb 85 £18.68
SOLID STATE REVERB Feb 85 £43.97
GAMES TIMER Jan 85 f13.39
SPECTRUM AMPLIFIER Jan 85 [6.58
TV AERIAL PRE -AMP Dec 84 £14.83
Optional PSU 12V f2.44 240V 111.83
MINI WORKSHOP POWER SUPPLY Dec 84 £41.98
DOOR CHIME Dec 84 £17.89
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE
Nov 84 [34.52
PROXIMITY ALARM Nov 84 £21.58
MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84 £5 27
MICRO MEMORY SYNTHESISER Oct 84 157 57
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84 f8 27
GUITAR HEAD PHONE AMPLIFIER Sept 84 (7.66
SOUND OPERATED FLASH less lead Sept 84 66.98
TEMPERATURE INTERFACE FOR BBC Aug
84 (23.64
CAR RADIO BOOSTER Aug 84 (16.64
CAR LIGHTS WARNING July 84 (9.58
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84 112.52
EXPERIMENTAL POWER SUPPLY May 84 £22.46
SIMPLE LOOP BURGLAR ALARM May 84 £16.34
MASTERMIND TIMER May 84 f6.52
FUSE/DIODE CHECKER Apr 84 f4.14
QUASI STEREO ADAPTOR Apr 84 £13.08
DIGITAL MULTIMETER add on for BBC Micro Mar
84

NI -CAD BATTERY CHARGER Mar 84
REVERSING BLEEPER Mar 84
PIPE FINDER Mar 84
IONISER Feb 84
SIGNAL TRACER Feb 84
CAR LIGHT WARNING Feb 84
GUITAR TUNER Jan 84
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84
CONTINUITY TESTER Dec 83

f29.98
£11.82
18.14
64.32

£28.78
£17.88
f4.51

£21.28
£22.99
£11.99

CHILDREN'S DISCO LIGHTS Dec 83 68.42
NOVEL EGG TIMER Dec 83 Inc case £12.29
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER FOR THE BBC MICRO Nov
83 less cable + sockets £26.38
MULTIMOD Nov 83 f20.38
LONG RANGE CAMERA/FLASHGUN TRIGGER Nov
83 £16.20
HOME INTERCOM less link wire Oct 83 f 17.26
STORAGE 'SCOPE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO
Aug 83 less software £18.42
HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD Aug 83 no

case £12.45
USER PORT I/O BOARD less cable + plug 612.69
USER PORT CONTROL BOARO July 83 less cable +
plug + case [30.16
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER May 83 £9.50
MW PERSONAL RADIO less case. May 83 [9.14
MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83 66.55
CAR RADIO POWER BOOSTER April 83 f14.39
FLANGER SOUND EFFECTS April 83 £29.00
NOVELTY EGG TIMER April 83 less case £6.58
DUAL POWER SUPPLY March 83 (69.48
BUZZ OFF March 83 f5.41
PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb 83 f14.07
ZX TAPE CONTROL Nov 82 68.55
CONTINUITY CHECKER Sept 82 16.56
2 -WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case £5.42
ELECTRONIC PITCH PIPE July 82 66.48
REFLEX TESTER July 82 69.32
SEAT BELT REMINDER Jun 82 £4.92
EGG TIMER June 82 f6.53
CAR LED VOLTMETER less case. May 82 £3.81
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr 82 £15.25
CAMERA OR FLASH GUN TRIGGER Mar
82 less tripod bushes £16.38
POCKET TIMER Mar 82 £4.92
GUITAR TUNER Mar 82 £20.62
SIMPLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Jan
82 £32.37
MINI EGG TIMER Jan 82 15.28
SIMPLE INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL Nov
81 f22.44
SUSTAIN UNIT Oct 81 (16.79
TAPE NOISE LIMITER Oct 81 15.97
HEADS AND TAILS GAME Oct 81 £3.30
CONTINUITY TESTER Oct 81 £5.38
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE Oct 81 14.56
FUZZ BOX Oct Ell f9.57
SOIL MOISTURE UNIT Oct 81 17.66
0-12V POWER SUPPLY Sept 81 f23.38
COMBINATION LOCK July 81 less case £25.89
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E.E. May 81 £5.39
PHONE BELL REPEATER/BABY ALARM May
81 £7.38
MODULATED TONE DOORBELL Mar 81 £8.82
2 NOTE DOOR CHIME Dec 80 £13.62
LIVE WIRE GAME Dec 80 £15.44
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER Nov 80 614.10 less
case. Standard case extra (5.98
SOUND TO LIGHT Nov 80 3 channel £28.08
AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD SOUNDS Oct
80 £17.28
SPRING LINE REVERS UNIT Jan 80 £32.64
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec 79 17.98
DARKROOM TIMER July 79 63.134
MICROCHIME DOORBELL Feb 79 f20.98
SOUND TO LIGHT Sept 78 £10.98
CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR LESS CASE Sept
78 f2.75
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR Sept 78 f37.44
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun 78 f9.00
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Mar
78 f7.44
ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77 [5.97

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD
EE55, 135 HUNTER ST.,
BURTON -ON -TRENT,
STAFFS, DE14 2ST.
0283 65435, Mon -Fri 9-5.
Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by
phone or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orde
Our prices include VAT.

fs.

SHOP NOW OPEN -CALLERS WELCOME
ADD 11 POP TO ALL ORDERS.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES.
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME.
OVERSEAS Payment must be sterling.

IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO UK PRICES
EUROPE UK PRICES plus 10%
ELSEWHERE write for quote
SHOP HOURS 9-5 MON-FRI

PRICE LIST -FREE WITH ORDERS OR SEND SAE

DIGITAL
TROUBLESHOOTING

Top quality kits & parts for this new
series. Our excellent technical back-up
service helps to ensure that your pro-
jects succeed every time.
PART 1 BENCH POWER SUPPLY -Full
kit £24.98.
LOGIC PROBE -£7.58 including case.
LOGIC PULSER-£7.48 including case.
VERSATILE PULSE GENERA-
TOR -£29.98 including case.
DIGITAL I.C. TESTER -£29.21 (case
different).
CURRENT TRACER ---£20.56.
AUDIO LOGIC TRACER -£8.99.

EXPLORING
ELECTRONICS

A full set of parts including the Verobloc
breadboard to follow the series right up to
Nov. issue. £14.87. Dec parts £4.99. Jan
parts £4.99. Feb parts £4.29. March
parts £6.99. April parts £4.44. May parts
£3.98. June parts £4.40. July parts
£4.79.

NEW
BOOKS

Modern Onto Device
Projects 12.95
Electronic Circuits for the Con-
trol of Model Railways £2.95
A T.V.-13Xers Handbook
8P176 65.95
Midi Projects. Penfold f2.95
Getting The Most From
Your Printer Penfold £2.95
More Advanced
Electronic Music Projects.
Penfold £2.95

INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS

An introduction to the basic principles of
electronics. With lots of simple experi-
ments. Uses soldering. Lots of full colour
illustrations and simple explanations. A
lovely book. Ideal for all ages.
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK 610.99
BOOK EXTRA £2.45
Book also available separately.

BOOKS
How to Get Your Electronic Projects
Working. Penfold (2.15
A practical Introduction to Microprocessors.
Penfold £2.10
Basic Electronics. Hodder & Stoughton 18.98
Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Protects.

Penfold f2.25
DIY Robotics & Sensors Billingsley. BBC 67.95
Commodore 64 £7.99
Elementary Electronics. Sleddin (5.98
Science Experiments with Your Computer f2.43
How to Design & Make Your Own PCBs. BP121£2.15
How to Make Computer Controlled Robots. Potterf 3.20
Haw to Make Computer Model Controllers. Potterf 3.19
Interfacing to Microprocessors & Microcomputer sf 6.50
Machine Code Sot Beginners. Osborne £2.45
Micro Interfacing Circuits Book 1 £2.45
Microprocessors for Hobbyists. Coles £4.98
NW.' Computer Experiments. Parr (1.95
Practical Things to do With a Microcomputer.
Osboine f2.19
Questions & Answers - Electronics. Hickman (3.45
Understanding the Mao Osborne £1.95

 JUST A SMALL SELECTION. LOTS MORE IN
OUR PRICE LIST 

TEACH IN 86
MULTIMETER TYPE M102BZ as specified. Guaranteed. Top quality, 20k/V, with battery check, continuity
tester buzzer and fuse and diode protection 105 dc range.
Complete with leads, battery and rnanuzd. f14.98
VEROBLOC BREADBOARD, DESIGN PAD, MOUNTING PANEL AND 10 CROCODILE CLIP
CONNECTING LEADS. £6.98
REGULATOR UNIT FOR SAFE POWER SUPPLY. All components including the specified case. Also the
plugs, fuse and tuseholders to suit the EE mains adaptor. £16.78
COMPONENTS FOR PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENTS. Parts 1 and 2 (Oct & Nov) (1.94. Part 3 (Dec) £1.37.
Part 4 (Jan) 62.48. Part 5 (Feb) £2.22. Part 6 (Mar) £6.31. Parts 7, 8 & 9 (combined) [2.55.

TEACH IN 86 PROJECTS
UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE Nov 85 £25.83
0100E/TRANSISTOR TESTER Dec 85 £18.89
USEFUL AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER
Jan 86 £1635
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Feb 86 (26.21
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR March 86 £24.48
FET VOLTMETER Apr 86 £21.48
DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR May 86 £16.68

NEW
MINI MODEL MOTORS
1 S -3V, 2 TYPES. MM1-59p MM2-61p

LEGO.' Technic Sets
TEACHERS WE ARE STOCKISTS OF THE
WHOLE RANGE. CONTACT US FOR

BROCHURES. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
AND QUICK DELIVERIES.

STEPPING MOTORS 12 VOLT
. 48 STEPS 200 STEPS .

1035 MD200
f14.50 £16.80

MOTOR - GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES
Miniature precision made. Complete with quality electric motor. Variable reduction ratios
achieved by fitting from 1-6 gearwheels (supplied) as required. Operates from 1.5V to 4.5V
Small unit type MGS speed range 3rmp-2200rpm depending on voltage & gear ratio. Large
unit type MGL (higher torque motor) 2 rpm-115Orprn. Long 3mm dia output shafts. Ideal for
robots and buggies.
Small Unit )MGS) £3.49. Large Unit (MGL) £3.98.
PULLEY WHEELS. New Range -PLASTIC
WITH BRASS BUSH is" dia. hole -easily
dolled to 3 or 4mm. i" dia. 35p, i" dia.
36p. 1" dia. 44p. 1" dia. 44p.
Metal collar with fixing screw, 3mm bore
24p. Flexible spring coupling 5mm. Length
31rnm 68p.
Flexible metal coupling (universal) 3mm
£2.98; 2mm f3.34.

1987 CATALOGUE
Brief details of each kit, our books, &
illustrations of our range of tools & com-
ponents. Also stepper motor, interface kit
& simple robotics. Plus circuit ideas for you
to build. If you read Everyday Electronics
then you need a copy of the MAGENTA
catalogue.

CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST - Send £1 in stamps
etc. or add f 1 to your order. Price list - 9x4 sae.

Catalogue FREE TO SCHOOLS/COLLEGES RE-
QUESTED ON OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD.

ADVENTURES
WITH

ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for
beginners. No soldering, uses an S -Dec Breadboard.
Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 projects
--- including three radios, siren, metronome, organ,
Intercom, timer etc. Helps you learn about electronic
components and how circuits work. Component pack
includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the components for
the projects.
Adventures with Electronics £3.58. Component pack
£20.98 less battery

TOOLS
ANTE% MODEL C IRON
ANTEX X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W
ST4 STAND FOR IRONS
HEAT SINK 1WEEZERS
SOLDER HANDY SIZE 5
SOLDER CARTON
SOLDER REEL SIZE 10
LOW COST PLIERS
LOW COST CUTTERS

(6.98
f 7.25
f 2 85

45p
f 1.39
[2.50
(4.67
f 1.98
f1.99

RENT NOSE PLIERS
MINI DRILL 12V (MD11
MULTIMETER TYPE 1 1000opv
MULTIMETER TYPE 2 20.000opu
MULTIMETER TYPE 3 30.1300opy
MULTIMETER TYPE 4 10M DIGITAL
DESOLDER PUMP
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CIRCUIT TESTER
HELPING HANDS JIG & MAGNIFIER
MINIATURE VICE IPLASTIC)

f1.89
18.38
16.98

617.98
127.98
139.98
15 48
12.98

78p
f7.98

--)11.85
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SMDs
SOME of you are now wondering what SMDs are, others are wondering whythey

are featured in my leader and no doubt some of you couldn't care less.
If you are truly interested in electronics perhaps you should care just a little
about SMDs.

Surface Mounted Devices (that's what SMDs are, but don't worry if you did
not know, because none of us did at one time) have not made the impact on
electronics that they were forecast to a couple of years ago. SMDs look like tiny
blocks of material with a couple of solder pads on and no connection leads.
They are designed to be glued to the copper side of a miniature p.c.b. and then
connected by heating the whole assembly so that the solder makes the joint.

As far as the hobbyist is concerned SMDs could be a problem as they are
very small and not designed for hand insertion or soldering. At one time there
were forecasts of SMD domination of the electronics industry to the virtual
exclusion of "normal" wire ended components. This could have raised the
price of our hobby dramatically and even limited the designs to some extent.
However SMDs have not changed the face of the electronics industry and even
now are not commonplace in commercial equipment.

WIRES ARE IN
For the time being our wire ended components are safe, they are still being

manufactured in vast quantities and therefore they are still very cheap to buy.
That is not to say that this will always be the case but at least for the next few
years we will not need magnifying glasses and tweezers to build projects.

Much the same can be said of the type of chips we use. The good old 74'
series of i.c.s have been around for a long time and they still serve us very well.
Maybe, for the present time at least, the technology is ahead of our general
requirements. While the R and D labs go on miniaturising everything, packing
more onto each chip and designing the mega computer we see little
advancement of this type in our home hi fi or even our test gear.

When the home android arrives we may see a use for all this development
but right now we can go on with our radial electrolytics and 741's.
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DIGITALCHIP TESTER
JOHN BECKER

Use your
computer as a
digital chip tester
with this useful
project.

MANY digital integrated circuits are
essentially gates of some sort, and as

such are suitable for computer analysis in
conjunction with a simple interface unit.
Once the basic pin function data has been
entered the computer can then be used as a
chip tester, and as an educational logic
analyser.

The interface unit to be described here
has been designed specifically for use with
the BBC, Commodore 64, and PET series of
computers. The simplicity of the unit and
the controlling program should however,
enable it to be converted for use with other
computers having similar facilities. The
primary requirements are that the control-
ling computer should have an eight -bit User
or IEEE output port, and two handshake
lines. The unit is suitable for a wide variety
of 14 and 16 pin gates, buffers, counters and
flip flops from the CMOS and TTL ranges,
including 4000, 5400, 7400, standard, LS
and high speed series.

MULTIPLEXING
Most computers available to the average

. home constructor process information in
accordance with an eight -bit binary code.
These codes determine whether a particular
control line is at a high or low logic level,
represented by "1" and "0" respectively.
Using a computer that has an eight -bit
output port, these logic levels can be applied
to exterior equipment as control signals.
Although there are only eight bits available,
by using an external multiplexed memory
storage device codes greater than eight bits
long can be generated.

This unit has been designed so that
essentially the control data bits can be
switched to two main destinations, and in
reality generate a 16 -bit code. By also using
the two handshake lines, ATN and DAV for
multiplex control, the code is effectively
extended to 18 bits.

VIA CHIP
The control routing is performed by a

special interface chip ICI, that can be
programmed to allow 16 -bit data storage,
and for each of the 16 interface port pins to
be latched either as inputs or outputs.
Consequently this permits the input pins of
the chip under test to be held at the required

held high, data can be read back from the
VIA. Pin 38 determines which port register
is being read from or to. With this pin high
the data lines are routed to the internal
control register for Port A, and for Port B
when low.

Pin 37 controls the register functions. In
Write mode, with the pin high, the data
input sets the registers so that the respective
Ports A or B have their lines preset as inputs
or outputs. A high data bit sets the relevant
line as an output to the test chip, and a low
bit sets it as a read back line.

CLOCKING IN
The transfer of information between the

Data lines and the registers and ports, is
triggered by a clocking oscillator. With the
particular VIA used here, this needs to be at
around 2MHz. There is a certain amount of
latitude on this frequency, but if it is too far
below 2MHz, the data transfer could be-
come erroneous. However it does not need
to be crystal controlled in this application
and is readily generated by the high fre-
quency oscillator around IC2a to IC2d.

The frequency is primarily set by the
values of R2 and C 1. Interestingly though, it
was noted during work on the prototype
that the circuit still oscillated at a little over
2MHz with CI omitted. This is probably
due to the capacitive characteristics of IC2
itself.

STARTING
At the start of testing, the computer is

programmed to wait for a Start signal from
the unit. This is generated by the low
frequency oscillator around IC2e and IC2f,
producing a frequency of about 250kHz as
set by R3 and C2. This goes to the gating
multiplexer IC3. With SI open, the gate is
closed to the high frequency oscillator, and
the DAV line of the computer is held low.
When SI is pressed, the gate opens and
sends a stream of pulses to the computer. It
simultaneously opens another gate at pin
three, taking pin 37 of the VIA high. The
computer responds by putting the VIA into
write mode through ATN, and routes data

logic levels, whilst the output pins have
their levels read by the computer.

The interface chip is known as a Versatile
Interface Adapter, and owners of the BBC
computer will recognise it as the same chip
that controls the output port. A similar chip
is used on the PET and C64. In its full
capacity it has considerably more functions
than are used here. In conjunction with the
two bidirectional ports and their input data
latching capability, there are two program-
mable registers allowing selection of the
data direction, both input and output, on an
individual line basis. It also has two timer -
counters and several other control registers,
including serial to parallel, and parallel to
serial registers, though none of these are
used here.

The majority of digital i.c.s require power
to be applied to their top right hand pin, and
are grounded via their bottom left hand pin.
This enables test socket pin 16 to be held
permanently at +5V, irrespective of
whether the test chip has 14 or 16 pins. Test
socket pin eight is held permanently
grounded for 16 pin chips. Test pin seven
though is routed via S2, so that it can be
held at ground for 14 pin chips, but other-
wise under computer control for 16 pin
devices.

Since only a maximum of seven test pins
have to be computer controlled this simpli-
fies the control requirements, as only seven
of the eight computer lines need to be
multiplexed to the test chip. VIA Port B can
thus control pins one to seven of the test
socket, and VIA Port A control pins nine to
15.

INITIALISING
Prior to testing, the VIA needs to be told

which pins are to be used as inputs, and
which as outputs. As will be seen from the
circuit diagram, the VIA has a set of eight
data lines, one of which is grounded. The
routing of these lines depends upon the
setting of three control lines. Two of these
control the data direction registers, and the
other selects read and write modes. VIA pin
22 when held low, routes the data lines into
the VIA as inputs in Write mode. When
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Fig. 1 Complete circuit
IC2d diagram of the Digital Chip
4069 Tester.

CI
15 p

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 100
R2 1k
R3, R4 10k (2 off)
All iW 5% Carbon

Capacitors
Cl 15p polystyrene
C2 100p polystyrene
C3 100n polyester
C4 22p elect. 16V

Semiconductors
IC1 65C22P2
IC2 4069
IC3 4052

page 434

Switches
S1 push to make
S2 min d.p.d.t.
S3 min s.p.d.t.

Miscellaneous
P.c.b. clips (4 off); printed circuit
board (see Shop Talk); case ap-
prox. 150 x 120 x 45mm.; 14 -pin
i.c. socket; 16 -pin i.c. socket (2
off); 40 -pin i.c. socket; 3.5mm
jack socket; fixings, wire etc.

low
approximate
cost £33

lines DA0 to DA6 through to the Port A
register, as directed by DA7. The first block
of data is now sent and sets the relevant VIA
port lines as inputs and outputs as required.
DA7 is then taken down, so routing the data
lines to the Port B register and the second
block of data is sent, setting the Port B lines
as inputs and outputs.

The precise sequence of computer in-
structions is actually slightly more complex
than this, as study of the program will
reveal. Having set both registers, the com-
puter displays a screen prompt stating that
S I can be released. When this is done, VIA
pin 37 goes low again, and the low frequen-
cy oscillator signals on DAV cease, where-
upon the computer knows that it can com-
mence the testing procedure.

TESTING SEQUENCE
With ATN low and the VIA in write

mode, in a manner similar to the above, the
computer now sends two blocks of control
data, one destined for test pins one to seven,
and the other for pins nine to 15. In both
cases the data is latched into the VIA when
ATN is taken high. Once latched, Ports A
and B of the VIA then apply the relevant
logic levels to the test chip input pins. In
response, the output pins of the chip assume
their respective levels as they would under
normal circuit conditions. The internal reg-
isters of the VIA latch in these levels and
await reading by the computer. The exact
sequence of events will be seen in the
program listing.

The latching process is practically instan-
taneous, taking about eight cycles of the
2MHz clock. Since the computer is operat-
ing in BASIC, which is responding at a rate
far slower, handshaking back to the com-
puter is not required. As soon as it has sent
its data, the response can be immediately

read back. ATN is taken high, putting the
VIA into read mode. In conjunction with
DA7 the computer reads the register states
of both Port A and Port B. The resulting
data bytes are stored, and the next block of
control instructions is sent to the unit. This
process continues indefinitely until the
computer is told to stop via a keyboard
instruction.

DATA ASSESSMENT
Throughout the testing cycles the com-

puter screen displays in graphic form, the

Fig. 2 Pin connections of the 65C22 chip.
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UNIT
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CB 1 2
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[CE7 24G

UNIT C64 PET

19 DAV FLAG2 CAI f B 2 PET & C6 4

17
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PSU OUTPUT
15

DA I PBI PA I D 4

13 DA2 P132 PA2 f E .111.0 V (GNU)
tt DA3 P83 PA3 -41 F

.410.+ 5 V

9 DA4 PB 4 PA4 ..11F H
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5 DA6 P86 PA6 .411. N 9

3
DA7 PB7 PA 7 .0.- L 10

ATN PA2 CB2 U I1

GND GND GND N 12

Fig. 3 Computer pin
connections.

data being sent to and from the test chip (see
illustrations). At the end of each main cycle,
it assesses the data received back and
decides whether the chip has responded
correctly. If it considers that one or more
pins have behaved incorrectly, it high -lights
these pins on the display.

The logic behind this assessment is based
upon the reasoning that if the pins of a gate
are cycled through all possible permutations
of high and low, then the respective output
pin should toggle up and down at least once
during the cycle. If the output does not
change state, then the chip is probably
faulty.

In theory it is possible for the computer to
check the returning data against a predeter-
mined truth table, so that the correctness
of each response can be automatically
checked. Although the rules behind such
truth tables are simple, as shown later, the
amount of memory needed to implement
them for many different types of integrated
circuit, is likely to exceed the capacity of
most home computers. Consequently this
facility has not been put under program
control. In the majority of chip testing
situations, it is usually only necessary to
detect whether an output has toggled at least
once.

However, the program has been written
so that the testing sequence can be stepped
through stage by stage, and at each stage the

user can observe from the screen display,
which data is going out to the chip under
test, and what response is received. Using
the normal rules of binary logic, the correct-
ness of each step can be observed. This
facility enables the unit to be used not only
for checking the viability of a particular
integrated circuit, but also for use as a logic
analyser.

POWER SUPPLY
The unit requires a power supply of +5V,

basically at less than 10mA in its quiescent
state. During testing this can rise to around
30mA, but the total current required will
depend upon the chip under test. For most
CMOS chips the extra current drawn will
usually be negligible, but standard TTL
tends to be quite hungry, and can often
require several tens of milliamps. Many
computers can supply the power directly to
the unit, providing the manufacturer's lim-
its are not exceeded. The BBC has up to
100mA available on its user port. The PET
and C64 cassette ports can deliver up to
250mA and 100mA respectively. Alternati-
vely a separate stabilised 5V power supply
can be used.

ASSEMBLY
As will be seen in the p.c.b. layout, there

is not much assembly required, and it is

very straightforward. All soldered joints
should of course be checked in close up with
a magnifying glass for shorts or omissions
before connecting to a power supply. The
computer connection socket shown may be
wired differently if it suits the computer
lead better, as long as the leads arrive at the
correct destinations. Alternative sockets
may of course be substituted instead. The
box used for the prototype is 15cm x

1 I .3cm x 4.5cm, leaving plenty of space for
the board, controls and sockets. No special
testing or setting up is required, since
running the program with a chip under test
will confirm the correctness of the assem-
bly. Note that prior to chip insertion or
removal, the power should be switched off
by S3.

COMPUTER PROGRAM
The program has been written entirely in

BASIC, and so is readily translatable for
machines other than the three stated. Apart
from some dialect differences, BASIC
between various computers is normally
fairly consistent. The main differences will
be in the memory control locations and
cursor movement codes. All the data neces-
sary for direct use with the BBC, PET and
C64 is included in the program listing. With
all the data statements listed, the program
requires just under 16K of memory when
run.

DATA FORMAT
The information for testing chips is held

by the program as DATA statements. The
listing already contains the data for over 30
digital chips. Further information can rea-
dily be put into the program for other chips,
and can be taken from manufacturer's data
sheets, or from circuit diagrams. It will be
seen from the listing that the data is held in
three main sections. The first holds the i.c.
type number. The second holds the pin data
in numerical order. The third part holds the
type description. Examination of the listing
shows that the second and third parts can be
used as pointers to data statements that are
common to several different i.c. type
numbers.

The pin functions are coded in a very
simple manner, and it is easy to enter new
information for other chips, or to amend
existing data in order to examine specific
aspects of a particular device. Chip input
pins are designated by numbers between
one and nine. Letters A to Z represent
output pins. The ampersand symbol "&" is
used for clock inputs. P.S.0 ground and
positive supply pins use "-" and "+" re-
spectively. The hash symbol "#" indicates
no connection, but can also be used to hold
a pin deliberately low. The upwards arrow
"f" can be used to hold a pin deliberately
high. Study of the listing shows practical
examples of these coding implementations.

AUTOMATIC PREPARATION
All normal inputs are assumed to have

the same status as each other, with the
exception of clock inputs. The notation for
the inputs and outputs will normally de-
pend on the internal sections of the chip.
For example with a quad two -input gate,
there are four identical sections. The first
section would have both its inputs designat-
ed by "I", and its output by "A". The
inputs for the second section would be
marked "2" and the output as "B", and so
on.

When the program is run, a screen
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Fig. 4 The printed circuit board layout and wiring for the Digital Chip
Tester.

Fig. 5 Front and rear panel wiring and connections to the printed circuit
board.
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prompt requests the type number of the
chip to be tested. It then searches its data
library, and having found the relevant data
it proceeds to analyse it. It first looks for all
pins designated by "1", and then calculates
and stores all possible permutations of high
or low that those pins can go through,
irrespective of the quantity. If only one pin
has that number there are two permuta-
tions, either the pin is high or it is low. For
two pins of the same number four permuta-
tions are possible. For 14 pins of the same
number over 16000 permutations are
possible

The program then searches for pins hav-
ing the next number, works out the permu-
tations for this series, and stores them. This
continues until all inputs are accounted for
together with special function pins such as
clock inputs, and static logic functions.
From the analysis the program also deter-
mines the instruction codes to be sent to the
VIA concerning which pins are inputs and
which are outputs.

Upon completion of the analysis, the
results of which are simultaneously dis-
played on the screen, the computer displays
a prompt stating that it is ready to start
testing and indicates how Ground switch S2
should be set. The Start switch Si can then
be pressed, and the testing sequence initiat-
ed. Additional screen prompts indicate the
action to be taken to stop testing, and to
select another chip for testing. A menu of
the chips in the data library can also be
called up. The option for continuous or
stepped testing can be selected at any time
during the sequence, together with a reset
facility to restart a sequence if desired.

GATING TRUTH
The logic behind the functioning of most

gates and many counters follows a well
defined sequence of events from which
truth tables can be readily determined. The
term truth table, simply means a table that
shows all possible permutations of what
happens in response to certain specified
events. In other words, if one condition
prevails, then the truth is that another
condition will result.

The majority of gates fall into one of six
categories, namely OR, NOR, AND,
NAND, Exclusive OR, Exclusive NOR.
Under some input conditions the output
will be at a level depending on the gate
function. Under other conditions the out-
put will assume the opposite level.

With an OR gate, if both inputs are low
then the output will also be low. However if
either input A OR input B is high then the
output (C) will likewise be high. This is also
true if both A and B are high together.
Representing the low by "0" and the high by
"1", four permutations exist. A0:B0 = CO.
AO:BI = Cl. Al:BO = Cl. Al:Bl = Cl. The
truth table thus becomes 00=0, 01=1, 10=1,
11=1. With a NOR gate the output response
is simply the inverse of that for an OR gate,
and the table becomes 00=1, 01=0, 10=0,
11=0.

For an AND gate the output response
depends on the levels of both input A AND
input B. If either input is low then the
output will also be low. It will only be high if
A AND B are both high. The situation is
similar for a NAND gate, except that the
output will be in the opposite state to that
for an AND gate. The respective truth
tables are thus 00=0, 01=0, 10=0, 11=1, and
00=1, 01=1, 10=1, 11=0.

The output of an Exclusive Gate only
changes if the two inputs are at different
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CHIP TESTER SOFTWARE

100 REM PROG262 EE MICRO CHIP -TEST 03AUG86. THIS PROG CAN BE USED WITH THE

CHIP TESTER
SCREEN DUMPS

110 REM BBC, C64 RND PET COMPUTERS. BBC USERS SEE END NOTES BEFORE TYPING IN.
120 REM C64 & PET USERS TYPE IN RS PER THIS LISTING.
130 DRTAl-PET USER:REM SUBSTITUTE RIGHT NO & NAME IN THIS LINE = 2-C64, 3 -BBC
140 GOSUB1380DIMA,B,BX,C,D,E,F,G,H,J,K,L,M,N,P,S,T,U,4',W,X,Y,HCRCULV$
150 DIMACBCC$,L$,Q$,S$,T$,Z$,F1(2),L(2),H(2),B(2),C(2),J(2),S(8),V(2),W(2)
160 DIMM(256,2),1(1,2),B$(255),R$(15),D$(15),A$(24),K$(3),T$(6),C$(24,1)
170 SW************************",CW ",FORA=11.04:C0=C0+CHRCCL),NEXT
180 RE=CHRS(CR):U$=CHR$(CU)+CHWCU)
190 FORIA=1T015:114(A)=D$(A-1)+CHR$CCD):NEXTH$=CHWCH)+D$(2)N0=CHR$CCH)+D$(1)
200 K$(1)="INPUTS":K$(2)="RECEIVED",K$(3)="OUTPUTS":T$(0)."SETTING UP"+D$(1)
210 PRINTD$(3);TAB(7),"CREATING BINARY FILE",FORA=07015,A$=""D=A,B$=""
220 FORB=3TOOSTEP-1,E=2TB:W=D/E,IFWATHENAW-0"+80:B$=RWM"+B$:0070240

TESTS 16

-0-0-0-0-0-9-9-
I+ 4 4 3 3 I

) INPUTS
1 1 1 2 2 - I

-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-

I+ 4 4DC3 3 I

) RECEIVED I

HOLDING

TESTTEST 16 3

4081
QUAD 2 -INPUT
AND

SET GROUND
SWITCH TO

230 D=D-E,A$="-0"+FWB$=R$+R$+14 111AB2 2 - 1

240 NEXT,A$(A)=A$,R$(A)=11$,NEXT:C=0,FORA=01.015,FORB=0T015 *** 14 ***
250 B$(C)=A$(B)+A$(A)+"-":C=C+1:NEXT:NEXT:L$=LEFT$(B$(0),16)+LEFT$(B$(0),9)
260 FORC=0T015:A0(C)="",NEXT
270 REM INPUT STAGE -0-0-0-1-0-0-0-
280 POKEDRT,255:POKEOUT,O:POKEAT,DN:GOSUB1390:PRINTDC4):TAB(13):"EM] MENU" I + 43 I 0 = LOW
290 RESTOREFORB=0T01:FORA=1TOV,M(A,B)=0,NEXT:C(B)=0:J(B)=0I(0,B)=0:1(1,B)=0 ) OUTPUTS I  = HIGH
300 W(B)=0,H(B)=0,V(B)=0,B(B)=0NEXT I 1 '7' - I 0 = SUSPECT
310 PRINTTAB(91);:INPUT"I.C. TYPE "flg$,T$=A$+"/":L=LEN(T$),IFA$<>"M"THEN360
320 GOSUB1390:PRINT
330 C=4:READWIFAWeTHENRESTORETRINT:GOT0310
340 IFMIDCALC+1,00."/"THENC=C+1:0070340 1310 NEXT [0] 00 ER] RESET [BAR] STEP
350 PRINTLEFTCACC),,GOT0330
360 READWIFB$="*"THEN280
370 IFT$OLEFT0(B$,L)THEN360
380 A$(4)="",13$.B$+"/",E=L+1,D=0,FORC=ETOLEN(B$),IFMIDCB$,C,1)<>"/"THEN400
390 D=D+1,A$(11)=MID0(B$,E,C-E):E=C+1
400 NEXT:T$(1)="*"$(2)="0":FORB=1702IFLEN(A$(B)))3THENTS(B)=A0(B),001.0440
410 READB$:IFB$OTS(B)THEN410 TESTS 8 * 2 + 8 24 HOLDING
420 FORC=1TOVAL(A$(B)):READB$NEXT,C=3,IFVAL(B$>>9THENC=4 2
430 T0(B)=MIDS(B$,C) TESTTEST 14 4-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-

I+ & 1 1 I440 NEXT:Q$=T$(1):T$=T$(2)+" "+A$(3)+" "q$(2)=""
450 REM SCREEN FORMAT ) INPUTS 4052
460 T$(1)=A$:E=1N=17=2:FORC=1TOLEN(T0):IFMID$(TS,C,1)<>" "TNEN500 1 0 - I ANALOGUE
470 IFLEN(T$(7))+C-E>12THENT=T+1:T$(T)="" -0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0- MULTIPLEXER
480 IFMID$(1-$,C+1,1)="*"THENN=VAL(MID$(T$,C+2))*2 DUAL 4 CHAN
490 T$(7)=T$(7)+MID$(T$,E,C-E+1):E=C+1
500 NEXT,P=LEN(Q$),IFP=14THENB(0)=120,B(1)=128 -0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
510 PRINTCHRWC);D$(1):FORR=OTOTTRINTTRB(26);T$(A):NEXT:T$(A)="" 1+AA&AA111 SET GROUND
520 PRINTV$FORA=1703,PRINTLEFT4(L$,P+1):PRINT"I "6TAB(P+1):"I " ) RECEIVED SWITCH TO
530 PRINT") ";K$(9);TAB(P+1);"1",PRINTI ";TAB(P+1);"I ":PRINTLEFT$(1.$,P+1) IBB&BB10 - I

540 PRINT:PRINT,NEXT:PRINT"E*1 NEXT CG] GO ER] RESET [BAR] STEP" -I-0-0-0-0-0-0-0- *** 16 ***
550 REM STANDARDISE DATA
560 PRINTCHWCH)j11$(9):FORC=PTO(P/2)+1STEP-1:PRINTRCMID$(00,C,1):,NEXT
570 PRINTD$(1):FORC=1TOP/2:PRINTRCMID$(Q$,C,1):NEXT,PRINT -0 ..... -0-0-
580 IFP=14THENC4=LEFTS(Q$,7)+"***"+MID$(Q$,8):GOT0600 I+ 1 1 1 1 0 LOW
590 0$=LEFT$(00,8)+"*"+MID$(Q0,9) ) OUTPUTS  = HIGH
600 A$="":FORC=16T09STEP-1:A$=A$+MID$(00,C,1),NEXTQ$=LEFT$(0$,8)+A$ 12 2 2 2 0 - I 0 = SUSPECT
610 REM TRUTH TABLE CALC
620 FORC=17016:A$(C)=MID$(Q$,C,1)NEXT:G=OFORC=17016:IFA$(0=""THEN840
630 IFVFIL(A$(C)>=0THEN730
640 Cl(C,0)=ACC),S=1S(1)=C:FORD=C+1T016
650 IFAS(D)=A0(C)THENS=S+1,S(S)=11:C$(D.0)=A4(D):A$ED).""
660 NEXTDFORF=1702TS:D=F-1:0=0+1:FORB=01.01:0MG,B)=0NEXTB
670 FORA=S-1TO0STEP-1,E=21A:W=D/E:IFW1THEN690
680 D=D-E:B=INT((S(A+1)-1)/8):K=S(A+1)-(B*8)41%(0,B)=QMG,B1OR(2t(K-1))
690 NEXTA:FORB=01.01:J.0(0,B)1(0,B)=I(0,B)ORJ:PRINTV$
700 IFB=OTHENPRINTD$(3):PRINTLEFT$(14(J),P):PRINT:0070720
710 PRINT"-0"5LEFT0(BW),P-2)
720 NEXTB,NEXTF:GOT0840
730 A0=1.4(C),B=INT((C-1)/8):K=C-(B*8) M=2T(K-1),A=240 IFB=1THENA=2
740 IFA$="-"ORA$="0"THEN760
750 GOT0770
760 CW,0)=A0:CCC,1)=A$13(B)=B(B)ORM,I(0,B)=1(0,B)ORM:GOT0840
770 IFA$="t"THENCE(C,0)=WC$(C,1)=A$4(B)=B(B)ORM,H(B)=H(B)ORM:GOT0840
780 IFA$0"&"THEN810
790 C(B)=C(B)ORM,J(B)=K*2-2+A:C$X,0)="&",IFN=1THENN=2
800 GOT0840
810 IFA$<"A"ORA$"Z"THEN840
820 I(1,B)=I(1,B)ORM:E=ASC(A$)-ASC("A")+1:IFE>9THENC$X,1)=A$GOT0840
830 C0(C,1)=STME):IFLEFT0(C$(C,1),1)=" "THENC0(C,1)=MIE4(C0(C,1),2)
840 190(C)="",NEXTC:FORB=0701,FORC.1700:MC,B)=QX(C,B)ORH(B),NEXT,NEXT
850 FORC=0701:FORB=1TO0STEP-1:PRINTV$,IFC=1THENPRINTD$(13)
860 I(C,B)=I(C,B)ORH(B)ORC(B):J=I(C,B):IFB=1THEN900
870 PRINTD$(3),PRINTLEFT0(B0(J),P),PRINTUC
880 FORD=1TOINT(P/2):1FC$(D,C)=""TNENPRINTR$:
890 PRINTRCCS(D,C)5,C0(D,C)="",NEXT:PRINT:001-0920
900 PRINT"-0";LEFT$(14(J),P-2):PRINTR$;"+"::FORD=9TOP:IFCS(D,C)=""THENPRINTM
910 PRINTRCC$(171,C);,C$(D,C)="":NEXT:PRINT
920 NEXTB:NEXTC,V=G:IFV=OTHENV=1
930 PRINTCHR0(CH);"TESTS";V;:IFN>1THENPRINT"*";N;"+",V;"="N*N+V
940 PRINTCHR0(CH);D$(9):PRINTTAB(26)"SET GROUND":PRINTTAB(26);"SWITCH TO"
950 PRINTTAB(66))"***""***";D$(2)
960 PRINTTAB(66):"0 = LOW":PRINTTAB(26),"0 = HIGH",PRINTTRB(26):"0 = SUSPECT"
970 PRINTHLTAB(26),"TEST 0 "

980 PRINTCHRS(CH);TAB(25):"*PRESS START*":POKEDRT,O,L=PEEK(IN)
990 FORA=11.020:L=PEEK(IN):K=PEEK(DAV):NEXT:L=PEEK(IN):A=0
1000 K=PEEK(DAV)ANDSET:L=PEEK(IN),GETZ$:IFZ$="*"THEN280
1010 IFK=OTHEN1000
1020 POKEDRT,255TOKEAT,DWPOKEOUT,I(0,0)POKEAT,UP:POKEOUT,I(0,1)0R128
1030 POKERT,DN:POKERT,UP:PRINTCHRS(CH);TAB(25):"** RELEASE ** ":PRINTCHWCH):
1040 K=PEEK(DAV)RNDSET:L=PEEK(IN):IFK=SETTHEN1040
1050 POKEAT,DN:POKEOUT,O:POKEOUT,I(0,0)POKEOUT,128POKEOUT,I(0,1)0R128
1060 POKEOUT,O,POKEOUT,128:POKEAT,UP
1070 PRINTTAB(25)" ":B(1)=B(1)0R128:IFP=14THENB(1)=B(1)0R64
1080 ZW":FORB=0T01,11(B)=B(B),D(B)=255-B(B):L(B)=D(B):NEXT:L=0,Y=0
1090 REM TESTING SEQUENCE
1100 X=0:0=0:PRINTHLTAB(34);Y:FORK=1TOV,X=X+1,IFLTHEN1120
1110 GETZ$:1F2$=""THEN1170
1120 IF2$="*"THEND=PEEK(IN),G0T0280
1130 IF2$=" "TNENL=1:00701160
1140 IFZ$="0"THENPRINTCHR0(CH);TAB(24)," ":L=OGOT01170
1150 IFZ$="R"THENFORB=OTOWW(B)=0,NEXT:K=V:Y=0,ZW",GOT01170
1160 IFL=1THENGETZ$,IFZW"THENPRINTCHWCH).TAB(26):"HOLDING":001.01160
1170 POKEDRT,255:POKERT,DN:FORB=0701:IFC(B)=0THEN1210
1180 W(B)=W(B)+1:IFW(B)>NTHENW(B)..0,W=0:00T01210
1190 W=W+1IFW(B)AND1THENMK,B)=QMK,B)ORC(B):60701210
1200 QX(K,B)=QM,B)AND(255-C(B))
1210 POKEOUT,QX(K,B)OR(128*B):NEXT:POKEAT,UP
1220 REM SCREEN PRINT
1230 PRINTHCTAB(32)5CCX,IFN=ITHEN1260
1240 FORB=0.101,1FC(B)THENPRINTV$;TABO(B)+2),C$,W(B)
1250 NEXT

Continued

E*1 NEXT CD] GO ER] RESET [BAR] STEP

TESTS 16

-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
1+ 4 4 33 I

) INPUTS
11 1 2 2 - I

-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-

-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
1+ 4 4 D 3 3 C: I

) RECEIVED I

11 1A2 2 B- 1
-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-

I+ 4 3 I

) OUTPUTS
1 2 - I

HOLDING

TEST 12 3

7400
QUAD 2 -INPUT
NAND

SET GROUND
SWITCH TO

*** 14 ***

O = LOW
 = HIGH
B = SUSPECT

IC NEXT EG1 GO CR] RESET [BAR] STEP

TESTS 4 * 20 + 4 = 84
9

-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
I+ 1 & 1 I

) INPUTS 1

-1
-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

I- + 1& 1KJEII
) RECEIVED
IFBACGHD- I

SUSPECT

I+ K J 5 9 I

) OUTPUTS
16 2 1 3 7 8 4- I

HOLDING

TEST 9 4

4017
DECADE
COUNTER *10

SET GROUND
SWITCH TO

*** 16 ***

0 = LOW
 = HIGH
0 = SUSPECT

E*1 NEXT CO] GO ER] RESET [BAR] STEP
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Continued
1260 FORB=0TOI,POKEDRT,255,POKEOUT.C.4%(K,B)OR(128*B),POKEAT,DWPOKERT,UP
1270 POKEDRT,128,A(B)=PEEK(IN)H(B)=H(B)ORA(B),L(B)=L(B)ANDA(B),NEXT
1280 PRINTHCTAB(2);LEFTS(B$(0%(K,1)),P-2);TAB(160);LEFTS(B$(0WK,O)).P)
1290 PRINTD$(2);TAB(2);LEFTE(B4(A(1)),P-2);TAB(160);LEFTS(B$(A(0)),P)
1300 IFWTHENK=K-1
1310 NEXT,Y=Y+1:H=0,FORB=OTOIC=H(B)AND(255-L(B)):IFC=V(B)THEN1370
1320 M=C/16,A=C-(B%*16):PRINTCHRS(CH);D$(15):IFBTHEN1340
1330 PRINTD$(4)A_EFTS(Bf(I(1,B)),P)PRINTCHRS<CU):RE(A);Rf(M)60T01350
1340 PRINT"-0";LEFTS(BVI(1,8)),P-2),PRINTCHRE(CU):"-0";R$(A);R$(B%)
1350 IFC<255THENPRINTCHRS(CH);D$(15);"SUSPECT",H=1,001.01370
1360 IFH=OTHENPRINTCHRS(CH);D$(15);"
1370 H(B)=B(B),V(B)=C:L(B)=D(B),NEXTGOT01100
1380 READAS:A=VAL(AS),ONAGOSUB1670,1700,1730
1390 PRINTCHRVCC):TAB(48):"EE MICRO CHIP -TEST"
1400 PRINTTAB(42);"COMPUTER AIDED DIGITAL IC CHECKER",RETURN
1410 REM LIBRARY
1420 DATA4001/1/3/NOR,4008/1111111-&ABCDEWADDER 4 -BIT
1430 DATA4011/1/3/NAND.4012/3/1/NAND,4013/AA&111-2220B+/8/DUAL D
1440 DATA4015/&HCBR12-&DGFE34+/DUAL 4 -BIT SHIFT REG *4
1450 DATA4017/FBACGHD-IEJKI&I+/6/..4023/4/2/NAND,4024/&10FED-MC#BA#+/5/*128
1460 DATA4027/AA&1111-2222&BB+/S/DUAL J-K.4040/LFEGDCB-AUIHJK+/5/*4096
1470 DRTA4042/DAA1412-BBCC34D+/12/
1480 DATA4051/EG&HF141-111DABC+/11/8 CHAN,4052/BB&BBI#-IIRA&AA+/11/DUAL 4 CHAN
1490 DATA4053/BBC&C141-111AA&&+/11/TRI 2 CHAN,4066/1AB223-3CD441+/QUAD SWITCH
1500 DATA4069/5/9.4070/1/3/EXCLUSIVE OR,4071/1/3/0R,4072/3/1/00
1510 DATA4077/1/3/EXCLUSIVE OR
1520 DATA4075/4/2/0R,4081/1/3/AND,4082/3/1/AND,4160/6/6,4161/6/5/*16
1530 DATA4174/&Al2B3C-&D4E56F+/8/HEX 8,4502/3C1&A2B-D4E#5F6+/9/STROBED
1540 DATA4511/11114111-EDCBAGF+/10,4520/&1ABCD1-&2EFGH2+/7/*16
1550 DATA4531/1112222-A&33331+/12 BIT PARITY TREE
1560 DATA7400/11A22B-C33D44+/3/NAND,7402/011B22-33C44D+/3/NOR,7404/5/9
1570 DATA7410/11222B-C333A1+/2/NAND,7420/11#11A-B22#22+11/NAND
1580 DATA7447/11fT111-tttittl+/10.7472/#41111A-A222&#+/8/J-K
1590 DATA7474/11&IAA-BB2&22+/8/DUAL D
1600 DATA74390/&1A&BCD-HGF&E2&+/7/*10
1610 DATACl/11AB22-33CD44+,2/UNUSED,3/A111181-#2222B+
1620 MATA4/11222B-10C333+.5/1A2B3C-D4E5F6+,6/1&####T-TTDCBRE+
1630 DATALI/DUAL 4-INPUT:2/TRIPLE 3-INPUT,3/QUAD 2 -INPUT
1640 DATA4/UNUSED,5/BINARY COUNTER,6/DECADE COUNTER *10
1650 DATA?/DUAL COUNTER,8/FLIP FLOP.9/HEX INVERTER:10/BCD 7 -SEGMENT DECODER
1660 DATA11/ANALOGUE MULTIPLEXER:12/QUAD LATCH
1670 REM PET CURSOR & CONTROL CODES
1680 CU=145:CD=17:CL=157C.C=147:CH=19:CR=29,DN=205:SET=2,UP=237DAV=59469
1690 DRT=59459,IN=59457,OUT=59471,01=59468,POKE59467,0,RETURN
1700 REM C64 CURSOR & CONTROL CODES
1710 CU=145:CD=17,CL=157,CC=147,CH=19:CR=29:DN=251:SET=16:UP=1991)RV=56589
1720 DRT=56579:IN=56577,OUT=56577:AT=56576:RETURN
1730 REM BBC CURSOR & CONTROL CODES
1740 CU=11,CD=10:CL=8,CC=12,CH=30,CR=9:DN=14:SET=16:UP=206,DRFE6D
1750 DRT=&FE62,IN=4FE60,OUT=&FE60:AT=&FE6C,RETURN
1760 REM BBC USER NOTES
1770 REM THE BBC USES '?' INSTEAD OF 'PEEK' AND 'POKE'. THUS 'POKEDRT.255'
1780 REM WOULD BECOME '?DRT=255'. FOR 'PEEK' THE "?' CAN BE SUBSTITUTED
1790 REM DIRECTLY. THUS 'L=PEEK(IN)' BECOMES 'L=?(IN)'.
1800 REM 'GETZ$' BECOMES "Z$=INKEYS(0)". 'DIM' - ONLY BRACKETED VARIABLES
1810 REM SUCH AS 'A(2),L(2) ETC CAN BE DIMMED IN THIS WAY. FOR SINGLE
1820 REM VARIABLES ENTER THEM AS "A=0,B=0,13%=019$="":BS=""', ETC.
1830 WHEN TYPING IN THE NORMAL BBC REQUIREMENTS FOR A SPACE BETWEEN SOME
1840 STATEMENTS SHOULD BE OBSERVED. IF NECESSARY SPLITTING LINES INTO TWO
1850 PARTS WITH THE SECOND PART GIVEN A LINE NUMBER INCREASED BY 5.

READY.

levels, in other words, if the logic Excludes
one of the inputs. For an Exclusive OR gate
the table thus becomes 00=0, 01=1, 10=1,
11=0. Exclusive NOR is the inverse again,
so the table becomes 00=1, 01=0, 10=0,
11=1.

A similar principle holds true however
many inputs there are. All that changes is
the number of possible input permutations
available. So for example a three input
AND gate would have a table of 000=0,
001=0, 010=0, 011=0, 100=0, 101=0,
110=0, 111=1. Likewise a three input NOR
gate would produce 000=1, 001=0, 010=0,
011=0, 100=0, 101=0, 110=0, 111=0.
Armed with this simple knowledge, truth
tables for a wide variety of chip types can be
assembled, and used to cross check the
functioning of a chip under test. It is also
possible of course to actually produce a
truth table by watching the screen display
associated with a chip under test. Decade
and binary counters are particularly inter-
esting to observe during their test
sequences.

FINALLY
As previously stated, the unit is capable

of examining a wide variety of devices,
though it does not claim to be all inclusive.
Chips such as those that require external
components like resistors and capacitors,
cannot be readily examined by it. Nor can
some that are edge sensitive, that is, those
that respond to the actual moment of level
change. For a wide range of purposes
though, many of the chips in general use will
only be interested in whether a control
voltage is high or low. For these devices this
unit offers ideal facilities for both testing
and analysing their functions. It will have
obvious appeal to experimenters and educa-
tionalists alike.

CONSTRUCTIONAL

PHONOSONICS
KIT CATALOGUE MUSIC AND

Ece."ECseTt2S5,

- "GLOW COST (.; c-,
...) -0GEIGER 1.

A -D -A Interfa 61.00
Chip Test 16 -Pin* Set 258S 32.50
Chip Test 24 -Pin* Set 258F 39.30
CohmorpuasnFdlaenrger Dual Set 235 59.99

Set 238 22.99
Cybe rvox Voice FX Set 228 44.76
Digital Delay & MCS Set 234RK 198.50
Disco Light Control Set 245F 62.50
Echo-Reverb Stereo Set 218 57.66

Equaliser3-Chan Set217 25.33
Evlangerent Counter

Set153 8

Set 278
239.450

.5

F(Mono)
Guitar Modulo Set 196 23.56
Micro -Scope Set247 44.50
Micro -Trace" Set 261 19.50
Mini -Sampler Set 246 75.00
Mixer 4 -Ch Stereo Set 229S 89.95
Mixer Simple 4 Chan Set 256 19.99

Mock Stereo Set 213 24.37
Morse Decoder" Set 269 22.16

Noise Gate Set 227 26.61

Phaser- Enhanced Set 226 42.36
Polywhatsit! FX Set 252 122.69
Rhythm Gen* Set 185 34.64
Ring Modulator Set 231 45.58
Storm Wind & Rain Set 250W 29.50
Thunder & Lightning Set 250T 29.50
Tuner -Micro" Set 257 55.32
Tuner -Simple* Set 259 22.50
Vodalek Voice FX Set 155

" Computer controlled (BBC, C64, PE1T8).31

Most PCBs available separately

COUNTERS DETECTORS

NUCLEAR FREE ZONES?
CHECK THEM OUT -

GET A GEIGER

THE PE GEIGER WAS
SHOWN ON BBC TV

"TAKE NOBODY'S WORD
FOR IT" PROGRAM

Detectors for environmental and geological
monitoring- know your background, You'd be amazed
at the quantities sold since Chernobyl .

METERED GEIGER (PE MK2)
Builtan probe, speaker. meter. digital output. Detector
tube options - ZP1310 for normal sensitivity. ZP1320
tor extrasenyity.
Ka -form - SET 264 - (ZP1310) f59.50, (ZP1320)
C78.50

Ready -built = TZ272 - (ZP1310) £75.50, (ZP1320)
(94.50

AUDIO GEIGER (EE MK2)
Builian probe (ZP1310)
Ka-form SET 265 MK2 f 49.50. Ready -built TZ274.

speaker. digital output.

f 65 00

GEIGER -MITE SET 271 £39.50
Miniature geoger with ZP 13t0 tube LED displays
radiation impacts. Socket for headphones or digital
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IMMERSIOri
HEATER TIMER
T.R. de VAUHALBIRNIE

Reduce costs with
this energy -saving
project

ANY
WAY of saving household energy is

welcome. One item for consideration is
the immersion water heater-if used indis-
criminately the cost can be excessive. This
project is an electronic timer designed to
control the immersion heater. By heating
water for the required time only, substantial
savings can be made. In this system, three
operating times are provided -30 minutes,
one hour and two hours plus a continuous
option. Although intended for immersion
heaters, it would be possible to use this
timer to control other mains appliances up
to 15A rating (3,600W on 240V mains).

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The entire circuit of the Immersion Heat-

er Timer is shown in Fig. 1. The principal
component is the integrated circuit timer,
ICI. A nominal 12V d.c. supply is provided
by the conventional arrangement of mains
transformer, T1, fuse, FS1, bridge rectifier,

D5 to D8 and smoothing capacitor, C3. ICI
requires an accurately -maintained 5V sup-
ply but stabilisation is provided on the chip
and operates in conjunction with RI. By
connecting ICI pin one to supply negative,
timing is initiated when the supply is
switched on, this being convenient for the
present purpose.

When S2 is switched on, TI primary
receives current from the mains via FS2.
ICI begins a timing cycle and RLA "make"
contacts (RLA1) operate. S2 may now be
switched to standby with TI continuing to
receive current via RLA1 make contacts.
Although there is a short interruption of
supply as S2 moving contact travels from
one fixed contact to the other, this has no
effect since C3 maintains the current for
ICI and hence RLA.

The delay time is determined by the
values of R2, R3, R4 and timing capacitor
C2. The set time switch, SI, connects either
R4 alone (30 minutes), R4 and R3 in series
(one hour) or R4, R3 and R2 in series (for
two hours). Long timings are possible de-
spite C2 having a low value due to an on -
chip binary divider which counts 4095
charge/discharge cycles before the sequence
ends. At this point, the outputs (pins two
and three) change state. With timing in

progress, pin three is high and pin two low.
When timing is complete, pin two becomes
high and pin three low. Pin three output
operates relay, RLA/1 through Darlington
pair, TR2/TR3 and hence the mains load.
Additionally, it lights the red timing I.e.d.,
D2 through current -limiting resistor, R8.
Pin two output operates TR I hence the
green waiting l.e.d., Dl, through current -
limiting resistor, R7.

Potentiometer VR I provides an adjust-
ment for the time period. At the end of the
timing cycle, RLA coil switches off and the
"make" contacts part. This switches off the
load and T1. The green waiting l.e.d. pro-
vides a reminder in the event of S2 being
left switched on and not at standby.

This circuit requires high current mains
connections to be made. Anyone not certain of
being able to make a safe job must seek the
assistance of a qualified electrician.

CONSTRUCTION
During construction work, it is essential

to follow certain safety procedures. In parti-
cular, an earthed metal case must be used
and all external wiring must be of the
type approved for immersion heater
installations.

RI
220

VR I
100
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C I gm TiME
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the
Immersion Heater Timer.
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The choice of relay is important-it must
have a 12V coil and mains "make" contacts
of 30A rating minimum. Use a heavy-duty
relay-a miniature component is likely to
fail quickly in service. Note also that T1
must have adequate power rating-see com-
ponents list.

Refer to Fig. 2 and begin construction by
cutting a piece of 0.1 inch matrix stripboard
to size 12 strips by 28 holes. Drill the two
fixing holes, make all copper track breaks
and inter -strip links then follow with the
soldered on -board components. Take parti-
cular care over the polarities of all diodes
and C3. Do not insert ICI into its holder
until the end of construction. For testing
purposes connect short "stalks"-discarded

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 220
R2 1M2
R3,R4 560k (2 off)
R5 47k
R6 10k
R7 560
R8 470
All fixed resistors 0.5W 5% types

page 434

Potentiometer
VR1 100k vertical preset

Capacitors
Cl 100n
C2 1p non -electrolytic type

(additional 10n capacitor
for testing if required-
see text)

C3 470p elect. 16V p.c.b. or
axial lead type.

Semiconductors
IC1 ZN1034E Timer
D1 green I.e.d. panel

indicator
D2 red I.e.d. panel indicator
D3 to D8 1N4001 (6 off)
TR1 to
TR3 ZTX300 npn silicon (3 off)

Miscellaneous
T1 mains transformer with 12V

250mA secondary (3W or 6W
rating).

RLA heavy-duty relay with 12V
85 ohm coil and mains -rated
"make" contacts rated at 30A mini-
mum.

S1 4 -position 3 -pole wafer
switch.

S2 s.p.d.t. rocker switch with 1A
mains -rated contacts.

FS1 20mm chassis fuseholder
with 1 A fuse.

FS2 20mm panel fuseholder with
1A fuse.

0.1 inch matrix stripboard size 12
strips by 28 holes; aluminium box
size 152 x 102 x 51mm; 30A
terminal block -4 sections required;
approved immersion heater type
cable; 3A mains wire; knob; fixings
etc.

Approx. cost £16.50Guidance only

01a
02o

RELAY COIL

12 V AC {
SOLDER TAG``

RELAY COIL -4,-.7.N)

10 25 28111,

w
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Fig. 2. Veroboard layout and wiring.

Photograph of the inside of the completed unit.
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Fig. 3. Interwiring of the Immersion Heater Timer components.

resistor ends-at C2 position and solder a
l OnF capacitor to these instead of the value
specified-this will make all timings 100
times shorter and simplify the testing proce-
dure. With the circuit panel checked for
errors, connect 10cm pieces of light -duty
stranded connecting wire to each of strips A
(2 off), B, C, D, E, F, 1, J and Las indicated.

Prepare the case by drilling holes for
transformer, relay, solder tag, fuse holder
FS1, circuit panel and terminal block
mounting. Drill two holes in the back of the
case for attaching the unit to the wall. Drill
holes of ample diameter in the side adjacent
to TB I for mains input and output leads
-fit these with large rubber grommets.
Mount all base -section components. In-
clude short stand-off insulators on the cir-
cuit panel attachment bolts to keep the
copper strips and soldered connections
clear of the metalwork. Take care to avoid
short-circuits between FSI connections and
the case-if necessary use a plastic shield.
Make sure that a small space is left between
RLA and T1. Adjust VR I to approximately
mid -track position.

Drill holes in the lid section for the
switches, fuse holder FS2 and l.e.d. indica-
tors-mount these components. Refer to
Fig. 3 and complete all wiring. Note that the
solder tag earths the case and must not be
omitted-use stranded mains -type wire for
its connection to TB1/4. The wires between
RLA "make" contacts TB1/1 and TB1/2
must be made with mains -rated stranded
wire of 30A capacity minimum. The speci-
fied relay has "pigtail" leads already atta-
ched-shorten these as necessary. S2, FS2
and T1 primary connections should be
made with mains wire of 3A rating.

Remove ICI from its special packing and
without touching the pins insert it into its
holder. This procedure is necessary since

the i.c. is a CMOS device and vulnerable to
damage by static charge. Insert the fuses
into their holders. Carefully offer the lid
into position looking for possible trapped
wires and short-circuits-check particularly
that all mains connections remain well clear
of the case.

INSTALLATION AND TESTING
Switch off the immersion heater at the

fuse box and remove the fuse. The existing
wall switch must be retained and used as an
isolating switch for the new circuit. Refer to
Fig. 3 and make the external connections to
TB1. Fix the case in position using thick
washers on the screws between the box and
the wall. This will allow clearance for any
protruding bolt heads and prevent the case
from distorting. Replace the lid. Note that
whenever the supply is connected, the lid of
the case must remain on-when making
adjustments, the timer must be isolated at
the fuse box. Select the 30 minute setting,
switch on S2, leave it on. The relay should
clunk and the red timing I.e.d. operate.
When the cycle is complete, the timing light
should go off and the green waiting one
come on instead.

If C2 has been replaced temporarily with
a I OnF component, then an operating time
of approximately 18 seconds may be expect-
ed. Test the other timings-the one -hour
setting should take 36 seconds and the two-
hour one, 72 seconds. If these prove to be
approximately correct, C2 may be de -sol-
dered from the "stalks" and replaced with
the correct value. VR I may then be adjust-
ed to give the best timings-clockwise rota-
tion of the sliding contact (as viewed from
the circuit panel fixing) reduces them.

IN USE
If timing is initiated by switching S2 to on

then standby, the circuit consumes current
only while timing. If S2 is left on a small
current will be used by the circuit when
timing is complete. Note that where S2 is
moved from on to standby, this should not
be done slowly. If it is, the interruption to
supply will cause RLA coil to de -energize
and the circuit to switch off. If the mains
supply is interrupted even for a short time,
timing is cancelled and the cycle begins
again. After a period of operation, check
that T1 does not become excessively hot.
Note, however, that it is normal for the case
to become warm. To cancel the timing at
any time, switch off the mains at the
isolating switch for a few seconds.
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MECHATRONICS BUS
There is a new word in the land of the

robot. Following the other attempts to
encapsulate the world of the robot, its
controllers and ancillary workpieces, such
as robotics and flexible manufacturing sys-
tems, not to mention advanced manufac-
turing technology, there now appears me-
chatronics. And the Department of Trade
and Industry has lost no time at all in
adopting the latest popular terminology in
its attempts to interest industry and edu-
cation in the automated systems thought
likely to dominate manufacturing in the
near future.

It has kitted-out a bus with a complete
integrated system which is touring
schools, colleges and industry throughout
the country spreading the news under the
banner of The Mechatronics Bus. It made its
first tentative forays around Britain in the
early part of this year and is now on a busy
schedule throughout the country touring a
region at a time.

ON BOARD SYSTEM
On board is a system put together by

TecQuipment, makers of the MA2000
Open University 6 -axis arm. Two
MA2000s are included in the layout which
also has a bandsaw, c.n.c. lathe, c.n.c.
milling machine, pedestal drill, four index-
ing carousels and an MA3000, the larger
and more robust of TecQuipment's arms.

The MA3000 supervises the rest of the
'system and has been given an extra axis
on its present five by the simple method of
mounting it on a transverse table. The
2000s have both carrying and inspection
roles, one measuring length after sawing,
the other performing the final inspection
with the help of a vision system.

The system, controlled by a BBC Master
128, carries out a sequence of cutting a
length of steel and working it on the mill,
lathe and drill before final inspection. The
vision system, with a definition of 32 x 32,
compares the outline of the finished article
with the image stored in its memory and, if
acceptable, places it in the appropriate bin.

The DTI intends the bus to increase the
awareness of what is possible with mod-
ern technology. It is particularly aimed at
further education colleges to persuade
them that there would be a benefit in
providing courses using the training aids
available. The department is especially
keen that they should be used in the
teaching of new skills.

The system makes use of a number of
connected technologies including comput-
ing, computer -aided design, robotics, hy-
draulics and pneumatics as well as elec-
tronics and mechanics. It was put together
as the result of a collaboration between
the department, TecQuipment, British
School Technology, which specialises in
preparing buses of this kind, ORT, a world-
wide technical training organisation and
several UK toolmakers.
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Its itinerary to date has included the
north west of England, the east Midlands
and various parts of the Home Counties.
Future destinations are not known until
quite close to the date so that it is flexible
enough to respond to demand.

ROBOT STATISTICS
The rate of growth of numbers of robots

being installed in Britain fell sharply last
year. In 1986 the figure increased by only
15 per cent compared with 22 per cent the
previous year and 50 per cent in 1984.

The figures are revealed in Robot Facts
1986, the latest of the annual round -ups
produced by the British Robot Associa-
tion. The association contrasts the UK
figures with those for West Germany, our
major trading partner, which show a rise of
41 per cent for 1986, 33 per cent in 1985
and 38 per cent in 1984.

In Britain the BRA puts the total number
of installed robots at the end of 1986 at
3,683 against 12,000 for Germany. These
figures understate the true totals for what
most people would count as robots be-
cause of the BRA's tight definition, but the
comparative positions and rates of in-
crease are probably valid.

A robot is defined by the BRA as being a
reprogrammable device designed to both
manipulate and transport parts, tools, or
specialised manufacturing implements
through variable programmed motions for
the performance of specific manufacturing
tasks.

There was an above average increase in
the number of robots used in education
and training where 46 were installed in the

period, an increase of 28 per cent and the
fourth highest for the year. It took the
sector from seventh to sixth in the applica-
tions league just ahead of surface coating.
The most popular uses remained injection
moulding, spot welding and arc welding.
The industry which boasts the most instal-
lations by far is the automotive, with
rubber and plastics in second place.

UK SUPPLIES

A surprisingly large number of machines
used in this country are supplied by UK
companies, they being the major source.
European companies provide the next lar-
gest number with those from Japan and
the US tying for third place. However in
1986 Japan was the second largest
source, just ahead of Europe with the US a
very poor fourth.

British -built robots had a near monopoly
of the less expensive machines supplying
nearly all the robots installed in Britain at
prices up to £20,000. Japan was the
major supplier in the £20,000 to £35,000
range with Europe the prime source for
robots at £35,000 plus. Also surprising
was what appears to be a healthy export
market. More than 57 per cent of British
output was exported.

As might be expected with the automo-
tive industry featuring as the major user,
the BRA's geographical analysis showed
the West Midlands as the area for most
new installations in 1986, emphasising its
overall lead. A long way behind came the
south east of England and central England
with Northern Ireland having the least
number.



GENERATION
ELECTRICITY is a secondary form of

energy, some primary forms being
coal, oil and gas. Therefore, there is
bound to be some waste in converting
from primary to secondary form. This
waste is in the form of heat loss as well
as friction in turning the generators.

But electricity has advantages. It is
clean, quiet and no storage space is
required in homes and factories. In any
case, some devices like radios will not
run off the other three energy sources!
Another wasteful thing about electric-
ity is that it cannot be easily stored,
although limited storage is possible in
batteries and accumulators. Therefore
the Central Electricity Generating
Board (CEGB) has to ensure that the
correct amounts are generated to meet
demands, particularly when the annual
fuel bill is over £4000 million.

ELECTRICAL POWER
GENERATION

Regardless of what energy source is
used, the primary source of energy
(coal, oil, gas, nuclear) is used to turn
water to high pressure steam which
rotates a turbine to generate electricity.

In Fig. 1, coal or oil is used to heat
water in a boiler. In a nuclear reactor,
carbon dioxide gas is heated. The heat
causes water to evaporate through
pipes leading to the turbine housing.
When the steam has done its job in

ANDREW GREY

driving the turbine blades, it passes
through a condenser where it is turned
back to water, ready to be boiled again.

Condensers require large volumes of
water. Typically, a large power station
generating 2000MW needs fifty mil-
lion gallons of cooling water per hour.
Such quantities can only be obtained
from the sea or large estuaries. There-
fore a power station is often sited near
a coastline. Power stations are also
sited near coalfields or with easy rail
access to coalfields. If coal is used as a
fuel, this is ground into a powder at the
rate of about 200 tonnes per hour. Also
to avoid polluting the atmosphere,
metal plates are inserted in the chim-
ney. An electrostatic charge on the
plates ensures that dust is attracted to
them. To clean the plates, they are
struck with a hammer so that the dust
falls to the bottom of the chimney.

Kingsnorth, on the Hoo peninsula, is
a typical large power station. It is built
on reclaimed land on the north Kent
coast. Kingsnorth generates 2000MW
employing four 500MW steam genera-
tors and the site includes nine fuel
storage tanks, ash lagoons and water
treatment plant.

It is a dual fired station and can use
either coal or oil. Water for the boiler
comes from the town mains. It is
filtered, de -ionised, degassed and de -
mineralised. Water for cooling the con -

Fig. 1. Steam powered generator.

densers comes from the Medway and is
returned to the Medway.

In addition to supplying alternating
current, Kingsnorth also supplies
266,000 volts direct current. D.C. is
easier to control than a.c., though the
transmission loss is greater.

POWER DISTRIBUTION
Large generators can easily put out

25kV and a transformer then steps this
up to 132kV or 275kV or 400kV. The
power is then routed via an isolator,
circuit breaker and isolator again, to
busbars within the station compound.
There is another set of isolator, circuit
breaker and isolator before power is
applied to the grid (the cable network
that feeds the country). Each generator
has its own transformer, isolator and
circuit breaker but the busbars are
shared. Isolators are used on either
side of a circuit breaker so mainte-
nance work can be carried out on the
circuit breaker without danger from
any accidentally applied voltages.

The circuit breaker is similar to a
switch except that with low voltages in
a home, any arcing between contacts is
soon broken. With high voltages, the
arc would persist and burn out the
contacts. The contacts are immersed in
an oil bath to extinguish the arc or
compressed air can be used to open the
contacts as well as blow out the arc.
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FUEL (EE ee9G1

1111 lid III III
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The turbine hall at the 2,000MW coal-fired Cottam power station near Retford which contains four 500MW turbo -generator units.

The layout of a generating com-
pound with sets of circuit breakers and
isolators is shown in Fig. 2. The do-
mestic supply employs two wires carry-
ing a single phase but factories require
a three phase supply which uses three
conductors. These three wires are
called a circuit and power pylons
usually carry two circuits.

At the high voltages mentioned
above the power is fed over the super -
grid, the arteries of the country. It is
stepped down to 33kV for towns, vil-
lages and industrial areas. Intermedi-
ate substations step this down further
to 11kV for hospitals and light indus-
tries. This part of the network can be
thought of as the veins of the network.

And finally down to capillaries as
distribution substations drop the vol-
tage down to 240V for schools, shops
and homes, Fig. 3. Railway lines draw
their supply directly from the grid,
some rail links operating at 25kV.

POWER REQUIREMENT
The UK's electrical power require-

ment was 17,350MW in 1955,
34,360MW in 1965, 56,129MW in
1979 and about 52,000MW today. In
the 1920s there was a I 32kV grid,
followed by 275kV in the 1950s and
400kV more recently.

The annual power demand is shown
in Fig. 4. This is of course lowest in the
summer. Fig. 5 shows a typical daily

Fig. 2. Generating compound.

power demand in the winter; highest at
about 6pm, when most people get
home from work, turn on the heat and
cook their meals. Fig. 5 also shows the
fuels which might be employed. Nu-
clear power is the most efficient, coal is
cheapest, and to meet higher demands
other plant may be used together with
more expensive fuels like oil. To meet
peak demands hydro -electric plant of
the pumped variety can be used.

PUMPED STORAGE
There are no large waterfalls in the

UK which would make it worthwhile
to generate hydro -electric power only.
The next best thing is to pump water to
a height, ready to drop like a waterfall
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RTMIII the specially designed rock trenching machine.

Fig. 4. Annual power demand.
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Fig. 6. Splitting the atom.

during peak demands. It is, of course,
pumped to a height during off-peak
hours.

There are two such pumped storage
stations in Wales, one of which is
Dinorwig at the foot of the Llanberis
Pass. It has been made environmental-
ly acceptable by excavating deep into
Elidir Fawr mountain. It cost £450
million to build and is expected to
recover its cost in eight years.

In an emergency or to meet peak
demands, Dinorwig can produce
1320MW in ten seconds. Water falls
from the upper reservoir to the lower
reservoir through pipes and drives
turbines in the process. There are
sudden peak demands after popular
TV programmes or during commercial
breaks when people put the kettle on.

The reservoir level rises and falls
34m as the water transfers from one
reservoir to the other. Six Francis
reversible pump turbines produce
313MW each or consume 285MW
when used as pumps.

Another method of managing this
non -storable commodity is to trade it
across the border. To this end a
'2000MW cross channel link to France
has been installed. This costs only half
as much to install as a new power
station and helps trade surplus power.

Two pairs of French and two pairs of
British cabls run from Folkestone to
Calais. They are buried 1.5m deep and
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1000m apart for security. Burial is by
means of a trencher like RTM III
which can cut about 5km of trench in a
day. The power is converted from a.c.
to d.c., for more precise control, just
before it leaves the coast.

NUCLEAR REACTORS
Heat for turning water to steam can

also be generated by splitting the atom,
Fig. 6. An atom consists of a nucleus
with electrons orbiting. The nucleus
contains protons with a positive charge
and neutrons of no charge. When a
neutron is used to smash open this
nucleus, tremendous heat is generated
and the process is called nuclear
fission.

A naturally fissile element is uran-
ium but the ore contains uranium 235
as well as 238 and it is U235 that is
easy to split. Unfortunately the ore
contains only one per cent of U235 so
this is enriched to about three per cent
by British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL).

The fuel rods, one inch in diameter,
are inserted in metal tubes and placed
in graphite eight inches apart. Bundles
of 36 tubes are called a fuel element,
this weighs 56kg and produces as much
electricity as 3,000 tonnes of coal. A
chain reaction can be started by bring-
ing a critical amount of uranium to-
gether. Since some neutrons escape,
there must be sufficient uranium to
keep the reaction going. The graphite is
called a moderator and slows down the
neutrons without capturing them.

It's no use unleashing a Frankenstein
monster if one cannot control it. To
slow the reaction, boron steel rods, Fig.
7, are lowered into the reactor and
these absorb the neutrons. If the rods
are lowered to a depth such that the
power is not increasing or decreasing,
then the reactor is balanced.

The spent fuel is placed in a cooling
pond of water for about a hundred
days then transported in steel flasks
weighing 43 tonnes to BNFL, Sella -
field, for reprocessing. Unburnt uran-
ium and plutonium are removed and
used in a fast reactor which takes
oxides of U238 and plutonium. If
U238 is converted to plutonium then
the energy obtained is 60 times that of
the thermal reactor described above.

Fig. 7. Nuclear reactor.
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The main control room at the coal-fired Ratcliffe -on -Soar power station.

Fast reactors are still under
development.

A reactor is typically 63 feet in
diameter, spherical, with a four inch
thick steel shell and 12 feet of concrete
around it. Sizewell A on the Suffolk
coast is one such nuclear power sta-
tion. Two turbines run at 3000 r.p.m.
and provide 325MW each. The steam,
which reaches 360 degrees C, is cooled
by 27 million gallons of water per hour.
This water is drawn through two ten -
foot diameter tunnels and returned to
sea via two similar tunnels. Most of the
water is used for condensing the steam
and only a small proportion for cooling
equipment.

Two types of reactor operating in the
UK are the Magnox and the advanced
gas cooled reactor (AGR). The Magnox
reactor gets its name from the fact that
the uranium is clad in magnesium
alloy. It is cooled by carbon dioxide gas
and operates at a relatively low
temperature.

Higher temperatures produce
greater efficiency and the AGR uses
uranium oxide pellets clad in stainless
steel tubes. Worldwide there are 374
power -producing reactors in 25 coun-
tries and 150 more under construction.
Half of them are pressurised water
reactors (PWR) rather than AGR since
they are cheaper to build and the UK is
following this trend.

The world's first nuclear reactor for
feeding electricity to a national grid
was built at Calder Hall, Cumbria in
1956. This reactor is still working.
Nuclear reactors have been producing
electricity for 30 years in the UK and
provide 20 per cent of our electricity.
In France, 60 per cent of their electric-
ity is produced from nuclear fuel.

There has been much publicity re-
cently with the Russian nuclear disas-
ter at Chernobyl but the escaping radi-

ation from a properly controlled
nuclear reactor is low, as shown in the
chart of Fig. 8. The location of power
stations and the fuel used is given in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Radiation Doses

37% Radon + Thoron gas in
buildings
19% Terrestrial gamma rays
17% Internal from one's body
14% Cosmic rays from space
11.5% Medical X-rays
0-5% Weapon test fall -out
0.5% Air travel, luminous
objects
0.4% Occupational (industry
etc.)
0.1% Waste from nuclear
stations

We have considered fission, but fu-
sion, i.e. joining of nuclei of light
atoms, produces even more energy.
The raw materials are deuterium from
water and lithium from rocks. Only a
little is required and both are plentiful,
but high temperatures are required.
This is the process that keeps the sun
and stars burning and may well be the
technology of the 21st century.

PRIMARY SOURCES OF
ENERGY

The CEGB uses about 100 million
tonnes of coal per year, half the na-
tion's annual output. Also three to four
million tonnes of oil is burnt per year.
And just as coal fired stations are built
near coalfields, oil fired stations are
built near refineries in Southern Eng-
land and Wales.

Apart from the energy sources al-
ready considered, coal, oil, gas, nuclear
and waterfalls, other sources of energy
are: wind, waves, tides, solar and
geothermal. Unfortunately, none of
these provide significant power out-
puts. Large windmills in valleys be -
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Fig. 9. Power stations under CEGB control.

come environmentally unacceptable
although an experimental windmill
producing 200kW is operating in Car-
marthen Bay.

To produce as much electricity as a
2000MW generator by wave energy
requires devices 60 miles long. A con-
sortium of firms, the Severn Tidal
Power Group, is studying the possibili-
ty of installing a barrage across the
Severn to harness the tides.

POWER CONTROL
Each generating station has its own

control room mainly consisting of lots
of meters to monitor the large numbers
of steam and water valves and hun-
dreds of other temperatures and pres-
sures associated with each generator.

The main highway of transporting
this electricity is the supergrid at
400kV and 275kV owned by the Cen-
tral Electricity Generating Board
(CEGB). The large, modern power
stations are connected directly to the
supergrid. A large generator produces
electricity at a lower unit cost com-
pared to a small generator, but then it
needs a large artery like the supergrid.

The National Control Centre (NCC)
is located in London and controls the
six Grid Control Centres (GCC). Fig.
10 shows the GCCs and the amount of
electricity that it is possible to generate
in each area controlled by each GCC.
The NCC trades electricity with
France and also the South of Scotland
Electricity Board.

Electricity consumption varies with
the time of day and day of week. It also
depends on the weather and special
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Fig. 10. Grid control centres.

occurrences like television pro-
grammes. Therefore it is important to
generate more electricity before the
lights start to dim. For each period of
the day and a few hours before the
event, each GCC receives a power
transfer programme from the NCC.
This selects generators in order of
merit according to electricity produc-
tion costs. The order of merit is updat-
ed every day taking into account fuel
costs and individual generator perfor-
mance. Each GCC is in direct contact
with power stations and grid supply
points in its area.

The CEGB has five regions and sells
power to the twelve Area Electricity
Boards and to other bulk customers
like British Rail.

At March 1986 there were 79 power
stations using fuels as follows: 41 coal,
one coal/oil, eight oil, ten nuclear, two
pumped storage, ten gas, seven hydro-
electric. In March 1986 the first import
of electricity from France also took
place. In May 1986, Europe's largest
coal fired station was completed at
Drax in North Yorkshire. By the year
2000 six to eight new power stations
will be required.

When Michael Faraday plunged a
bar magnet into a coil of wire in
October 1831, I'm sure he did not
think he was setting the cities alight. 0

Acknowledgement: The author wishes
to thank the CEGB for photographs and
other material used in this article.

The National Control Centre in London.
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ALTAI DIGITAL MULTIMETER
£49.95 plus V.A.T.

* Full 31 digit multimeter-025% basic
accuracy, 10A a.c./d.c.
* Temperature measurement
* Capacitance measurement-up to 20pF.
* Transistor gain measurement

T-I-HE Altai HC-5010EC digital multimeter features a 0.5
I inch 3; digit I.c.d. display with polarity, low battery and

overrange indication. The meter gives 200 hours typical
battery life with a 9V alkaline battery.

The meter has a tilt stand built in, measures just 170 x 87
x 42mm and weighs 382gms. It is provided with an
operator's manual, test leads, with extra screw -on insulat-
ed crock clip connectors, and a plug-in thermocouple for
temperature measurement.

D.C. VOLTAGE RESOLUTION ACCURACY

200mV 100pV
2V 1mV

20V 10mV
200V 100mV

1000V 1V

±(0.25% of reading + 1 digit)

Input Impedance: 10M on all ranges. Overload Protection: 1000V d.c or
peak on all ranges.

MAX. F.S.
D.C. CURRENT RESOLUTION ACCURACY VOLTAGE DROP

200pA 100nA ±(0.5 % rdg+ 1d) 0.25V
2mA 1pA ± (0.5 % rdg+ 1d) 0.25V

20mA 10pA ±(0.5 % rdg+ld) 0.25V
200mA 100pA ±(0.75% rdg+1d) 0.25V

2000mA 1mA ±(2 % rdg+5d) 0.75V
10A 10mA ±(2 % rdg+5d) 0.30V

Overload Protection: mA Input: 2A/250V fuse. 10A Input: Unfused up to
15A for 15 seconds.

A.C. VOLTAGE RESOLUTION ACCURACY FREQ RANGE

200mV
2V

20V
200V
750V

±(0.5% rdg+5d) 45Hz-500Hz
on all ranges on all ranges
± (1% rdg+5d)

Conversion: Calibrated for rms of sine wave. Input Impedance: 10M
shunted by 100pF on all ranges except 200mV range. Overload Protection:
1000V d.c. or 750V r.m.s. a.c. continuous, except 15 sec max above

`300V on 200mV range.
MAX. F.S.

A.G. CURRENT RESOLUTION ACCURACY VOLTAGE DROP

200pA 100nA ±(0.75% rdg+5d) 0.25V rms
2mA 1pA ±(0.75% rdg+5d) 0.25V rms

20mA 10pA ±(0.75% rdg+5d) 0.25V rms
200mA 100pA ±(0.75% rdg+5d) 0.25V rms

2000mA 1mA ±(2 % rdg+5d) 0-75V rms
10A 10mA ±(2 % rdg+5d) 0.30V rms

Overload Protection: mA Input: 2A/250V fuse. 10A Input: Unfused up to
15A for 15 seconds.

100pV
1mV

10mV
100mV

1V

MAX. OPEN
RESISTANCE RESOLUTION ACCURACY CIRCUIT V

2000 100mQ
2K0 10

20K0 100
200KD 1000 ± (0.3 % rdg+3d)

2MO 1K4 ± (0.75% rdg+5d)
20M0 10KQ ±(3 % rdg+5d)

Max allowable input: 500V d.c. or rms.
CONTINUITY TEST
Resistance range: Buzzer sounds at approximately less than 2004.
DIODE TEST
Test voltage: 2.8 Volts. Maximum test current: 3mA.
TEMPERATURE RESOLUTION ACCURACY

±(0.5 % rdg+3d) 2.8V
±(0.3 % rdg+ 1d) 2.8V
±(0.3 % rdg+3d) 500mV

500mV
500mV
500mV

-20°C to 1370°C 1'C

Sensor: Type K (NiCr-NiA1).

± (3*+1d) up to 150°C
±3% of rdg over 150°C IL

CONDUCTANCE RESOLUTION ACCURACY

200nS 0.1nS ± (1-5% rdg+10d)
CAPACITANCE RESOLUTION ACCURACY

2000p F 1pF
2pF 0.001pF

20pF 0.01 pF

±(1.5 % F.S.+5d)
±(2 % F S.+5d)
±(2 % F S.+5d)

hFE TEST Test condition: 10pA 2-8V. hFE gain 0-1000 (npn. pnp).

NOTE: Quantities are limited. Please order early
to avoid disappointment.

Post to: EE Meter Offer, B.K. Electronics, Unit 5, Comet Way,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6TR. Tel: 0702 527572

rPlease supply

I-

F.

0

Quantity Item Value
Altai Digital Multimeters
at £57.44 each (including
VAT and postage)

£

Total £

Visa/Access
or Cheque No.

03 Signature
C

C Name0
0.
7 Address

<1,1

.0

0

t
OFFER CLOSES Friday, September 25, 1987

O Name

O
4c5 Address

0.
E
O

w

w Post to: EE Meter Offer, B.K. Electronics, Unit 5, Comet
E. Way, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6TR Tel: 0702

527572

1

J
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This series is de-
signed to explain the
workings of electronic
components and circuits
by involving the reader
in experimenting with
them. There will not be
masses of theory or for-
mulae but straightfor-
ward explanations and
circuits to build and ex-
periment with.

Part 14 Audio amplifiers using the 741 Op -Amp

SIMPLE AUDIO AMPLIFIER

THIS month, continuing with appli-
I cations of the 741 op -amp, we

amplify signals in the audio -frequency
range. The circuit diagram for a Simple
Audio Amplifier is shown in Fig. 14.1
and can be used as an amplifier for a
microphone or a record player car-
tridge (magnetic or crystal). You can
also use it to amplify the output of the
Simple Diode Radio Receiver des-
cribed earlier in this series (EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS, July 1986).

The output of the amplifier can be
used to drive either an earphone or a
loudspeaker. Although you may obtain
higher fidelity if you use a specially -
designed audio amplifier i.c., circuits
based on the ordinary 741 operational
amplifier circuits are adequate for
many purposes.

Fig. 14.1. Circuit diagram for Simple Audio
Amplifier for use with crystal earphone.

Fig. 14.2 (right). Crystal earphone amplifier
demonstration component layout.

HOW THEY WORK
Small voltage changes at the non -

inverting input (+) of the op -amp (IC1)
are amplified and appear at the output.
In the Simple Audio Amplifier, with
earphone output (Fig. 14.1), changes in
output voltage charge and discharge
capacitor C 1 . This causes currents to
flow between the other plate of C 1 and
the earphone X I.

To obtain enough current to work a
loudspeaker we must use a transistor
TR1, fed by the output from the
amplifier (Fig. 14.3). The resistor R3
provides a steady base current which
holds the transistor on at low level.
Current is added to or subtracted from
that base current as the charge varies
on capacitor C2, causing the current
through the loudspeaker LS1 to vary
correspondingly.

The amount of amplification de-
pends on the value of the feedback
resistor R2. The greater its resistance,

3

TO 1

00

( 0E103761

02
0247

TR1
2T0300

LS

B OHM

Fig. 14.3. Modifying the Simple Audio
Amplifier circuit for use with a

loudspeaker.

Fig. 14.4 (below right). Breadboard layout
for the loudspeaker amplifier.

o +3V

VIAMS1 o

CEE103661
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ICOMPONENTS

up to a given point, the greater the
amplification. This is because, with R2
connected to the inverting input (-) of
the op -amp, the negative feedback ac-
tion of the circuit acts so as to keep the
two inputs at equal voltages.

If resistor R2 has a low resistance,
only a small feedback current is re-
quired to maintain the inverting input
voltage at the same level as the non -
inverting input voltage. So output vol-
tage swings need only be small (low
volume of sound). But, if R2 has high
resistance, much bigger voltage swings
are needed at the output to feed back
enough current to keep the two inputs
at equal voltage. The volume of sound
is louder.

CONSTRUCTION
The demonstration breadboard

component layouts for crystal ear-
phone and loudspeaker outputs is
shown in Fig. 14.2 and Fig. 14.4.
Commence construction by inserting
the link wires, i.c. holder, resistors,
capacitors and transistor on the "test
bed". This should be followed by the
lead-off wires and when the wiring has
been checked the i.c. can be inserted in
its holder.

Resistors
R1 10k
R2 3M3
R3 2k2 (L)
All 0.25W ± 5% carbon

page 434

Potentiometer
VR1 2M log. carbon

(optional-see text)

Capacitors
C1 220p elec. (C)
C2 Op47 polyester (L)

Semiconductors
TR1 ZTX300 npn transistor (L)
IC1 741 operational amplifer

Miscellaneous
S1 d.p.d.t. toggle switch; bread-
board (e.g. Verobloc); B1a, B1b
Four 1.5V cells and battery hold-
er; crystal earphone or 8ohm
loudspeaker; 8 -pin d.i.l. socket;
connecting wire.

C = crystal earphone
amplifier only

L = loudspeaker amplifier only

The input points A and B may be
connected to a microphone or to a
recorder -player cartridge. If you have
built the crystal set radio (EVERDAY
ELECTRONICS, July 1986) you can con-
nect the cathode of the diode Dl to A
and the earthed line of the set to B.

You may find that the quality of
reproduction is improved if you alter
the value of resistor R3 (Fig. 14.3), so
as to make the steady base current to
TR1 just right. The volume can be
altered by changing resistor R2, but
not to more than 6-8Megohm.

If you would prefer a variable vol-
ume control, use a variable resistor
(potentiometer), value 2M in place of
R2. If possible, fit one that has a
"logarithmic" track, for this means
that equal amounts of turn of the knob
produce roughly equal amounts of dif-
ference of volume as heard by your ear.

Find out by trial and "error" which
one of the outer solder tags or end of
the potentiometer/resistor should be
connected to the circuit so as to get the
required effect. The unused solder tag
can be left unconnected or linked to
the "wiper" or centre solder tag.

Next month: Introducing Logic
Circuits.
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

SHOP
TALK
Catalogue Received

We have just received our copy of the
Cirkit "Summer 1987 Electronic Con-
structor's Catalogue" and, at a quick
glance, it seems to contain well over 3000
different components, which makes it a

must for the serious experimenter and
student. As to be expected from this
progressive company, they have expand-
ed some sections and introduced many
completely new product lines including a
ROM based software for reception, decod-
ing and display of weather satellite
transmissions.

The Satpic software is intended for use
with their weather satellite receiver kit and,
a soon to be announced, interface. The
software package is for use with the BBC B
and Master machines.

, lekpiTOnmemss
1111INT

Among the new items featuring and in
keeping with their policy of "staying in
touch with new technology," Cirkit have
introduced a range of surface mount de-
vices (SMD' s). The first products are two
ranges of surface mounting chip inductors
covering inductances from 1pH to 1mH
and 0.1pH to 220pH. The latter range
being "ultra miniature" devices.

Containing over 160 pages, all prices
appear alongside each product entry but
does not include VAT. Also a flat rate
postage and packing charge of only 70p is
levied on all orders. (Some larger individual
items have an additional carriage charge
but this is listed against the product entry
in the catalogue.)

Once again they are running a simple
free entry competition with the opportuni-
ty to win one of six multimeters. The top
prize this time is a digital multimeter.

Available from most W.H. Smith's
stores or direct from Cirkit Distribution, the
catalogue costs £1.20. Even if you do not
win a prize, the catalogue contains redee-
mable vouchers for use with each single
order (one per order) of £15 and over,
excluding VAT.

BY DAVID BARRINGTON

Knowing that their commitment to elec-
tronics education is as strong as EE's,
witnessed by their joint sponsorship of the
annual "Young Electronic Designer
Awards", it was surprising to note that the
pages did not include the excellent range
of "Godiva Electronics Teaching System"
modules (designed by Coventry Education
Authority Microelectronics Technology
Centre) that the Education Division distri-
bute to schools and colleges.

If you want further information write to:
Cirkit Distribution Ltd., Dept EE, Park
Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7NQ.

Video Guard
With a claimed figure of over 30 per cent

of households now owning or renting
video machines, it is not surprising that
reports of the number of youngsters
watching "adult" movies, without super-
vision, is increasing monthly. Short of
locking the tapes and machine away out of
reach, this leads to the question of how do
you stop the young viewing or re-record-
ing over your favourite tapes, particularly
as it is virtually impossible for you to be in
constant attendance.

To date there has been very little that
responsible parents can do about the
above situation, but now an enterprising
company has invented a low-cost Video
Cassette Lock to keep your recordings
safe.

As our photograph shows, the lock
looks very similar to a sink or bath stopper.
However, you simply press the plastic
"lock" into the cassette tape take-up
sprocket, after recording or viewing, and
remove the special key from the centre of
the lock to release two retaining tongues.

Once installed, the recording cannot be
played back until the lock is extracted with
the key. This should stop children from
viewing any tapes that parents feel are
unsuitable. Also, it can be used to stop
over -recording of treasured family tapes.

The Video Cassette Lock costs £1.99
(pack of 3) and is available from large
stores and electrical shops. It can also be
obtained direct from: V.C.L., Dept EE, PO
Box 202, Leicester.

Super Sound Adaptor
We have only been able to locate two

sources for the stereo simulator chip TDA
3810 called for in the Super Sound Adaptor.
This device is currently stocked by Super
Alpha and Xen Electronics.

For those readers who would like further
technical details on the stereo simulator
chip TDA3810, we understand that, for a
small charge, Super Alpha will be happy to
supply the data sheet separately. The
charge for this information is £1, including
postage. Overseas customers will be
charged at cost.

A suitable heatsink for the voltage regu-
lator i.c. should be available from most of
our advertisers. The printed circuit boards
are available through the EE PCB Ser-
vice-order codes EE572 and EE573 (see
page 460).

Digital Chip Tester
Most of the components used in the

Digital Chip Tester are fairly common items
and should not cause purchasing prob-
lems. However, the data chip (IC1), or
Versatile Interface Adaptor, 65C22P2 and
the printed circuit board are only available
from Phonosonics.

A full kit of parts (£34.40 inclusive p&p),
including the printed circuit board, may be
obtained from Phonosonics, Dept EE, 8
Finucane Drive, Orpington, Kent, BR5
4ED. The printed circuit board may be
purchased from them separately for the
sum of £4.75 inclusive: quote order code
262A.

Immersion Heater Timer
It is important that readers tackling the

Immersion Heater Timer project should only
use heavy duty "approved immersion
heater type cable" where specified. This
cable should be available from most good
electrical shops.

The 12V heavy duty relay used in the
prototype was purchased from RS Com-
ponents. This device may be purchased
through their Electromail mail order ser-
vice (phone 0536 204555) and the order
code to quote for this relay is: 345-404.
Other relays may be used but the contacts
must be mains rated and capable of han-
dling a minimum of 30A.

Shortwave Radio
The only stockist we have been able to

find for the frequency selective chip
UA3086 used in the Shortwave Radio is
Magenta Electronics. The Toko coils and
miniature "tuning" capacitors are available
from Magenta and also Cirkit.

The rest of the parts for this project
appear to be standard components and
should be available from most component
suppliers. However, for those readers who
experience difficulties, a complete kit
(£25.27, including p.c.b.) may be pur-
chased from Magenta Electronics, Dept
EE, 135 Hunter Street, Burton on Trent,
Staffs DE14 2ST. Add £1 for p&p per
order.

The printed circuit boards are obtainable
through the EE PCB Service-order codes
EE575 and EE576 (see page 460).

We do not expect any component buy-
ing problems for the Joystick Interface (On
Spec) or Simple Audio Amplifier (Exploring
Electronics) projects.
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SUPER sourip
ADAPTOR
R. A. PENF01.11

Why wait for
stereo TV sound
when you can
have it now!

TECHNICALLY the sound channel of a
625 -line television transmission is capa-

ble of a very high quality of reproduction,
although after listening to a selection of
television sets one might find this a little
difficullt to believe. The lack of sound
quality is mainly due to the less than hi-fi
audio stages of many television receivers,
especially the loudspeaker itself which is
often an inexpensive type in a far from
optimum enclosure. The "buzzing" sound
that afflicts some sets is probably due to
breakthrough from the video circuits due to
misalignment rather than a true fault.

A considerable improvement in televi-
sion sound quality can often be achieved
simply by tapping off the audio signal from
a "Tape" or "Earphone" output and feed-
ing it through an audio system. This does
not require the use of highly advance and
expensive audio equipment, and even quite
a modest system can provide a surprising
improvement in quality.

The obvious limitation of this method is
that the television sound channel provides
only a monophonic signal, and such a signal
does not make the most of a stereo sound
system. In fact it can sound quite terrible in
that the sound is focused at a point half way
between the two loudspeakers, and when
listening to music it can sound almost as if
the orchestra or band are on the other side
of a wall with the music being heard through
a hole in the middle of the wall. Because of

this, many people prefer to listen to mono
signals with one of the loudspeakers switch
out.

There are systems for encoding high
quality stereo sound into a PAL television
signal, but as yet none of these have been
adopted for use in Britain, and it is likely to
be some time yet before true stereo televi-
sion sound is available. In the mean time
the best that can be achieved is synthesized
stereo, and this is a built-in feature of some
of the more expensive television receivers.

It is also something that can be added to
any television receiver which provides an
audio output of some kind. This normally
manifests itself in the form of an output for
a tape recorder, or an earphone or head-
phone output. and a large number of sets
now sport an audio output socket of some
description.

CAUTION
It has to be pointed out that to attempt to

tap off the audio signal from a receiver that
does NOT have a suitable socket as this
could be extremely dangerous. It is common
for television receivers to have a "live"
chassis, and the audio signal can only be
safely tapped off using an isolation circuit.
Any audio output socket should be connect-
ed via such a circuit, and should therefore
be totally safe.

The Super -Sound Adaptor unit described
in this article simply connects between an
audio output of the television receiver and a
couple of bookshelf loudspeakers placed
one on each side of the television, and it
gives quite a good pseudo -stereo effect. If
preferred, the two built-in power aplifiers
can be omitted, and the unit can then feed
into a stereo hi-fi system to provide an even
higher quality output.

STEREO SYNTHESIS
Although quite convincing results can be

obtained using stereo simulators, they pro-
vide what is no more than a stereo type
effect, and there is no way of generating a
true stereo output from a mono source. The
two main approaches to pseudo stereo are
to use either phase or frequency anomalies
to provide differences between the two
channels, and thus give what is an illusion
of real stereo sound.

Really what is happening is that wereas
the sound from each loudspeaker is normal-
ly identical, giving a stereo image that is set
firmly half way between the two loudspeak-
ers, phase and (or) frequency difference
between the two channels spread out the
sound between the loudspeakers.

There is a custom chip intended specifi-
cally for stereo synthesis, and aimed pri-
marily at improved television sound appli-
cations. The chip in question is the
TDA3810, and there is no magic performed
in the device itself which is really just a
collection of amplifiers plus some electronic
switching and control logic circuits.

It can be switched to the mono mode
(where the input signals are simply passed
straight through to the output without being
processed in any way) and the spatial mode
(which gives enhanced stereo separation
when used with a true stereo source) as well
as the pseudo stereo mode.

The spatial effect is intended for use
where the physical separation of the loud-
speakers is very restricted, and its effect is
merely to cancel out the central image to
some extent, so that a more spatial effect is
produced. It is not of any real use in the
present context where the signal source will
never be a real stereo type.

The mono mode is useful as it enables the
pseudo stereo effect to be easily switched
out. While the effect can be extremely good
with music signals, it tends not to work too
well with voice signals where it still tends to
spread the signal out across the sound stage,
even though a voice would normally be
focused at a certain point within the sound
stage.

The mono mode places a voice at the
middle of the stage (where the television
should be situated) and provides what most
users will probably find are more acceptable
results.

The generation of quasi -stereo using dif-
ferences in the frequency responses of the
two channels is the more easily understood
of the two systems. To produce a central
image a sound must be reproduced at equal
volume from the two loudspeakers. Repro-
ducing a sound more loudly from one
loudspeaker than from the other moves -the
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apparent source of the sound towards the
loudspeaker that is providing the greater
volume.

Only a small difference in the two volume
levels is needed in order to move the
apparent source of the sound right over to
one or other of the loudspeakers. By boost-
ing certain frequencies on one channel and
providing complementary cut on the other,
the overall frequency response of the system
is left unaltered, but sounds within the
affected frequency bands are moved out of
the central image area.

KEEP IN PHASE
For a good central stereo image to be

produced it is important that the signals
from the two loudspeakers are in -phase. In
other words, as the diaphragm of one
loudspeaker moves backwards and for-
wards, the diaphragm of the other loud-
speaker should move in unison with it,
rather than in opposition.

By introducing phase shifts over portions
of the audio spectrum, the central stereo
image at these frequencies will be de-
stroyed, and the signal will be spread out
between the loudspeakers. The signals
should be left unaffected at some frequen-
cies so that some central image remains,
and the "hole in the middle" effect is
avoided.

On the face of it the frequency tailoring
method is the better system since signals
can be moved to one side or the other of the
sound stage, whereas the phase system
tends to either have sounds positioned
centrally, or spread out to both sides. In
practice systems which rely solely on fre-
quency response differences are often
unsatisfactory.

The most simple system just sends high
frequencies to one channel and low frequen-

cies to the other, but a common complaint
about this method is that it also sends all the
"hiss" type noise to one channel and any
mains "hum" to the other. This renders it
rather unconvincing and often unpleasant
to listen to.

It also tends to give a lack of central stereo
image. More complex systems are possible,
and no doubt give better results, but at the
cost of greatly increased complexity.

The phasing method gives quite good
results if the signals are left in -phase at low
and high frequencies, but are in or close to
antiphase at central frequencies. It is impor-
tant that the signals are in -phase at low
frequencies, as otherwise a cancelling effect
gives an effective reduction in bass re-
sponse. High frequency signals can give a
very vivid central stereo image, and it is
therefore advantageous to have signals at
these frequencies in -phase so that the "hole
in the middle" is completely abolished.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The main circuit diagram for the Super -

Sound Adaptor is shown in Fig. 1. The
power supply section is shown in Fig. 2. The
main circuit is based on the chip manufac-
turer's application circuit.

The mono input signal is coupled to the
two inputs of the TDA3810 (IC I) by way of
a d.c. blocking capacitor C12. There are
numerous resistors and capacitors associa-
ted with ICI, including a twin T -type filter
(RIO, R11, R13, C5, C6, and C7), but the
purpose of these components is primarily to
produce phase and not frequency changes.

Analysis of a circuit as complex as this is
difficult, but checking its performance with
an oscilloscope reveals that its main effect is
to give no large phase or frequency response
differences at high or low frequencies, but
to give a large phase differences over a
broad range of frequencies around the
middle of the audio spectrum.

2400
MAINS

I ON/OFF I

V

100

OUTPUT

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram for the sound adaptor power supply.

Fig. 1. The main circuit diagram for the Super Sound Adaptor.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 18k
R2, R10, R11 22k (3 off)
R3,R12 15k (2 off)
R4, R7, R8 10k (3 off)
R5, R6 27k (2 off)
R9 82k
R13 ilk
R14, R15 33k (2 off)
R16 6k8 See
R17 1k

All 0.25 watt 5%
carbon

Potentiometers
VR1 47k log page 434

dual -gang
VR2 47k lin

Capacitors
C1, C5, C7

C2, C6

C3, C4
C8, C9

C10,C11

C12

C13, C15

C14, C16

C18

C19

C20, C21

a

lOnf polyester
layer (3 off)
22nf polyester
layer (2 off)
3n3 polyester layer
100pf radial elec.
10V (2 off)
47p radial elec.
63V (2 off)
470nf polyester
layer
10pf radial elec.
25V (2 off)
1000pf radial elec.
16V (2 off)
470pf radial elec.
16V
2200pf radial elec.
16V
10Onf ceramic (2
off)

Semiconductors
D1, D2 1N4002 100V 1A

rectifier (2 off)
IC1 TDA3810 stereo

simulator
IC2, IC3 LM380N audio

power amp (2 off)
IC4 LM317T

adjustable voltage
regulator

Miscellaneous
Si s.p.s.t. miniature

toggle switch
S2 Rotary mains

on/off switch
SK1 3.5mm jack socket
SK2, SK3 Standard jack

sockets
LP1 Mains panel neon

indicator
Ti Mains primary,

9V -0V -9V 1A
secondary

Metal instrument case about 230 x
133 x 63mm; printed circuit
boards, available from the EE PCB
Service-codes EE572 and EE573;
small bolt -on heatsink; 18 -pin DIL
i.c. socket; 14 -pin DIL i.c. socket (2
off); control knob (3 off); FS1 1A
20mm antisurge fuse; fuse clip (2
off); mains lead; connecting wire;
fixings, etc.

Approx. cost .02 3/ excluding
Guidance only I case

Although electronic measurements reveal
no great differences between the two chan-
nels, listening tests are a totally different
matter, and produce a result which sounds
remarkably like a true stereo signal. Being
no stranger to stereo synthesisers, this parti-
cular type is undoubtedly the best I have yet
come across. In a way it is surprising that
such minor differences in the two signals
provide such a convincing stereo simula-
tion, but real stereo is a very subtle illusion
with there often being far less difference
between the left and right hand channels
than one might have expected.

The output of IC 1 is coupled to a conven-
tional volume control and balance circuit,
and from here the two signals are fed to
separate audio power amplifier stages IC2
and IC3. These are both based on the well
known LM380N which provides a reasona-
ble level of performance but requires little
in the way of discrete components.

The maximum output power is not very
great at something over 1W r.m.s. per
channel into 8ohm impedance loudspeak-
ers, or around 2W r.m.s. into 4ohm types.
Using reasonably efficient loudspeakers
this provides quite respectable volume lev-
els though, and should be adequate for most
purposes.

If greater volume is required the best
solution is to leave out the volume and
balance controls, and the power amplifiers.
The signals from capacitors CIO and C11
can then be taken to an output socket, and
from here the signal can be coupled to a hi-fi
system.

No headphone output is provided, and
although it would not be difficult to add
one, this is probably not worthwhile. One
might reasonably expect the phasing system
of stereo simulation to work well with
headphones, giving a signal which, like
binaural stereo, has little channel separa-

tion in the conventioal sense, but has subtle
phase anomalies.

However, the effect with headphones is
not very good. The unit seems to focus the
sound more precisely rather than spreading
it out, and certainly fails to give any sort of
realistic stereo simulation.

Switch S I is the Pseudo-Stereo/Mono
switch, and the circuit is switched to the
pseudo -stereo mode when it is closed.

POWER SUPPLY
If the unit is to be built without the power

amplifier stages then it is quite feasible to
use a 9V battery such as a PP7 as the power
source since the current consumption will
only be about seven milliamps. The situa-
tion is very different if the power amplifiers
are included, as the current consumption
will often be of the order of several hundred
milliamps, and a mains power supply is
then the most practical solution. The circuit
diagram of the power supply unit appears in
Fig. 2.

This is a standard push-pull rectifier
circuit which full -wave rectifiers the output
of isolation and step-down transformer T1.
Capacitor C19 provides smoothing of the
supply, and voltage regulator IC4 then gives
electronic smoothing and stabilisation to
produce a low noise output at approximate-
ly 10V. Capacitors C20 and C21 are the
usual decoupling capacitors to aid the sta-
bility of the voltage regulator.

Fuse FS I must be an antisurge type and
not the more common quick -blow variety,
as the latter would tend to blow at switch -on
due to the large current surge as capacitor
C19 takes up its initial charge. Lamp LPI is
the on/off indicator neon, and it must be a
type which has an internal series resistor for

mains operation.

(Above) photograph of the front panel layout and lettering. The interwiring and positioning
of the two boards inside the case is shown below.
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Fig. 3. Component layout and full size printed circuit foil master pattern for the main board.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is built on two printed circuit

boards and the component layouts and
p.c.b. masters are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
These boards are available from the EE
PCB Service, codes EE572 and EE573.

Most of the components are assembled
on the main printed circuit board, but a
separate board is used for the power supply
circuit, and components such as the con-
trols, and sockets are mounted off -board.
Construction starts with the main circuit
board, full details are given in
Fig. 3.

None of the integrated circuits are MOS
types, but the TDA3810 is not a cheap
device, and it should be fitted in an 18 -pin
d.i.l. i.c. socket. Construction of the board is
very straightforward, but take care over
such things as fitting the integrated circuits
and electrolytic capacitors round the right
way. At this stage only pins are fitted to the
board at the points where connections to
the off -board components will eventually be
made.

The power supply board, Fig. 4, is also
quite straightforward, but note that FS1 is
mounted on the board in a pair of 20
millimetre printed circuit mounting fuse
clips. Also, it is advisable to fit IC4 with a
small heatsink which can either be a ready
made type, or just a home made heatsink
made by bending a small piece of alumin-

ium into a "U" shape and then drilling a
mounting hole in a suitable position.

An M3 nut and bolt are used to hold IC4
and the heatsink together and to fix them
both to the board. Again, pins are fitted at

the points where connections to off -board
components will be made.

A metal instrument case about 230 milli-
metres or more wide is adequate to accom-
modate the two boards and the mains

Component layout on the completed main board.
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Fig. 4. Component layout and full size master pattern for the power supply
board.

The completed
power supply
board showing
wiring to the
mains transformer.

Fig. 5 (below).
Wiring from the
front panel con-
trols to the two
boards.

51

N
(EE,O 3, I

0

VRI VR2

51(1

transformer. The main board is mounted on
the extreme left-hand side, with the mains
transformer on the extreme right-hand side
and the power supply board squeezed into
the area left between these two.

Both boards are mounted on spacers
which hold the connections on the under-
side about 10 to 15 millimetres clear of the
metal case. This is especially important
with the power supply board which carries
some mains wiring.

The two output sockets (SK2 and SK3)
are mounted on the rear panel of the case,
and although standard jacks are specified
for these, they can obviously be 2 -way DIN
types or whatever sockets match the plugs
on the particular loudspeakers you will use
with the unit. An entrance hole for the
mains lead is also drilled in the rear panel,
adjacent to the power supply board, and
this hole should be fitted with a grommet to
protect the mains lead. SKI, LP1, and the
four controls are mounted on the front
panel, and they should be positioned so that
they match up reasonably well with their
take off points on the printed circuit boards.

The unit is then ready for the final wiring
up, and this wiring is shown in Fig. 5 (in
conjunction with Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). While
there is nothing particularly difficult about
this wiring, some of it is carrying the mains
supply, and great care therefore needs to be
taken in order to avoid errors.

The finished wiring also needs to be very
thoroughly checked. None of the audio
signal wiring needs to be screened, but keep
the wiring to SKI, VR1, and VR2 no longer
than is absolutely necessary.

IN USE
If the unit is fed from an earphone socket,

a screened lead fitted with a 3.5 millimetre
jack plug at each end will be required to
connect the earphone socket to SK1. With
other types of output socket the plug at the
television end of the lead and its method of
connection should be varied to suit the
socket concerned. The manual supplied
with the television set should provide con-
nection details for the socket. The lead must
still be a screened type with the outer
braiding carrying the "earth"
interconnection.

The On/Off switch, Volume, and Balance
controls are all conventional types which
require no further explanation. However, if
the unit is being fed from an earphone
socket or other type where the audio output
level is dependent on the television recei-
ver's volume control setting, bear in mind
that the volume control must be reasonably
well advanced or the output level to the
simulator might be inadequate.

SI switches the unit between the Mono
and Pseudo -Stereo modes, and with music
signals the difference between the two will
usually be very apparent. As explained
previously, with voice signals the effect
provided by the unit is not very good, and
the Mono mode is usually preferable.

The loudspeakers should ideally be
placed about two metres or so apart,with the
television set at a central position, but quite
good results can be obtained with only
about one metre of separation.
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.. from the world of electronics

LASER AMPLIFIER
ANEW device developed by British Telecom Research Laboratories

promises to simplify the optical fibre communications links
which are now replacing trunk telephone cables.

The optical signals grow weaker as they travel along the optical
fibres. To restore strength, amplifiers (called repeaters) must be
inserted at intervals along the route. At the moment, the only way to
make a repeater is to direct the incoming light on to a photodetec-
tor. This turns the optical signals into electrical ones. These are
amplified and turned back into optical signals for retransmission.

This system is cumbersome and it will become more cumbersome
still when optical multiplexing is introduced, that is, when two or
more channels are created by sending signals on different optical
wavelengths over the same cable. With the present type of repeater
the channels will have to be separated by filters, the signals
regenerated then recombined for onward transmission.

The new repeaters will neatly sidestep all these problems. They
will amplify the incoming light itself, without any need to convert it
into electrical signals. And they will be very simple as well: just a
tiny chip of crystal with a d.c. power supply.

Moreover, they will amplify in two directions. Whether the fibres
(as shown in the diagram) bring in light on the right or on the left the
amplifier will still operate. So one fibre will be able to carry traffic in
two directions.

Positive Feedback
The new repeaters are lasers

operated "below threshold".
That is, the laser crystal does
not have the ability to generate
light, but once light is passed
into it (from an incoming fibre)
the crystal intensifies It.

The word "laser" was coined
as an acronym for "light ampli-
fication by stimulated emission

of radiation". However, lasers
are not amplifiers but oscilla-
tors. Mirrors at each end of the
laser reflect any light which is
spontaneously produced back
into the device. This is positive
feedback and the laser oscil-
lates, producing a light output
when there is no light input.

In British Telecom's optical
repeater the end mirrors have

LIGHT FIBRE

HEAT SINN

tecio3s0

o C OWER

LASER CRYSTAL

LIGHT FIBRE

ACTIVE LAYER

Laser amplifier repeater. Light from one optical fibre is passed into the laser
crystal. It travels through the crystal, stimulating the production of more light as
it goes. On emerging at the far end it is collected by another fibre for onward
transmission. Since the device is symmetrical light can be amplified in both
directions (left to right and right to left) at once. The d.c. operating current is ap-
plied to a metallised surface.

their reflectivity greatly re-
duced. This so diminishes posi-
tive feedback that oscillation is
impossible. But light from out-
side can still be amplified.

On Test
The gain of the repeater test-

ed at Martlesham Heath, where
the BT Laboratories are, is fair-
ly modest (17dB) but this is
quite good enough. In the tests,
optical signals at a rate of 565
Mbits/s were sent over a cable
length of 120km. The "laser
repeater" was shown to be capa-
ble of handling two light wave-
lengths (1.506 and 1.525 mi-

crons, both in the infra -red)
simultaneously, without serious
intermodulation.

It will take time to get the
laser repeater out of the labora-
tory and into practical trunk
communications but the bene-
fits will be great: simpler repeat-
ers, multichannel working and
greater reliability. Submarine
optical cable links seem to be
particularly likely to benefit, be-
cause the less complicated the
repeater the less the likelihood
of breakdown. With the cost of
raising the cable to make a
repair running at a million
pounds a go the advantages are
obvious.

SHOP FRONT
R A ARCO TRADING of Wem, Shropshire, the electronic components
V I mail order and wholesale firm well known to readers of EE,

have just purchased Waltons of Wolverhampton. The shop, based
at 55A Worcester Street, has, until now, been in the Dennes family
since 1947 and built up a very good relationship with the local
community. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dennes are now retiring and the
new owners hope to keep up the good traditions and service they
have established over the years.

The retail shop will continue to trade under the name of Waltons
and will be under the management of Nigel Armitt. Customers
calling at the shop will find the latest 100 -page illustrated catalogue
available over the counter.

The "key handover" being witnessed by Mr.
Budgen, MP for Wolverhampton. (left to right) Mr.
Budgen MP, Mrs Susan and Mr. Martin Cox
Marco MD's, and retiring proprietor Mr. Jack
Dennes.

Further additions
planned for the shop
are the introduction
of test equipment,
amateur radio acces-
sories and the full
Marco range of
components.

This is Marco's
second retail outlet,
the first being at
Wem, and customers
old and new will re-
ceive a warm wel-
come at the new
Worcester Street
branch.

COPYCODE
THE

THREAT posed to the European record industry by the
introduction of Digital Audio Tape (DAT) recorders, capable of

making near -perfect copies of compact discs (CD), was discussed
at the largest gathering of European record industry executives
recently.

To help combat this future threat, the gathering of 200
executives from 20 countries, were given a demonstration of the
Copycode system developed by CBS Records Technology. This
system, it is claimed, will inhibit the recording of Compact Discs
on to blank DAT when both discs and DAT recorder have been
specially encoded.

After extensive tests, the members of the International Federa-
tion of Phonogram and Videogram Producers have endorsed
Copycode as the preferred technical standard for encoding of
software. CBS is now manufacturing encoding equipment for use
in recording studios and has produced detailed specifications for
incorporating the system into microchips which are used in DAT
machines.

Addressing the meeting, IFPI President Nesuhi Ertegun said
"We are always ready to accept every opportunity to broaden our
markets through new technology. But DAT can only be endorsed by
the music industry on condition that the interests of authors,
performers and producers are taken into account. Copyrights consti-
tute the fundamental roots of what we are and what we do. Our great
fear is that DAT can destroy or significantly erode these Copyrights.
This will hurt music and its creators . . ."

We seem to remember having been through this scenario before
with cassette tape recorders and records. We should like to hear
readers' comments on this controversial subject.-Ed.
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DANGER SIGNALS
The expected report by management

consultants, on the possible benefits ob-
tainable from introducing market forces
and a price mechanism into radio spectrum
management, was published on 2nd
April." Over -optimistically, the Radio
Society of Great Britain reported in January
that amateur radio was thought to fall well
outside the possible terms of reference of
the new recommendations, and that no
proposals affecting the hobby had been
formulated.

The report, while recognising that ama-
teurs have a special place in the radio
spectrum does, in fact, make recommen-
dations which, if adopted by the govern-
ment, would eventually have an adverse
effect on amateur radio round the world.

As was already known, the basic pro-
posal is that licensing for use of the
spectrum should be placed in the hands of
Frequency Planning Organisations (FPOs).
They would be granted Spectrum Manage-
ment Licences (SMLs), and their main
purpose would be sub -licensing use of the
spectrum, on a commercial basis, to end
users.

Radio amateurs are obviously not com-
mercial users and the report recognises
this fact, drawing an analogy with the use
of land, "although most land is allocated to
owners for their private use by the price
mechanism, parks are maintained . . for
recreational use by the public".

NOT PROVEN
But, here is the most worrying aspect of

the report for amateurs, it goes on to say,
"It is our opinion that the quantity of the
spectrum set aside for amateur use is
larger than economic considerations
would dictate, although this judgement is
difficult to prove quantitatively. Therefore
we would recommend that the UK govern-
ment apply pressure in international dis-
cussion to avoid further increases in this
allocation, or even to reduce existing
allocations."

Amateurs have fought for and estab-
lished their right to use the radio spectrum
side -by -side with other users since wire-
less came into use before the turn of the
century, and it seems incredible that a
recommendation of this nature should be
made to the government based on an
opinion which "is difficult to prove
quantitatively."

Traditionally, at international confer-
ences which lay down regulations and
allocations for use of the spectrum, the
official UK delegation has been a major
supporter of amateur radio in the face of
hostility from some other countries. If it
becomes government policy to withdraw
such support, there could well be a change
of emphasis in future conferences as the
balance of opinion shifts.

000
TONY SMITH G4FAI

BLURRED
Having produced such a bombshell, the

report proceeds to blur the issue by pro-
posing that so long as the principle of
amateur use of the spectrum is to be
recognised amateurs must have access at
a price consistent with their amateur
status (as opposed to commercial oppor-
tunity cost).

Specifically, it proposes that applicants
for SML status should accept existing
amateur allocations within their band for at
least five years, and that FPOs should
accommodate any future amateur alloca-
tions when internationally ratified.

Others may interpret it differently, but it
looks very much as if what is being said is,
"there should be protection for five years,
or indefinitely-take it how you like; we
must recognise that amateurs have a
special position-but the government
should re-examine it . . ."

However it is interpreted, its recommen-
dation on frequency allocations is poten-
tially one of the most serious threats to
amateur radio in all its years of existence.
The DTI is appraising the full implications
of the report and has invited views and
comment from affected parties.

The government will almost certainly
decide its future policy on spectrum man-
agement on the basis of this report. In the
long term, amateur radio could be in for a
difficult time.

CHINA

BY4AOM
AMATEUR RADIO STATION

SHANGHAI INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS

QSL card of station BY4AOM

AMATEUR RADIO
IN CHINA

Back in 1949, the Chinese government,
under Mao Tse-Tung, prohibited amateur
radio, although before that a good many
Chinese stations had been on the air. In the
last few years stations from China have
begun to appear on the amateur bands
again, and foreign amateurs have succeed-
ed in visiting a number of these and
operating them.

One station, BY4AOM, meaning "All
Old Men", is operated at the Shanghai
Institute of Electronics by amateurs who all
held licences before 1949, including some
who operated in the mid -1920s with the
old prefix XU, later changed to C. The

average age of these operators is 64, and
one can imagine the frustration they must
have felt over the years at not being able to
participate in the hobby they enjoyed so
much in the years before 1949.

They are intent on catching up however.
In the first five months operation last year
they worked 800 stations in 34 countries
over five continents. Old memories die
hard. An Australian amateur worked
BY4AOM and asked that his greeting be
conveyed to Mr Feng, C1KF, who he
remembered working in the 1940s. The
greetings were passed on to Feng, now in
his 70s, who was delighted to be remem-
bered by his old friend in amateur radio
from the past.

The station has a QSL card bearing two
lines of ancient script, meaning, "Within
four seas there are bosom friends", and
"People in the remotest corners of the
world are neighbours," which seem partic-
ularly appropriate to the activities of
amateur radio.

TRAINING FOR THE FUTURE
So far only club stations have been

authorised in China, and it may be some
years yet before private stations are again
licensed. Club stations are being set up at
colleges and universities, and young
people are being trained in radio theory
and operating techniques to operate these
stations.

They are still relatively rare at present so
that whenever they do appear on the air
there is a "pile-up" of stations round the
world wanting to work them and obtain
their QSL cards. Several foreign amateurs
have been instrumental in re -awakening
interest in amateur radio and in persuading
the Chinese authorities to look favourably
on it. A Canadian amateur, Tom Wong,
VE7BC, who played a major part in this,
has been honoured by the Chinese Radio
Sports Association and has been awarded
the only personal call -sign so far for Chin-
ese operation, BX1BC.

Much of the equipment used by the
Chinese has been provided with foreign
help. BY4AOM, for instance, has a Drake
transceiver donated by the Boeing Aircraft
Company Amateur Radio Club. Its two -
element cubical quad antenna is home-
made, with a rotator made from a modified
aircraft gear box. There is also a home-
made antenna tuning unit and SWR meter,
and because there is no suitable coaxial
cable available the feed line to the antenna
is made from 300ohm TV twin -lead.

It's still very early days for the re-
emergence of amateur radio in China, but
amateurs everywhere are glad to welcome
them back and to offer whatever help they
can "within the four seas".

 "Deregulation of the Radio Spectrum in the
UK" by CSP International, HMSO, £9.50.
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...Computer to Computer link...Motor
LAST MONTH we looked at a little known

aspect of the BBC computer's hard-
ware-the shift register of the 6522 VIA.
This can be accessed via the user port, and
is presumably intended primarily for asyn-
chronous serial communications. In this
article we will consider a basic link of this
type for two BBC machines, as well as
another, and perhaps more interesting use
for the shift register.

Serial Link
The shift register has four input and four

output modes, as explained in last month's
article. The obvious modes for an asynchro-
nous serial link are the one where the signal
is shifted out at a rate controlled by Timer
2, and the one where the input signal is
clocked in at the rate set by an external
clock signal. Of course, this external clock
signal is provided by the 6522 VIA that acts
as the sending device.

Only three connections are needed
between the two computers, as shown in
Fig. 1. These three connections simply link
the "Ground", CBI, and CB2 terminals of
one computer to the corresponding termi-
nals on the user port of the second machine.
CB2 carries the data while CB I conveys the
clock signal.

This system should actually work using
any two computers which have a 6522 VIA
with the relevant lines available to the user.
For example, with appropriate software it
should be possible to producd a communi-
cations link between a BBC machine and a
Commodore VIC-20 (which has a similar
user port).

The following two listings can be used to
enable the sending computer to transmit
characters typed into its keyboard, and the
receiving computer to display received
characters on the monitor or television
screen.

5 REM SENDER PROG
10 CLS
20 ?&FE6B = 20
30 ?&FE68 = 2
40 C = GET
50 PRINT CHR$(C);
60 ?&FE6A = C
70 GOTO 40

5 REM RECEIVER PROG
10 CLS
20 ?&FE6B = 12
30 START = ?&FE6A
40 REPEAT UNTIL (?&FE6D AND 4) = 4
50 C = ?&FE6A
60 PRINT CHR$(C);
70 GOTO 40

Sender Program
Taking the Sender program first, after

clearing the screen it sets the shift register to
the correct mode at line 20. The shift
register is controlled by bits 2 to 4 of the

auxilliary control register at ?&FE6B, and
in this case 101 (binary) or 20 (decimal) is
needed.

With data clocked out at a rate set by the
low byte of Timer 2 we must write the
required division rate to this timer at
address &FE68. In fact any legal value is
suitable here since the timer is effectively
setting both the transmit and receive baud
rates. A low value gives a high baud rate and
ensures that data is transferred quickly. A
suggested value of 2 is used in the listing,
but you might like to try other values.

Line 40 waits for a character to be typed
from the keyboard, and then the ASCII
value of this character is assigned to vari-
able "C". The next line prints the character
on the screen (this function is not provided
by the GET instruction) and then at line 60
the character is sent to the shift register at
?&FE6A.

Speed Control...
in, and is automatically reset when it is
read. Line 60 loops until this bit is set, and
then the program progresses to line 50
where the contents of the shift register are
placed in variable "C".

The ASCII values is converted back to a
text character and printed on the screen at
line 60. Line 70 then loops the program
back to 40 where it waits for the next
character to be received.

The shift register certainly works, and if
you have access to two BBC machines it is
interesting to try out this method of com-
munications. However, I failed to obtain
totally reliable results even over a fairly
short operating range!

Possibly a better quality connecting cable
would improve matters. A lower baud rate
did not seem to provide any improvement.
For communications between two BBC
computers the RS423 serial port (with its

CND

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CB2

CB1

Fig. 1. User port connections for a synchronous communications link.

Data is sent automatically without any
software triggering of the shift register.
Finally, line 40 loops the program indefi-
nitely so that each character typed onto the
keyboard is transmitted.

Receiver Program
The Receiver program again starts by

clearing the screen and then setting the shift
register to the correct mode. A value of 12
(011 in binary) sets the mode where data is
clocked in at a rate set by an external signal
fed to CB 1. Line 30 is merely a dummy read
of the shift register, which seems to be
necessary to initialise the system and get
everything working correctly.

It is no use simply reading the shift
register continuously and printing the char-
acters on the screen. This would give multi-
ple reading of characters, and unusable.
results. Instead, some means of determining
when a new character has been received is
needed. A software loop can then be used to
provide a hold -off until each new character
has been received.

Fortunately, the 6522 VIA makes things
easy by providing a status flag at bit 2 of the
interrupt flag register at ?&FE6D. This is set
to I when 8 bits of data have been clocked

operating system support) would seem to be
a more practical solution.

Motor Controller
An interesting use of the shift register is as

the basis of a simple pulsed type motor
speed controller. In this application the
shift register is used in the free -running
mode where the last value sent to the
register is transmitted continuously.

The waveforms of Fig. 2 help to explain
the way in which this system operates. The
top waveform represents the clock signal.
and this is at a frequency which is deter-
mined by Timer 2 and the system clock.
This signal is available on CB1, but it is of
no real value in this application.

The other nine waveforms represent
those produced with certain key numbers
written to the shift register. With a value of
0 the output is continuously low. With a
value of 1 the output is high for one clock
cycle and then low for seven of them. This
gives a I to 7 mark -space ratio.

A value of 3 sends the output high for two
consecutive clock cycles, and then low for
the next six, giving a 2 to 6 (or 1 to 3) mark -
space ratio. With other values the mark -
space ratio can be taken though to a 7 to 1
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type, and finally, with a value of 255, a
continuously high output is obtained.

The electric motor responds to the aver-
age signal voltage, and the dashed lines in
Fig. 2 show the average potential for the
pulsed waveforms. This gives "off, "full
on", and seven intermediate speeds. Be-
cause the motor is driven at full power
during each pulse from the controller, excel-
lent results are obtained with good immuni-
ty to stalling at low speeds.

In practice this arrangement seems to
give good results, with quite accurate con-
trol of the motor's speed being possible.
"Off' plus eight speeds should be adequate
for most purposes.

Fig. 3. The power
controller interface
circuit.

TO
USER
PORT

CB2

GND

TRI
BC547

RI
390

TR2
TIP122

OUTPUT

+12 TO
+15V

OV

up to 2A or so without difficulty, which is
sufficient for most small d.c. motors. Due to
the switching nature of the output signal

OV
CLOCK

0

OV

OV

3

OV

7

OV

15

OV

31

OV

63
OV

127

OV

255
OV

Fig. 2. Power controller waveforms.

Of course, the signal direct from CB2 is at
inadequate voltage and current levels to
drive even a fairly small d.c. electric motor.
However, all that is needed to interface CB2
to a motor is a simple amplifier circuit such
as the one shown in Fig. 3. This is just a
common emitter amplifier (TR1) followed
by an emitter follower buffer stage (TR2).

The TIP 122 transistor used in the emitter
follower, TR2, is a Darlington power device
which provides the high gain demanded by
this application. It can handle currents of

TR2 does not have to dissipate very much
power, but with some motors a small heat -
sink will be required.

This circuit does not incorporate any
form of overload protection, and it should
be fed from a power supply that provides
current limiting. It will drive 12V d.c.
motors, and a supply voltage of around 12
to 15 volts is needed. Results seem to be
best with a I 5V supply; the extra voltage
compensating for the losses through TR2
when it is in the "on" state.

OTettl5
The Shadow

of ShaPdaR
-No13 OUT NOW

PROTEUS-THE BEST SOLO ROLE PLAYING GAME
MAGAZINE AVAILABLE

ON SALE AT YOUR NEWSAGENTS NOW -85p

Listing .3
5 REM MOTOR CONT PROG

10 ?&FE6B = 16
20 ?&FE68 = 255
30 ?&FE6A = 255
40 A=VAL (GE-M:1F A=0 THEN 40
50 ON A GOTO 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,

110, 120, 130, 140
60 V = 255: GOTO 150
70 V = 127:GOTO 150
80 V = 63: GOTO 150
90 V = 31: GOTO 150

100 V = 15: GOTO 150
110 V = 7: GOTO 150
120 V = 3: GOTO 150
130 V = 1: GOTO 150
140 V = 0: GOTO 150
150 ?&FE6A=V
160 GOTO 40

Software
When writing software to drive the Port,

bear in mind that the driver circuit inverts
the signal, and values of 0 and 255 therefore
provide "full on" and "off' respectively.
The accompanying Listing .3 above is for a
basic controller program.

Line 10 sets the shift register to the
correct mode, and then the next line sets the
output frequency. A value of 255 written to
Timer 2 gives the lowest possible output
frequency of about 245Hz. This should give
good results with any small d.c. motor.

Line 30 sets the motor to the "off' state
initially. The rest of the program monitors
the keyboard and sends values to the shift
register. It is designed so that keys from "1"
to "9" (the number keys not the function
keys) provide speeds from "off' to "full
on".

With further development the system
could make a very nice model train
controller.
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SIMPLE SHORT Wan
RADIO
MARK STUART

'OMVII/ %WI 1111II/\WE"

A three band
1.6 to 30MHz radio
providing excellent
results plus loud-
speaker output

OvER the last ten years or so a number of
good short-wave radio designs have

been published. Nearly all of them have
used expensive coils and air -spaced tuning
capacitors, and have outputs suitable only
for crystal earpieces, or high impedance
headphones.

The design described here was produced
to combine the advantages of these pre-
viously published circuits whilst using mod-
ern miniature coils and capacitors and
having the benefit of a built-in loudspeaker.
It is a TRF (tuned radio frequency) design
covering approximately 1.6 to 30MHz in
three bands. The audio output is provided
by a single i.c. amplifier capable of supply-
ing over one watt when operated from a
nine volt supply.

CIRCUIT
The complete circuit diagram of the

Simple Shortwave Radio, showing the r.f.
tuner and the audio amplifier sections, is
shown in Fig. 1. The five transistors in the
tuner circuit are not discrete devices but are
all contained in the "transistor array" chip
ICI.

This approach has been taken mainly
because of the close matching, and excellent
thermal tracking of the transistors, which
solve a lot of biasing problems. Another
advantage of the transistors in ICI is their
excellent high frequency performance and
low noise characteristics. Fig. 2 shows the
schematic and connection diagram of ICI.

The "active" part of the tuner circuit
consists of transistors TR I, TR2, and TR5.
TR 1 and TR2 are connected in what is
known as a long-tailed pair configuration.
This arrangement has several advantages.
One is that the input of the circuit (TR I
base) is very well isolated from the output
(TR2 collector). This allows a good amount
of gain to be produced as there is very little
negative or positive feedback from the
output to the input.

Negative feedback is undesirable because
it reduces the gain of the circuit. Positive
feedback is undesirable because it reduces

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Simple Shortwave Radio

the stability of the circuit and can lead to
oscillation problems. The input to TR I base
is obtained from a tapping on the main
tuning coil L2.

Variable capacitors C3 and C4 form a
parallel tuned circuit with L2 providing the
circuit with its initial selectivity. A tapping
is necessary on L2 so that the coil is

Fig. 2. Internal structure of IC1 (CA3086).
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properly matched to the relatively low input
impedance of TR 1 base. If the base of TR I
was to be connected straight to the top of L2
the result would be much lower selectivity
and a loss of gain. The exact position of the
tap is not critical and on the coils used has
been pre-set by the manufacturer to give a
reasonable match in transistor circuits.

The aerial coupling winding L 1 is a small
winding on the same core as L2 to which the
aerial is connected. The number of turns on
this coil again have been chosen by the
manufacturers to suit most commonly used
aerials. It is worth noting however that
accurate matching of the aerial to the coil is
extremely unlikely especially over the wide
frequency range involved. This is one of the
compromises necessary with such a simple
circuit. Aerial matching over such a wide
frequency is extremely difficult and it is
unusual for even good quality communica-
tion receivers to be particularly clever in
this respect.

REACTION-REGENERATION
The signal at the collector of TR2 is an

amplified version of the input signal. By
coupling a small amount of this signal back
to the input an effect known as reaction or
regeneration comes into action.

As previously mentioned the presence of
feedback is generally undesirable. If a con-
trolled amount of positive feedback is ap-
plied however the effect is that the circuit
"boosts" itself. The gain and selectivity of
the circuit increase as more feedback is
applied until at a certain level the circuit
provides its own input and begins to
oscillate.

At a point just before oscillation the
performance of the circuit is dramatically
improved. It is the function of the reaction
of regeneration control to allow the feed-
back to be adjusted so that operation at this
point can be achieved over the whole tuning
range (see Regenerative Receivers EE June
and July 1987).

Potentiometer VR1 is used to "tap -off"
some of the output signal from TR2 which
is coupled via C2 to the input dvancing
VR1 provides a higher level eedback
eventually leading to oscillatio he effect
of the onset of oscillation ca be quite
violent in some circuits as the whole input
stage "bursts" into oscillation.

In this circuit the onset of oscillation is
very well controlled because of another very
useful characteristic of the "long-tailed
pair" connection of TR1 and TR2. This
characteristic is that the gain of the stage
decreases as the signal level increases. Thus
any increase of signal level as the circuit
approaches oscillation is opposed by a
gradual fall in gain so that the circuit cannot
"burst" into oscillation at all.

Instead as the reaction control is ad-
vanced gentle oscillation begins and the
level of oscillation increases in a controlled
way as the control is further advanced. It is
therefore relatively easy to set the circuit to
its most sensitive operating point by use of
the reaction control.

The bases of TR1 and TR2 are biased to
approximately two volts produced by R2,
VR2 and TR3. This circuit uses the base -
emitter voltage of TR3 as a reference
voltage (0.6 volts) which is boosted by TR3
to a pre-set level adjustable by the setting of
VR2. The gain of TR I and TR2 is depen-
dent on the setting of the bias control and
increases with increasing bias voltage. A
good initial setting of VR2 is two thirds of a
turn clockwise which gives a bias voltage of

2V. Increasing the setting further increases
the gain, but beyond a certain point this
becomes excessive and good control of
regeneration becomes difficult.

DETECTOR
From the collector of TR2 the amplified

r.f. signal is coupled via C 10 to the detector
stage TR5. The job of the detector circuit is
to remove the modulating audio signal from
the unwanted high frequency carrier signal.
The principle of detection will not be
discussed here as it has been covered in
previous articles. Usually a diode is used as
a form of half wave rectifier to remove the
modulation. The old "cats whisker" was a
form of diode, nowadays usually replaced
by an 0A90 or similar germanium point
contact device.

In this circuit a more sophisticated ap-
proach has been used which results in better
sensitivity and lower distortion than a
simple diode detector. It is known as an
"infinite impedance" detector and operates
by using the action of a transistor which is
biased so that it is just at the point of
conduction. Positive signals increase the
bias on the transistor and so are amplified,
whilst negative signals reduce the bias, turn
off the transistor, and produce no output.

The output at the emitter of TR5 thus
consists of just the positive half of the
modulated r.f. signal. R7 and C II form a
low pass network which removes the r.f.
carrier frequency leaving the low (audio)
frequency modulation to be passed to the
audio amplifier section of the circuit.

Transistor TR4 provides the correct
amount of d.c. bias voltage to keep TR5 at

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 330 R4 15k R7
R2 10k R5,R8 1k R9
R3 100k R6 47 R10

All 5% watt carbon film
R11

Potentiometers
VR1
VR2
VR3

4k7 lin.
220k min preset (horiz)
47k log.

Capacitors
C ,C5,C7,C8,C9,C14 100n ceramic disc 50V
C2 preset (see text)
C3 200-300p variable
C4 20-30p variable
C6,C13,C15,C16,C19 100p radial elect
C10 10n ceramic disc 50V
C11 4n7 ceramic plate
C12 100n polyester
C17 470p polystyrene/ceramic
C18 220n polyester 100V
C20 220p radial elect. 16V

Inductors
L1/L2 A KAN3333 miniature

low range 1 r.f. coil
L1/L2 B KAN3334 miniature med range 2
L1/L2 C KAN3335 miniature high range 3
L3 1mH radial r.f. choke

16V
Switch

Si

Semiconductors
TR1 to
TR5 CA3086 (ICI transistor array)
IC2 TBA820M

--e-grzr-r.;:r`1,417e-2-*

6k8
100
56
1

page 434

approximate
cost

s.p.s.t. min toggle

Miscellaneous
LS1 8ohm 50mm loudspeaker
SK1, SK2 4mm banana sockets;
SK3 DIN socket 5 pin 180 deg. (3
off-see text). DIN plugs 5 pin
180 deg. (3 off-see text); p.c.b.s
available from the EE PCB Service,
order codes EE575 and EE576;
knobs (4 off); battery holder; 6 x
HP7; wire; fixings etc. 8 pin d.i.l.
i.c. socket; aluminium case 200 x
150 x 75mm.
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MIN MAX MIN AX

r-- TUNING
MAIN FINE

the optimum point for maximum sensitiv-
ity. As TR4 and TR5 are on the same piece
of silicon inside ICI, and have matched
characteristics, the bias voltage from TR4
will vary in exactly the correct way to match
the needs of TR5 as ambient temperature
varies.

DECOUPLING
Most of the capacitors in the circuit are

for decoupling purposes, CI, C5, C7, C8
and C9 are all used to keep high frequency
from interfering with circuit stability. C6
and resistor R6 are there to remove audio
signals present in the supply rail from the
audio amplifier section.

The layout and wiring of circuits operat-
ing at high frequencies can be quite critical.
It is recommended that the p.c.b. and
wiring shown should be followed to ensure
good results, although this circuit is quite
well behaved.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
From the tuner section a signal ranging

from 10mV to about one volt is passed to
the volume control VR3 via coupling capa-
citor C12. There is little to say about the
amplifier circuit as it is all contained in a
single i.c. (IC2).

The TBA820M can produce over one

Watt into an eight ohm speaker providing a
very good loud signal. The output could be
connected to an external speaker (a larger
one would give even better volume) or to
any type of headphones from eight ohms
upwards. Of the components surrounding
IC2, C13, C14, and C16 are supply decou-
pling capacitors. C20 is the output coupling
capacitor. R10 and C19 provide a type of
feedback known as "bootstrapping" which
temporarily boosts the positive supply vol-
tage to the i.c. internal circuits during
positive half cycles of the output. The
benefit of this is higher power and lower
distortion. R11 and C18 provide a con-
trolled load at high frequencies and ensure
that the circuit is stable. CI 7 sets the high
frequency response of the circuit. Its value
can be increased to reduce adjacent signal
whistles if required. The remaining com-
ponents R9 and CI5 set the maximum gain
of the circuit.

CONSTRUCTION
The radio is built on two printed circuit

boards. These boards are available from the
EE PCB Service, order codes EE575 and
EE576. Construction of the audio amplifier
board should be undertaken first as this is
the simplest and can be tested on its own.
Fig. 4 shows the component layout for the

Internal layout and interwiring of the prototype radio. The transistor buffer stage shown on
the tuner board was found to be unnecessary.

amplifier board. Take care to put the elec-
trolytic capacitors in the right way and to fit
the two wire links as shown. A socket can be
used for the i.c. if required.

If the correct p.c.b. mounting potentio-
meter is not available, VR3 can be wired to
the board using short lengths of stiff tinned
wire. It is important to use stiff wire as the
board is mounted solely by the bush and nut
on VR3.

Attach a twisted pair of wires approxima-
tely 120mm long for the loudspeaker con-
nections, and three other single wires for
the positive, negative, and audio input
connections.

When the loudspeaker and a battery are
connected to the circuit, it should be possi-
ble to hear the familiar "mains hum" sound
when the input wire is touched (with VR3
set to maximum). If an audio signal source
is available the circuit can be tested more
thoroughly. Once this section is complete
proceed to the assembly of the tuner board.

TUNER P.C.B.
The assembly of the tuner board shown in

Fig. 3 is only slightly more complicated
than the audio board. Begin by inserting the
four wire links followecL by the resistors,
ceramic capacitors, VR2, C6, L3, and VR I.
ICI should be soldered directly to the board
to minimise stray capacitances which could
reduce stability.

When the board is complete the wires
should be attached for the battery clip, SI,
SKI, C3, and C4. These connections should
all be made using solid core wire which is
soldered directly to the board in the same
way as component leads. This method has
the advantage that no loose strands of wire
can cause short circuits and that the relati-
vely stiff wire will stay in position. Capaci-
tor C2 is made by twisting two 40mm
lengths of wire together as shown in Fig. 6.
Initially a single twist should be made so
that the final adjustment can be done when
the radio is tested.

ASSEMBLY
The main components should be assem-

bled into the case approximately as shown
in Fig. 6. The case used for the prototype
had a wrap -over lid into which all of the
components were fitted. This useful ar-
rangement means that there are no wires
trailing between the top and bottom of the
case, and that there is plenty of room to
work.

If the specified case is used the full size
drawing of Fig. 5 can be photocopied and
stuck onto the case front as a drilling guide
(a second photocopy can be covered with
transparent plastic and used as a proper
case label when construction is complete).

The two tuning capacitors are each fixed
to the case by means of two small M2.5
screws. Make sure that these are not too
long as they will otherwise damage the
vanes inside the capacitor.

Socket SK3 can be mounted inside or
outside the case as preferred. In the proto-
type two further (unwired) sockets were
added as parking places for the unused
coils. To keep the front panel simple the
on/off switch SI was mounted on the rear of
the case. If this is not convenient it can be
re -positioned as required.

The connections to SK3 are simply made
as shown in Fig. 6. The earth tag of SK3 is
used to link the earth socket and one end of
L I to the chassis. Connections to the Main
and Fine tuning capacitors C3 and C4 are as
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shown if the specified components are used.
Other capacitors may have totally different
connections and so should be wired accord-
ingly. The specified capacitor is of the type
that has two a.m. sections of approximately
250p each and two f.m. sections of 30p
each. One section of each type is used on the
prototype, but it may be better to use both
a.m. sections in parallel to extend the low
frequency coverage of each band.

Other tuning arrangements can be used
instead of the ones shown, for example, an
air -spaced capacitor with a reduction drive
attached should give very good results, but
would be quite a lot more expensive. As the
"common" terminal of the tuning capaci-
tors are connected to the chassis there is no
difficulty in using standard metal types.

The antenna socket is wired directly to
one pin of SK3 using the same solid core
wire formed to run along close to the
chassis.

COIL ASSEMBLY
The miniature tuning coils used in the

circuit have been chosen for their excellent
performance and low price. The penalty of
using them is that a special socket arrange-
ment must be adopted for them as shown in
Fig. 7. This has been done by using "stan-
dard" 5 pin DIN audio plugs and sockets.
The type of plug must be the one that has a
removable plastic "insert" into which the
pins are moulded. Apart from the insert, the
rest of the plug is discarded.

Each coil should be fitted with a 50mm
length of thin (28s.w.g.) tinned wire sol-
dered to each pin. The wires should then be
carefully formed so that they will pass easily
into the rear of the DIN plugs and cut so
that 5mm of each wire will be inside each
hollow pin of the plug. At this point the
assembly is quite rigid and the wire to each
socket pin can be soldered into place. An
additional small link from the screening can
to the earth pin should be made as shown in
Fig. 7.

In the prototype the coils were protected
by lengths of insulating tubing pushed over
the plug inserts which had been thickened
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Fig. 7. Wiring arrange-
ment for the plug-in
coils.

Fig. 6. Interwiring details for the off -board components. Note pin 4 of coil L 'I is "earthed"
through socket SK3 chassis tag.
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by wrapping them with p.v.c. tape. This
gives the coils excellent appearance but is
not strictly necessary.

OPERATION
Once the coils are complete the circuit

can be tested by plugging in the middle
range coil, attaching about 30 feet of aerial
wire and switching on. Set VRI to mini-
mum and VR3 mid -way. VR2 should be set
two thirds of a turn clockwise as mentioned
earlier.

If all is well it should be possible to pick
up a few strong stations somewhere within
the range of C3. Once a station is heard,
advance the setting of VRI. The signal
should become louder as VRI is advanced
until at a certain point distortion begins to
occur and a whistle becomes audible. Re-
duce the setting of VRI so that the best
possible position is obtained and then ro-
tate C4 to see if other stations can be heard.

With a good aerial and provided there are
not too many interference sources (lamp
dimmers, TV sets, fluorescent lights) doz-
ens of stations will be heard.

Each time the Main tuning control is
rotated the Regeneration control will have
to be re -adjusted for the optimum position.
It would be nice if a single setting for
regeneration would cover the whole band,
however this is impossible because of the
varying impedance of the coil, the aerial,
and the tuning capacitors themselves. If
there is insufficient regeneration an extra
twist on C2 may be required.

Once the circuit is operating with one coil
try plugging in the other coils and tuning
through the range. Note that because of
propagation effects some parts of the short-
wave bands will be completely silent at
some times of the day and extremely busy
during others.

When all ranges are working the effect of
advancing VR2 can be tried. There will be
an optimum position for C2, VR2 and VR1
for each station but as this is impractical it
is best to set VR2 and C2 for good all round
performance and do the fine adjustments
with VRI. On some ranges adding a 470
ohm resistor in series with the aerial was
found to improve reception of weaker
stations.

The calibration of the radio is left to the
user. The "log" scales on the tuning knobs
enable dial setting to be repeated so that
known stations can be found again. A chart
of scale settings, station names, times of
day, and frequencies will soon be built up as
time is spent listening. The author was quite
fascinated by the number of interesting
stations that can be heard throughout the
day. It is very interesting to compare the
Russian news programmes (in English) with
the American ones.

Whilst testing the prototype the author
was rather intrigued when a telephone
dialling sound was heard at about 4MHz. It
soon became apparent that this was the
cordless telephone of someone living about
200 metres away. Both sides of the conver-
sation could be heard very clearly. So much
for privacy!

EXPERIMENTS
Finally, for those who become really keen

on radio, there is no reason why home-
made coils should not be used with the
radio. Varying the numbers of turns, the
aerial coupling, and the position of the coil
tapping can be very interesting and produce
rewarding results. 0
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01 READERS
DISCOUNT SCHEME

Readers -you can obtain a 5% discount on goods from the
advertisers listed using coupons cut from EE, provided you
follow the rules below:

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS LTD. OMNI ELECTRONICS are willing to give
A full range of components at our shop in a 5% discount on all orders over £10.00,
Southampton; open 9-5.30 Mon -Sat, as excluding VAT, if a valid voucher is en -
well as many surplus lines, all available by closed. We stock a wide range of corn -
mail order. Bargain List free with our ponents-ideal for the hobbyist. Goods
Catalogue. Send for your copy today, only listed in our catalogue are generally in
£1 inc. post. Now even better value with stock, orders will be sent by return post.
EE Discount Vouchers! Why wait?

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Amplifiers -(PA, disco, music), audio
leads all types, components, capacitors,
potentiometers, resistors, disco lighting,
sound to light units, disco decks, disco
consoles, disco mixers, echo chambers,
fuzz lights. Multimeters, mains transfor-
mers, microphones, stands, leads, goose
necks, speakers with or without cabinets,
tweeters, mid range units, 100V line
matching audio transformers, etc.

TK ELECTRONICS stock a wide range of
components including triacs, ICs & opto
together with other accessories (switches,
tools, multimeters, buzzers, crystals, An-
tex, Velleman and Vero products, etc.).
We specialise in kits for timers, disco and
home lighting, remote control kits for
beginners. Send s.a.e. and 50p (refun-
dable on first order) for catalogue.

RULES
1. Discounts are available from adver-
tisers listed on this page.
2. Unless otherwise stated by the adver-
tiser, discounts are only available on
orders over £20 in value.
3. Unless otherwise stated by the adver-
tiser, one voucher is required for each
£50 value of the order placed (i.e. for
orders between £20 and £50 send one
voucher, between £50 and £100 send
two vouchers, etc.)
4. Cut out vouchers (not photostats)
must be sent when claiming the discount.
5. Each voucher sent must be valid on the
day of posting (i.e. it cannot be used after
its expiry date).
6. Discount is not available on "sale" or
"special offer" items.
7. You must indicate on your order that
the 5% EE Readers Discount has been
deducted from the payment sent.
8. All advertisers reserve the right to
refuse this discount on any item supplied.
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BECKER-PHONOSONICS, established
1972. Designers and suppliers of a wide
range of kits for projects published in
Everyday Electronics and other leading
periodicals. Range includes musical and
audio effects, computer controlled circuits
and Geiger counters. EE discount scheme
applies to all full kits over £30 goods value,
excluding Geiger counters.

Tel: (0983) 292847 Xen-Electronics24 hours Specialised Electronic
Just a small selection from

Tel: (0983) 292847
24 hoursComponent Supplies

100's of thousands of stock items
4000 SERIES 74LS SERIES MICRO & LSI IR REMOTE IC'S SERER DIODES TIP146 1.63 CAPACITORS RESISTORS ... PROTECTS 

400IUB 0 16 74L200 0.20 MC3448AP 320 51486DP 2.20 BZY813C2V7 0.05 292646 0.55 SCREW TERMINAL CARBON FILM Distance Meataxlag last:mint

4011B 0.16 741,004 0.20 MC689118P 8.04 SL490DP 112 BlY88C403 006 2N3055 0.50 15091450V E32 0.25W 5% An accurate temperature compensated Ultrasonic measuring

4011UB 0.16 741E13 0.28 250A -CPU 1.80 ML926DP 173 B2Y88C5V1 0.06 2N3704 0.10 47091250V E70 10 - IOM 1,hp dente. Basically designed for measuring between two parallel

401213 0.21 74L014 0.42 790A -DART 428 ML928DP /73 EZY88C7V5 006 293819 0.40 4709F385V 9.42 0.5W 5% oluects op to 26ft, (65ft with Optional Parabolic Reflector).

40130 0.30 741,220 020 ZWAIPI° 1E9 VOLTAGE REGS IA EZY811C9V1 0.06 2N5307 0.20 470091630 6.27 IOR - 10M 2.9p Applicanons Room dimensimung. Car reversing. Surveying,

40170 0.28 74LS32 0.20 1806-210/0 426 FIXED VOLTAGE BZY88C10 006 2N5308 0.20 '5E0091400 5.25 METAL FILM Roboncs.Instrusion. height gauge. and lots more. OUTPUT Four

401919 0.50 74LS37 0.20 1/P041256-15 / 65 PLASTIC 70220
BZY88C11 006 IC SOCKETS 1000091400 3.12 0.4W I% Digit BCD (MoMplexed), Interfaces Indarectly to a four-dunt LCD

4020/3 0.66 74LS42 0.42 TC ,5516APL-2 100

1CM72171P1 4.21

PACK 7800/7900
SERIES

MY88C15 006 TURNED PIN DISC CERAMIC 109 - 13,1 0.4 Display board (optional) Lt compruing of, PCB. Components,
Transducer, Slide Switch, Push Switch, Thermunor, PP3 Battery

40239 0.25 741585 0.62
& DA CONVERTERS -24V to 9240 0.45

BRIDGE REC'S 6-40WAY 47p1630 0.03 ENAMELAD
Connector.

40240 0.40 74L2123 0.67
AD7525LN 19.25 0.10 FIXED

IMPC808 142 Pnce/PIN 2 Op 120p163V 0.05 WIRE WOUND
KIT PRICE 22.95

40258 0.20 74LS132 0.54
DAC8019-C131-V 1950 VOLTAGE

013202156 0.43 PLAIN LOW COST 10091800 0.03 25W5%
BUILT AND TESTED. 34.95

40280 0.26 74LS139 0.46 .Apc1210HcD 4E55 78100/791,00 0BU4D 095 6-40WAY 10000E30 002 IR2 - 115 0 27
Oedema Extras

40308 0.29 7415193 0.98 'ADC)211HCD 3296 SERIES PLASTIC W005 0.26 Pnce/P1N 0.7p 2200pF63V 003 6W 5%
LCD Display board comprising -

4040B 0.50 74LS240 0E7 DacotomcN 245 T092 PACK IltANSISTORS IC SOCKET 4700p1630 0.04 1R2 - 204 0.46
4 -Digit Liquid Crystal Display with Dnvers and on board DF

40428 0.41 74LS244 0E8 IDACI200HCD 1E84 -150 to 9150 0.27 8CI07 0.09 ROUND 0 0479150V 0.04 CERAMIC
OscIllator.

4050B 0.29 74L0245 0.75 'DAC120IHCD 1515 DIODES KIM 0.08 3 PIN 0.17 0.191250 0.05 17W 10%
HIT PRICE 13.95

405313 0.50 74LS365 0.92 ICL7109CPL 840 154001-7 024 BC182 0.08 8 PIN 0 313 0.19F63V 0.14 IRO - 10K 0.28
BUILT & TESTED. 17.95

40630 0.70 74LS373 0.58 AD7542119 18.94 194148 002 BC212 009 10 PIN 0.42 MONOLITHIC SD, NETWORKS Ultrasonic Parabolic reflector, Distanced up to 650 have boor
4066B 0.20 74HC SERIES LINEAR 1194933 025 8C32711 0.08 SIL SOCKET MULTI -LAYER 0.125W 5% achieved.
406813 0.21 74HC00 0.33 TDA 3810 Stereo 193891 1.89 BC546B 009 STRIP 50/100V 8COM (MIN) PRICE

406913 0.20 74HCO2 0.33 Sunidator 197 1953399 036 805566 0.08 6 WAY 0 12 5/10/20% 1005 - 100K 031

40708 0.20 74HC04 033 11003020 Hall Effect IC 2E9 195401-6 0.12 80131 0.40 12 WAY 0.22 100p/-0.191 0.11 THERMISTOR
RS232 -. Parallel Centroake Converter

4 0710 020 74HCl I 0.33 074 Quad Op/Amp 0.66 316003 0.64 85233 0.33 20 WAY 056 POLYESTER BEAD (NYC)
Ideally muted for computers that cannot suppon Parallel

407813 0.21 74HC85 083 1436 High Volt Op/Amp5.70 BAT85 110 131259 026 CAPACITORS ALL 250V 4117 CM472W 1.95
Punters. Ea comprising: PCB, Components, 36 way Centromcs

40819 0.16 74HC139 0.58 1458 Dual Op/Amp 0.41 BYV32-100 114 53050 044 A=AXIAL 0.010479F 0.08 POTENTIOMETERS
IDC Plug & Patch Lead
HIT PRICE

4510B 0.46
451111 0.46
45148 001
45I88 0.40

74HC200 1.01

7411C240 0.58

741IC244 0.95

74HC245 0.95

311 Comparator 094

324 Quad Op/Atop 0.41

3340 Dec Anenustor 130
398 Sample & Hold 195
714 Prectsion Op/Amp 4,48

87V958 0.18

67V95C 020
B0X71-600 1.10

57206 0 20

40006 1.16

8,1s4,p 2E5

BUS98 5.70

1R1520 1.75

1112
0.30

4.7p16,30 -A 0.08

1091350 0.05

22911001, 0.17

3391160 015

POLYSTYRENE

ALL 160V

479F-2700pr 0.101005
TANTALUM

CERMET 3/11 SQ
PCB TOP ADJUST

- 20011 0.30

PCB SIDE ADJUST

BUILT & Marta
Sinclair QL "1001 or 2'' Flug.. 1.42

Cu ICE Wan* ladle -Mier
UT PRICE 595

45438 0.58 74HC251 043
741 Op/Amp 0.18 401157120 1.16.....................................................8.951R1840 7.59 4781351/ 0.10 1.091160 009 SOOR - 20011 0.30 BUILT & TESTED.

45478 1.23 7411C273 0.83 7555 555 TImer 120 9416-100 093
MTP8N10 1.85 10091260 0.07 6.891100 112 MULTITURN 3/8' SQ ..zso Based carnal., p.m

901748 0.48 74003,54 1'51 759 Power Op/Amp 2.72 M16.1009 193 M33901 1 46 55001009 017 1095100 110 PCB TOP ADJUST This simple to understand WO CPU based board has all the
401928 0.56 74HC373 979 SWITCHING M25-100 1.27 KM 1E2 3309116V 0.12 1091160 013 lOOR - 2006 0E3 necessary hardware to control menial to most complex tasks

40193B 0.56 74HC374 119 REGULATORS M25-1000 127 TIP' I° 036 47091100-A 0.30 220160 021 PCB SIDE ADJUST Hardware includes 16 output Imes and 16 input Imes, 26 state

40194B 0.65 145C4002 0.71 3524 PSU Controller 185 IR OPTO TIP115 039 47091500 0.30 339060 0,32 2005 - 2006 0.85 RAM and 20 EPROM. Ell composing of. PCB, 2806 CPU, RAM,

401958 0.83 748C4022 0.54 3526 PSU Controller 169 TPS703A 1.25 TIPI21 0,39 10009110V 0.15 47916.30 0.23 PLASTIC TRACK EPROM, LOGIC, 4141a XTAL R's & C.3, CONN'S

403739 1.10 148C4040 0.54 3526) Ceramic Package 4.92 719105A 044 TIPI26 0,39 22009/16V 030 1009/6.3V 057 sna , COSINE HIT PRICE lass

4037413 1.10 746C4060 056 1660 Neg Volt Gen 176 TLN105 0.40 TIPI41 I.59 47009125V I 58 150916.30 194 500 SO 18.25 BUILT & 71271.1./. 29.95

MIEGIMIraill LLD'S 4.9nax DIA LED. DISPLAYS D TYPE CONNECTORS PLEASE ADD £1.15 P&P. AND 15% VAT, Data sheets zero rated. Data sheets 50p + SAE,

35% Discount it ordered RED TLRI I3A 0.10 0.30" SOLDER BUCKET free on request with component. Stock items normally by return of post. Please ask us
before 31 Jetty GRN 710113,8 013 CA TLR332 089 9 Way 561 0.43 to quote for items not listed. Part numbers are exact or near equivalents. Prices correct

400IUB IC147217111 MTP8N10

401IUB 71,07409 SG3526N

YEL TLY I I3A 0.17

DRG TLDII3A 0.21

AN T1R333 0.89

0.43"

9 Way Pig 038
9 Way Shell (31
IS Way Skt 989

at time of going to press.
Coil winding facility available.
'Available until stocks are exhausted.

401IB BC 182 78L05
LLD'S 3.1stm DIA CA TLR342 0.89

IS Way Plg 9'53  'EPROM Programming available 0.01p per 8 bit -byte min chg £5.00. £2.50 for
40178 BC212 1112

RED 115123 0.08 AN TLR343 0.89 15 Way Shell 1.07 duplications.
40288 BC54613 202646 URN TLG12,35 0.11 0.53' 25 Way Ski 0.60

40660 BD233 BAT85 yr..1 717123 an CA TLR358 0.89 25 9,4,, p,,,
0'53 UNIT 4, SAMUEL WHITES EST, COWES, IOW P031 7LP

45I88 03850 G131472W
ORG TLDI23 017 AN TLR359 0,89 25 Way Shell 1.16
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THE HOBBY of electronics perhaps tends
to conjure up visions of workbenches

covered with high technology equipment
and "state of the art" components. This is
certainly one aspect of the hobby, but
there is also the so called "nuts and bolts'
side of things, where the hobbyist is
literally dealing with nuts and bolts, plus
other quite mundane mechanical compon-
ents and tools. If you wish to become
proficient at electronics construction the
ability to undertake the mechanical side of
construction is just as important as being
competent at dealing with the electronics.

It would be easy to become condes-
cending about the mechanical aspect of
construction, and the low technology
tools involved. Unless you are particularly
skilled at this type of thing it would be a
mistake though, and unless due care and
attention is paid to this part of construc-
tion the result is likely to be a very shabby
looking project which will almost certainly
be awkward to use.

A great deal of thought and effort goes
into the mechanical design of commercial-
ly produced electronic devices so that they
are pleasant to use and can be serviced
easily if necessary. The home constructor
needs to take this aspect of construction
equally seriously.

LAYOUTS
If you are building a project featured in

Everyday Electronics you should be able to
see from the photographs and diagrams
the general layout used on the prototype,
and it is generally best not to use a layout
which is radically different to this. The
layout used for the prototype will generally
be one which is neat looking, but is also
practical as far as constructing and using
the project are concerned.

It is not normal practice these days for
constructional details to include precise
details of front panel layouts etc. There are
exceptions, but in most cases there would
be no point as few constructors use
exactly the same case and components as
those used in the prototype project. For
example, two mains transformers with the
same ratings can be quite different sizes
and shapes, and a layout that is suitable for
one might be completely useless for
another. With something like a front panel
layout, a design which looks neat with one
set of control knobs could look decidedly
odd with knobs of a different style.

When designing the general layout of a
project it is necessary to arrange the
components so that the controls and
sockets are sensibly positioned, and (say)
when a plug is fitted into a socket it will not
make it virtually impossible to adjust one
of the control knobs. On the other hand,
the layout should be such that there is not
a lot of "spaghetti" wiring trailing all over
the place. The layout should be such that
the wiring is, as far as possible, short and
direct with as little crossing over as possi-
ble. This is not just a matter of making the

/I 
finished construction look as neat as
possible.

Wires running all over the project makes
error -free construction relatively difficult,
and corrections almost impossible. It is
easy to end up correcting mistakes that are
not there, and missing those that are.

Another factor to bear in mind is that this
type of wiring tends to encourage stray
coupling from one part of the circuit to
another. This is not an important factor
with many types of project, especially
most digital types. However, with the
more critical types of linear circuit it can be
sufficient to prevent what is otherwise a
perfectly satisfactory project from func-
tioning correctly.

When deciding the positioning of com-
ponents and space is at a premium, it is a
good practice to put the components in
position on the base panel or front panel to
make sure that there is room for everything
to fit together properly. Failing that, very
careful measurements should be made.

Many modern cases helpfully have
moulded -in mounting pillars for circuit
boards, but in most instances they will not
be used, and may well get in the way. They
can usually be drilled out without too much
difficulty, but be very careful not to pene-
trate the case too deeply.

FRONT PANEL LAYOUTS
With front panel layouts it is a good idea

to position the control knobs on the panel
so that you can get a good idea of exactly
what the finished unit will look like. It also
makes it easier to determine whether or
not the intended layout enables the con-
trols to be easily adjusted or if there is
excessive cramping of the controls. With
components such as switches and sock-
ets the fixing nuts can be removed and
positioned on the front panel to give a
rough idea of what the final unit will look
like.

Do not fall into the trap of working out a
neat layout and then finding that there is
insufficient space for all the components.
The fact that there is enough space for the
knobs and fixing nuts does not mean that
there is enough space for the components
themselves.

Once you have manoeuvred everything
into the right position and you are satisfied
with the layout, carefully measure the
positions of everything and draw out a
diagram showing their positions. This
does not have to be very neat and a rough
sketch is fine, but make sure that all the
information you need is included, and
check that none of the components have
been accidentally omitted from the layout.
Mistakes have to be sorted out at this
stage-it will almost certainly be too late
to make corrections once you have started
drilling.

MARKING
With anodised aluminium front panels it

is generally quite easy to mark the layout.

Any pencil will do the job, and once the
drilling has been completed any remaining
marks are easily removed using an eraser.

Untreated aluminium panels and plastic
panels are much more difficult, and certain
types of fibre -tipped pen are about the
only means of marking onto these clearly.
This is not necessarily a good way of doing
things though, since the lines may be quite
broad which tends to limit the accuracy
with which holes can be drilled. Also, there
may be difficulty in removing any lines left
once the drilling has been completed.

The use of fibre-tip pens with plastic
cases is particularly dubious, as the spirit
based inks used in some pens can actually
attack the plastic. Pens with water based
inks are safe, but are usually ineffective at
marking onto plastic.

What is probably the best approach to
the problem is to fix a piece of paper on the
panel using double -sided adhesive tape.
The panel layout can then be marked using
a fine pencil, and once the drilling has been
completed the paper and tape are easily
removed. Once you have marked the lay-
out it should be carefully checked before
proceeding to drill the panel.

DRILLING
Most projects these days are quite

small, and this tends to make any lack of
accuracy in the positioning of front panel
components quite conspicuous. In particu-
lar, with a row of control knobs it will be
pretty obvious if they are not all at the
same height or are unevenly spaced. Great
care is therefore needed with the position-
ing and drilling of the components.

With a steel or aluminium front panel a
centre punch should be used to make
indentations which can be used to guide
the point of the drill precisely into position.
You may already have a suitable punch and
a small hammer, but if not they are avail-
able from most do-it-yourself stores and
even some of the larger electronic compo-
nent retailers, and are quite inexpensive.

A centre punch can also be used quite
successfully with plastic cases that are
made from one of the softer, tougher
plastics, or you might find the alternative
of a bradawl easier. There used to be a
large number of plastic cases available that
were constructed from a fairly hard and
brittle plastic, and these were quite difficult
to deal with.

These seem to be something of a rarity
these days, but with cases that are con-
structed from the harder plastics great
care has to be taken when working on
them. The centre punch method of making
the indentations is out of the question as
the most likely result would be the shatter-
ing of the panel. A bradawl used with
moderate pressure is a more realistic way
of doing things. The holes should be drilled
carefully, again using only moderate
pressure.

Ideally you should have a full range of
drill sizes available, but for most purposes
only four sizes are needed. A small drill of
around 3.3 millimetres is needed for M3 or
6BA mounting bolts, a five millimetre type
is needed for sub -miniature toggle switch-
es, and a 6.3 millimetre drill bit is required
for 3.5 millimetre jack sockets, certain
other types of socket, and miniature tog-
gle switches. Last but by no means least, a
10 millimetre diameter drill is needed for
potentiometers, rotary switches, some
variable capacitors, and some other com-
ponents. You will certainly need other drill
sizes, but you should make sure that you
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' C' CRAMPS

PLYWOOD CHOCKS

CASE

WASTE CHIPBOARD

WORK TOR

Fig. 1. Clamp the workpiece firmly before drilling.

have these sizes from the outset as life is
likely to be difficult without them.

It is best to start by drilling small guide
holes about two millimetres in diameter,
and to then drill out the holes full-size.
Hand-held power drills are fine for the
smaller holes, but they can be difficult to
control properly when drilling the larger
sizes (about six millimetres and upwards).
The problem is caused by the relatively
soft materials that are normally involved,
especially some of the plastics. The drill
bits tend to cut into them much too
coarsely and this can give rather rough
results. Power tools used in a proper stand
are much better, but I find it easier to do
most of the drilling using large hand -drill.

The case or panel must be firmly held in
position, and there is a strong risk of
damaging the panel and (or) yourself if it is
not. The easiest solution to the problem is
to enlist the help of someone to hold the
case or panel steady while it is drilled, but
there may not always be a willing helper
available, and this can be a little impractical
with small workpieces anyway. A large
vice or a vice -type workbench can be used
to hold the workpiece in position, but take
care not to clamp it in place so tightly that
it sustains damage.

( a )

en

.0 0 Oen

000
r0F7'.'e0 000 00

( b )

Fig. 2. A simple method of producing large cutouts by
series of holes and breaking out the centre.

"G" clamps (or the modern equivalent of
"crab" clamps) are useful for fixing the
workpiece to a worktop, with a set-up of
the type shown in Fig. 1. The two small
pieces of plywood help to spread the load
and prevent damage to the workpiece.
The use of two clamps rather than a single
one is preferable, as a single clamp is
unlikely to keep things firmly in place. The
workpiece would tend to pivot around the
point at which it was clamped. It is impor-
tant to use a piece of scrap chipboard or
plywood under the workpiece to protect
the worktop. Where possible, this piece of
board should be immediately underneath
the panel being drilled. This supports the
panel and reduces the risk of it being
seriously distorted, and it also helps to
give good clean holes. A certain amount of
deburring will still be needed, and this can
be done using the appropriate tool, or a
twist drill bit somewhat larger than the
hole being deburred.

CUTOUTS
Large cutouts, as required for panel

meters for example, represent one of the
more awkward aspects of electronic con-
struction. In the absence of any special
tools for making these, probably the ea -

drilling a

siest method is to drill a series of small
holes (around four millimetres in diameter)
just inside the periphery of the required
cutout, spacing the holes as closely as
possible (Fig. 2a). Clearly mark the re-
quired cutout, and then use a centre punch
to go around and mark the positions of the
holes by eye. If the holes are drilled close
enough together it might be possible to
break out the central piece of metal, but if
not the holes must be joined up using a
miniature round file. This leaves a very
rough looking cutout of the type shown in
Fig. 2b. This may look beyond hope, but
using a large round or half round file. it
takes surprisingly little time to smooth the
rough edges and enlarge the hole to pre-
cisely the right size.

Although a circular cutout is shown in
Fig. 2, this general method works well on
any shape within reason. However, for
good results to be obtained it is essential
to take care not to stray over the wrong
side of the line when drilling the holes, and
to be meticulous with the final filing to
shape.

diamitt tAmfrid

MARKET PLACE
ITT Starphone UHF with Nicad £25. Tele-
funken 160MHz 450MHz RX pocket
bleeps £5. Creed 444 £15 o.n.o. Mr. N.
Cook, 88 Harts Green Road, Harborne,
Birmingham. Tel: 021 427 2987.

WANTED laser diode and/or the address
of the distributors. Alex Hodson, 28 Rish-
worth Avenue, Rugeley, Staffs. WS15
2ER.

OSCILLOSCOPE 581A Tektronix, type
L plug-in unit, very good condition, two
manuals, two leads, buyer collects. £150.
Mr. N. Kapur, 46 Elmslie Point, Ackroyd
Drive, Mile End, London E3.

WANTED: Circuit diagrams or projects
battery operated smoke gas alarm. Also
car interior light delay. John Fowler, 61
McPhail Drive, Kilmarnock, Strathclyde,
Scotland KA3 7EU.
FOR SALE: CB aerial home base, with
tripod. Unused as need car aerial. There-
fore would swap. Nick Sutcliffe, 63 Manor
Road North, Hinchley Wood, Esher, Sur-
rey. Tel: 01-398 1233.
WANTED: Sinclair Spectrum service
manual or address of source. Will send gift
for address of source. Deepak K. Gupta,
c/o Diamond Wire -Die Co., 115/2 Hazra
Road, Calcutta 700 026, India.

FREE READERS ADS.
RULES Maximum of 16 words plus ad-
dress and/or phone no. Private advertisers
only (trade or business ads. can be placed
in our classified columns). Items related to
electronics only. No computer software.
EE cannot accept responsibility for the
accuracy of ads. or for any transaction
arising between readers as a result of a free
ad. We reserve the right to refuse adver-
tisements. Each ad. must be accompanied
by a cut-out valid "date corner". Ads.
will not appear (or be returned) if these
rules are broken.

WANTED: One Maxi -Q, octal base, Blue
Denco coil and one Green. Tel: Stockton
on Tees 678440.
WANTED: Air pump mains for etching
purposes. Mr. J. Waghorn, 7 Mitford
Close, Chester -Le -St., Durham DH3 4BL.
CIRCUIT to make 555 timer sound like
drum or cymbal, 9V. J. Bonfils, 73 Cedar
Park, Heixlip, Co. Kildare.

Please read the RULES then write your advertisement here-
one word to each box. Add your name, address and/or phone no.
Please publish the following small ad. FREE in the next available
issue. I am not a dealer in electronics or associated equipment. I
have read the rules. I enclose a cut-out valid date corner.

Signature Date
COUPON VALID FOR POSTING BEFORE 21 AUG, 1987
(One month later for overseas readers.)
SEND TO: EE MARKET PLACE, EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, 6
CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1JH.

Name & Address:

For readers who don't want to damage the issue send a photostat or a copy of the coupon (filled in of course) with a cut-out valid "date corner"
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory,
and "cut -and -tried" methods which may bring success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A strong
practical bias-tedious and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible and many tables have been
included.

The book is divided into six basic sections: Units
and Constants, Direct -current Circuits, Passive Compo-
nents, Alternating -current Circuits, Networks and Theo-
rems, Measurements.
256 pages Order Code BP53 £2.95

ESSENTIAL THEORY FOR THE
ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST
G. T. Rubaroe, T.Eng (C.E.I.), Assoc.I.E.R.E.
The object of this book is to supply the hobbyist with a
background knowledge tailored to meet his or her
specific requirements and the author has brought to-
gether the relevant material and presented it in a readable
manner with minimum recourse to mathematics.
128 pages Order Code 228 £2.50

MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS AND CIRCUITS
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
A truly comprehensive guide to the elements of micro -
processing systems which really starts at the beginning.
Teaches the reader the essential fundamentals that are
so important for a sound understanding of the subject
256 pages Order Code BP77 £2.95

COMMUNICATION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
A look at the electronic fundamentals over the whole of
the communication scene. This book aims to teach the
important elements of each branch of the subject in a
style as interesting and practical as possible. While not
getting involved in the more complicated theory and
mathematics, most of the modern transmission system
techniques are examined including line, microwave,
submarine, satellite and digital multiplex systems, radio
and telegraphy. To assist in understanding these more
thoroughly, chapters on signal processing, the electro-
magnetic wave, networks and transmissions assess-
ment are included, finally a short chapter on optical
transmission.
256 pages Order Code BP89 £2.95

The books listed below have been
selected as being of special interest to
our readers, they are supplied from
our editorial address direct to your
door.

DATA AND REFERENCE
AUDIO
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Analysis of the sound wave and an explanation of
acoustical quantities prepare the way. These are fol-
lowed by a study of the mechanism of hearing and
examination of the various sounds we hear. A look at
room acoustics with a subsequent chapter on micro-
phones and loudspeakers then sets the scene for the
main chapter on audio systems-amplifiers, oscillators,
disc and magnetic recording and electronic music.
320 pages Order Code BP111 £3.50

HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs
K. H. Recorr
Shows the reader how, with just a test -meter, to go
about recording the particular signature of an unmarked
i.c. which should enable the i.c. to then be identified with
reference to manufacturers' or other data. An i.c.
signature is a specially plotted chart produced by mea-
suring the resistances between all terminal pairs of an i.c.
Chart Order code 8P101 £0.95

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND
DATA CHART
B. B. Babani
Although this chart was first published in 1971 it
provides basic information on many colour codes in use
throughout the world, for most radio and electronic
components. Includes resistors, capacitors, transfor-
mers, field coils, fuses, battery leads, speakers, etc. It is
particularly useful for finding the values of old
components.
Chart Order code BP7 £0.95

CHART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC,
SEMICONDUCTOR AND LOGIC SYMBOLS
M. H. Banani, B.Sc.(Eng.)
Illustrates the common, and many of the not -so -com-
mon, radio, electronic, semiconductor and logic symbols
that are used in books, magazines and instruction
manuals, etc., in most countries throughout the world.
Chart Order Code BP27 £0.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese transis-
tors. Also shows material type, polarity, manufacturer
and use.
320 pages Order code BP85 £2.95

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED
-CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Especially written for those who wish to participate in the
intricacies of electronics more through practical con-
struction than by theoretical study. It is designed for all
ages upwards from the day one can read intelligently and
handle simple tools.
80 pages Order Code BP92 £1.75

50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM
SILICON AND ZENER DIODES
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applica-
tions, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most simple and inexpensive of
components-the diode. Includes the use of germanium
and silicon signal diodes, silicon rectifier diodes and
Zener diodes, etc.
64 pages Order Code BP36 £1.50

50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applica-
tions, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most inexpensive and freely available
components-the light -emitting diode (LED). Also in-
cludes circuits for the 707 common anode display
64 pages Order Code BP42 £1.95

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and
transformers. Practically every possible type is dis-
cussed and calculations necessary are given and ex-
plained in detail. Although this book is now rather old,
with the exception of torroids and pulse transformers
little has changed in coil design since it was written.
96 pages Order Code 160 £2.50

CIRCUITS AND DESIGN

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most
common faults reasonably quickly. Across the top of the
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief
description of these faults, vis-sound weak but undis-
torted, set dead, sound low or distorted and background
noises. One then selects the most appropriate of these
and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.
Chart Order code BP70 £0.95

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese digital
i.c.s. Also includes details of packaging, families, func-
tions, manufacturer and country of origin.
256 pages Order code BP140 £4.95

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese linear
i.c.s. Also includes details of functions, manufacturer
and country of origin.
320 pages Order code BP141 £4.95

INTERNATIONAL DIODE
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Designed to help the user in finding possible substitutes
for a large selection of the many different types of diodes
that are available. Besides simple rectifier diodes, also
included are Zener diodes, I.e.d.s, diacs, triacs, thyris-
tors, OCIs, photo and display diodes.
144 pages Order code BP108 £2.25

NEWNES ELECTRONICS
POCKET BOOK
E. A. Parr
Newnes Electronics Pocket Book has been in print for
over twenty years and has covered the development of
electronics from valve to semiconductor technology and
from transistors to LSI integrated circuits and micro-
processors. To keep up to date with the rapidly changing
world of electronics, continuous revision has been
necessary. This new Fifth Edition takes account of recent
changes and includes material suggested by readers of
previous editions. New descriptions of op.amp. applica-
tions and the design of digital circuits have been added,
along with a totally new chapter on computing, plus
other revisions throughout.
315 pages (hard cover) Order Code NE02 £8.95

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 1
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background informa-
tion. Any special constructional points are covered but
p.c.b. layouts and other detailed constructional informa-
tion are not included.

Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and
out of the computer;. Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications.
Book 1 112 pages Order code BP130 £2.25
Book 2 112 pages Order code BP131 £2.25

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
E. A. Parr, B.SC., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Starts by designing a small computer which, because of
its simplicity and logical structure, enables the language
to be easily learnt and understood. The shortcomings are
then discussed and the reader is shown how these can
be overcome by changes and additions to the instruction
set. In this way, such ideas as relative addressing, index
registers, etc., are developed.
96 pages Order code BP72 £1.75

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO
MICROPROCESSORS
R. A. Penfold
Provides an introduction which includes a very simple
microprocessor circuit which can be constructed so that
the reader can experiment and gain practical experience.
96 pages Order code BP123 £1.95

HOW TO USE OP -AMPS
E. A. Parr
This book has been written as a designer's guide
covering many operational amplifiers, serving both as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations. The approach has been made as non -
mathematical as possible.
160 pages Order code BP88 £2.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 1

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 2

R. A. Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their
own projects, rather than simply following published
project designs.

BOOK 1 contains: Oscillators-sinewave, triangular,
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies. Timers-simple mono -
stable circuits using i.c.s, the 555 and 7555 devices, etc.
Miscellaneous-noise generators, rectifiers, compara-
tors and triggers, etc.

BOOK 2 contains: Amplifiers-low level discrete and
op -amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including
d. c. types. Also low -noise audio and voltage controlled
amplifiers. Filters-high-pass, low-pass, 6, 12, and 24c1E3
per octave types. Miscellaneous-i.c. power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators, etc.
BOOK 1 128 pages Order code BP117 £1.95
BOOK 2 112 pages Order code BP118 £1.95

HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The aim of this book is to help the reader to put together
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of
trial and error, but without resorting to any advanced
mathematics. Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet
your special requirements are also provided.
128 pages Order code BP127 £2.25

POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Each book provides a wide range of designs for elec-
tronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing working
projects from just a circuit diagram without the aid of
detailed construction information. Any special setting -up
procedures are described.
BOOK 1 Temporarily out of print
BOOK 2 160 pages Order code BP98 £2.25
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COMPUTING

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PRINTER
J. W. Penfold
Details how to use all the features provided on most dot-
matrix printers from programs and popular word proces-
sor packages like Wordwise, Visawrite and Quill, etc.
Shows exactly what must be typed in to achieve a given
effect.
96 pages Order Code BP181 £2.95

A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL
E. A. Pan, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
This book is intended for people who wish to progress
beyond the stage of BASIC programming to topics such
as machine code and assembly language programming,
or need hardware details of a Z80 based computer
192 pages Order Code BP112 £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO 68000 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Obtain a vast increase in running speed by writing
programs for 68000 based micros such as the Commo-
dore Amiga, Atari ST range or Apple Macintosh range
etc., in assembly language. It is not as difficult as one
might think and this book covers the fundamentals.
712 pages Order Code BP184 £2.95

THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX
SPECTRUM
M. James, B.Sc., M.B.C.S.
It is one thing to have learnt how to use all the
Spectrum's commands and functions, but a very differ-
ent one to be able to combine them into programs that
do exactly what you want them to. This is just what this
book is all about-teaching you the art of effective
programming with your Spectrum.
144 pages Order code BP119 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
COMMODORE 16 & PLUS 4
R. A. Penfold
Helps you to learn to use and program these two
Commodore machines with the minimum of difficulty by
expanding and complementing the information supplied
in the manufacturer's own manuals.
128 pages Order code BP158 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about pro-
gramming and how to make best use of the incredibly
powerful model B's versatile features. Most aspects of
the BBC micro are covered, the omissions being where
little could usefully be added to the information provided
by the manufacturer's own manual.
144 pages Order code BP139 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ACORN ELECTRON
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Designed to help the reader learn more about program-
ming and to make best use of the Electron's many
features. Adds considerably to the information already
supplied in the manufacturer's own instruction manual.
144 pages Order code BP142 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ATARI 600/800 XL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Especially written to supplement the manufacturer's own
handbook. The information supplied will help the reader
to master BASIC programming and to make best use of
the Atari's many powerful features.
128 pages Order code BP143 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
AMSTRAD CPC 464 AND 664
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
The Amstrad CPC 464 or 664 running with Locomotive
BASIC makes an extremely potent and versatile machine
and this book is designed to help the reader get the most
from this powerful combination. Written to complement
rather than duplicate the information already given in the
manufacturer's own manual. Also applicable to the CPC
6128.
144 pages Order Code BP153 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
SINCLAIR OL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Helps the reader to make best use of the fantastic Sinclair
QL's almost unlimited range of features. Designed to
complement the manufacturer's handbook.
112 pages Order code BP150 £1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Takes the reader through the basics of microprocessors
and machine code programming with no previous know-
ledge of these being assumed. The Z80 is used in many
popular home computers and simple programming ex-
amples are given for Z80 -based machines including the
Sinclair ZX-81 and Spectrum, Memotech and the Am-
strad CPC 464. Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664
and 6128.
144 pages Order code BP152 £2.75

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
No previous knowledge of microprocessors or machine
code is assumed. Topics covered are: assembly lan-
guage and assemblers, the register set and memory,
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, addressing
modes and the instruction set, and also mixing machine
code with BASIC. Some simple programming examples
are given for 6502 -based home computers like the VIC-
20, ORIC-1/Atmos, Electron, BCC and also the Commo-
dore 64.
112 pages Order code BP147 £2.50

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION

HOW TO GET YOUR
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING
R. A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking
for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects.
96 pages Order code BP110 £1.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit

board designs from magazines and books and covers all
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s.
80 pages Order code BP121 £1.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build
the electronic projects that are regularly featured in
magazines and books. Also includes examples in the
form of simple projects.
112 pages Order code No. 227 £1.95

RADIO

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
R. A. Penfold
Anyone can switch on a short wave receiver and play
with the controls until they pick up something, but to find
a particular station, country or type of broadcast and to
receive it as clearly as possible requires a little more skill
and knowledge. The object of this book is to help the
reader to do just that, which in essence is the fascinating
hobby of radio DXing.
112 pages Order code BP91 £1.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE
Completely revised and updated, this book is an invalu-
able aid in helping all those who have a radio receiver to
obtain the maximum entertainment value and enjoyment
from their sets.

Clearly shown are the station site, country, frequency
and/or wavelength, as well as the effective radiation
power of the transmitter.
128 pages Order code BP155 £2.95

NEW RELEASE
TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE
Prepared using the latest computerised techniques, from
a vast database of electronic component specifications,
this unique guide offers a range of selection tables
compiled so as to be of maximum use to all electronics
engineers, designers and hobbyists.
Section 1: Covers component markings, codings and
standards, as well as explaining the symbols used and
how the tables are arranged.
Section 2: Tabulates in alpha -numeric sequence the
comprehensive specifications of over 1400 devices.
Section 3: Tabulates the devices in a similar fashion to
the previous section but this time they are arranged by
case type.
Section 4: Considers particular limits to the electrical
parameters when compiling the tables and it is sub-
divided as follows: Darlington transistors; devices that
can handle voltages upwards of 300V; devices that can
handle currents upwards of 5A; devices that can handle
powers upwards of 5W; radio frequency devices that
operate upwards of 30MHz; FETs.
Section 5: Illustrates package outlines and leadouts.
Section 6: Consists of a surface mounting device mark-
ings conversion list.
192 pages Order code BP234 £4.95

THE PRE -BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Another book on BASIC but with a difference. This one
does not skip through the whole of the subject and
thereby leave many would-be programmers floundering
but instead concentrates on introducing the technique by
looking in depth at the most frequently used and more
easily understood computer instructions. For all new and
potential micro users.
192 pages Order code BP146 £2.95

HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RUNNING
J. W. Penfold
Have you ever written your own programs only to find
that they did not work! Help is now at hand with this book
which shows you how to go about looking for your
errors, and helps you to avoid the common bugs and
pitfalls of program writing. Applicable to all dialects of
the BASIC language.
144 pages Order code BP169 £2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS
R. A. Penfold
Provides details of the various types of modem and their
suitability for specific applications, plus details of con-
necting various computers to modems, and modems to
the telephone system. Also information on common
networking systems and RTTY
96 pages Order code BP177 £2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
J. W. Penfold
Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives,
cassette recorders, modems, etc., explaining what they
are, how to use them and the various types and
standards. Helps you to make sure that the peripherals
you buy will work with your computer.
80 pages Order code BP170 £2.50

COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED
I. D. Poole
Explains a wide range of terms that form the computer
jargon used by enthusiasts. Includes a reference guide to
the more commonly used BASIC commands.
96 pages Order code BP148 £1.95

THE PRE -COMPUTER BOOK
F. A. Wilson
Aimed at the absolute beginner with no knowledge of
computing. An entirely non -technical discussion of com-
puter bits and pieces and programming.
96 pages Order code BP115 £1.95
prehensive specifications of over 1400 devices.

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S
POCKETBOOK
Michael Tooley
An invaluable compendium of facts, figures, circuits and
data, indispensable to the designer, student, service
engineer and all those interested in computer and
microcomputer systems. It will appeal equally to the
hardware or software specialist and to the new band of
"software engineers". This first edition covers a vast
range of subjects at a practical level, with the necessary
explanatory text. The data is presented in a succinct and
rapidly accessible form so that the book can become part
of an everyday toolkit.
205 pages (hard cover) Order code NE01 £8.95

EE BOOK SERVICE

TO ORDER
Please check the latest
issue for price and
availability.

Add 50p per order postage
(overseas readers add 1 , surface
mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque or international money or-
der (£ sterling only) made payable
to Everyday Electronics (quoting
the order code and quantities re-
quired) to EE BOOK SERVICE,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIM-
BORNE, DORSET. BH21 1JH.

Although books are normally
sent within seven days of receipt
of your order please
allow a maximum of 28
days for delivery. Over-
seas readers allow
extra time for surface
mail post.
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by Mike Tooley BA

SEVERAL regular readers of this column
have written to say that they would like

to see more constructional projects suitable
for beginners and those working on a
restricted budget. This month, to redress
the balance in favour of the more complex
projects which we have been featuring
lately, we have a very simple project for you
in the form of a Five Channel Optically -
Isolated Input Interface.

This versatile interface makes use of a
Sinclair standard joystick port and thus
requires an absolute minimum of circuitry.
So if you have not tried one of our projects
before, this one will get you started with
minimal outlay and furthermore requires
very little technical and programming
knowledge to get going!

Before we start, and for the benefit of
newcomers to On Spec, it is worth spending
a few moments discussing the operation of
the Sinclair joystick port.

Joystick Interface
The standard Spectrum joystick interface

(and that fitted to Interface II and the Plus
Two machine) corresponds to the so-called
"Sinclair Interface II standard". This maps
the joystick to a decimal input port address
of 61438 (EFFE hexadecimal).

The joystick functions (left, right, up,
down and fire) are made to correspond to
the upper right section of the Spectrum's
keyboard on the following basis:

Joystick Function
Left
Right
Down

Up
Fire

Corresponding Key
6

7

8

9
0

In terms of the data byte read from port
address 61438, bits 0 to 4 correspond to
:fire", "up", "down", "right", and "left"

respectively. Readers who do not possess a
Sinclair standard joystick interface and
would like to construct their own, may like
to know that we featured the construction of
such a device in the August 1985 instalment
of On Spec.

FIVE -BIT INPUT INTERFACE
Besides its obvious application as a

games controller, the standard joystick in-
terface may also be used to provide a digital
input; the switch contacts of a joystick are
simply replaced by suitable electronic
switching devices. It is thus possible to have
up to five one -bit digital inputs connected
to the port.

The ideal switching device for this appli-
cation is an opto-isolator; such a device will
not only provide electrical isolation
between the sensing transducers and the

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Five -bit Input Interface.
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Spectrum but will also interface very neatly
with the keyboard circuitry.

The complete circuit of our Five -bit
Input Interface is shown in Fig. 1. Each
input is connected via a standard single -
transistor opto-isolator (Fig. 2) which pro-
vides electrical isolation of each input from
every other and from the Spectrum's own
circuitry. This is a useful facility particular-
ly where input sensors are connected to
items of equipment which may operate
from different supply rails (it is not neces-
sary to have any "common" connection
between the input circuitry and the
Spectrum).

The inputs to ICI to IC5 can range from
between 3V and 24V depending upon the
value of series current limiting resistor, RI
to R5, which can be selected from the table
below:

Input voltage
3V to 5V
5V to 8V

8V to 12V
12V to 17V
17V to 24V

Resistance value
270 ohm
560 ohm
I kohm

1.5 kohm
2.2 kohm

FEE 395MJ
(TOP VIEW)

Fig. 2. Pin -out details for the single transis-
tor opto-isolators.

Construction
The Five -bit Input Interface may be

assembled on a piece of Veroboard measur-
ing approximately 50mm x 100mm. The
precise dimensions of the board are unim-
portant as long as it can accommodate five
8 -pin DIL sockets and associated wiring.

Component layout is not critical though
readers may wish to carry out the exercise
on paper first (using, if desired, the layout
sheet provided with our On Spec Update).
Note that, even though the integrated cir-
cuits are 6 -pin DIL devices, 8 -pin sockets
have been specified as these are inexpensive
and readily available.

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 to R5 (see text)

Semiconductors
iCi to IC5 OPI 2046 single

transistor opto-isolator

Miscellaneous
9 -way D -type female connector;

8 -way low profile DIL sockets (5
off); terminal pins or connectors;
0.1in matrix stripboard approx.
50mm x 100mm; connecting wire
and solder etc.

Approx. cost
Guidance only £4.00
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Fig. 3. Some suggested applications for the Five -bit Input Interface, including supply rail and switch state sensing.

After mounting the five i.c. sockets care
must be taken to ensure that all copper
tracks on the underside of the board are cut
as required. A purpose designed "spot -face"
cutter is ideal for this purpose or, if such a
tool is not obtainable, a small sharp drill bit
may be used.

The resistors and terminal pins or con-
nectors should then be fitted to the board.
When the stripboard wiring has been com-
pleted, the opto-isolators should be inserted
into their sockets (taking care to ensure
correct orientation of each device) and the
five output lines (plus common) connected
to a female 9 -way D -type joystick connector
using a short length of multi -core or ribbon
cable (see last month's On Spec for further
details of the joystick connector).

Finally, the entire board and wiring
should be very carefully checked before
attempting to connect it to the Spectrum or
connecting any of the input transducers.
Various applications for the interface, in-
cluding sensing the state of switches and
supply rails are shown in Fig. 3.

Testing the Interface
The following BASIC program can be

used for testing the simple input interface:

10 LET x = IN 61438
20 PRINT AT 0,0; x
30 GO TO 10

The values returned by the program and
printed in the top left hand corner of the
screen reflect the state of the five inputs as
shown below (note that keys "6" to "0" may
be used to simulate inputs):

Input Binary
Active Weight
none

1

2

3

4
5

0
1

2
4
8
16

Corresponding
Key
none

0
9
8

7

6

Value
returned

191
190
189
187
183
175

When more than one input is active at a
time, it is possible to determine the data
returned from IN 61438 by adding together
the respective binary weightings and sub-
tracting the result from 191. Let's suppose
that inputs 1, 3 and 5 are all active simul-
taneously. Adding their respective binary

weightings gives 21 (1 + 4 + 16). The data
returned will thus be 170. This condition
may be simulated by simply holding down
the "6", "8" and "0" keys-try it and see!

The state of the inputs can be more easily
recognised using a binary representation of
the data present at port 61438. The follow-
ing program allows readers to display the
individual data bits:

10 LET x = IN 61438
20 GOSUB 900
30 PRINT AT 0,0; a$
40 GO TO 10

900 REM Decimal to binary conversion
910 LET a$=""
920 IF INT(x/2)= x/2 THEN GO TO 970
930 LET a$="1" + a$
940 LET x = x - 1
950 IF x=0 THEN RETURN
960 GO TO 980
970 LET a$="0" + a$
980 LET x= x/2
990 GO TO 920

If the method of determining which in-
puts are active seems rather cumbersome
don't panic. With the aid of a little machine
code, there are some much more elegant
solutions as we shall show next month!

Points from the Post
Finally, there's just time to mention two

letters from readers. Ian Jones writes from
Tyne and Wear to say that he is trying to
establish a "User Domain Resource Cen-
tre" for the Jupiter Ace computer. He hopes
to be able to distribute ideas for software
and hardware projects and generally pro-
mote continued use of the Ace. Ian can be
contacted at: 21 Dene Street, Pallion, Sun-
derland, Tyne and Wear, SR4 6JB.

William Ogilvie writes from Maidstone
to issue a timely warning for those con-
structing interface circuits using stripboard.
He suggests that readers check that they are
using a sufficiently large drill when making
track cuts-if the drill is not large enough a
small copper link can remain in place with
fatal results!

If you would like a copy of our On Spec
Update, please drop me a line enclosing a
large (at least 250mm x 300mm!) stamped

addressed envelope.
Mike Tooley, Department of Technology,
Brooklands Technical College,
Heath Road, Weybridge,
Surrey, KT 13 8TT.
Next month: We shall be dealing with
software for use with the Five -bit Optically
Isolated input interface together with some
signal conditioning circuits for light level
and temperature sensing applications.

NATIONAL COMPONENT
CLUB

All our packs are brand new, no manufacturers
rejects, faulty or unmarked components. II you

CI are anything less than delighted with your order
Li please send it back for a full money refund

within seven days of purchase.

ALL PACKS ONLY £1 EACH
pkt 300 ASSORTED RESISTORS Values from 1

ohm to 1M all full length leads.
Pk2 50 WIRE WOUND RESISTORS All high

wattage, lots of different values.
Pk3 25 POTS AND PRESETS Sliders, multiturn,

multigang, cermet, carbon etc.
Pk4 70 ASSORTED CAPACITORS All different

types values up to 4700uf, voltages to
250V.

Pk5 20 LARGE ELECTROLYTICS Values like
4700uf, 2200uf at voltages up to 250V.

Pk6 1 25,000uf Electrolytic capacitor.
Pk7 20 ASSORTED IC's TTL, Linear etc all brand

new and fully marked,
Pk8 60 ASSORTED DIODES Zeners, signals like

the IN4148, rectifiers from the IN4000
series.

Pk9 10 18 WAY IC SOCKETS Low profile.
Pk10 1 PROJECT BOX 153mm x 83mm x48mm

complete with lid and screws.
Pk11 1 4 DIGIT DISPLAY Seven segment,

multiplexed with data sheets.
Pk12 1 9V 105db SIREN 120mA electro

mechanical.
pk13 10 ASSORTED SWITCHES micro -switches,

highpower rockers etc.
Pk14 5 MICRO -SWITCHES all different.
Pk15 MYSTERY PACK Our best selling pack

last month.
Pk16 75 ASSORTED HARDWARE. Rubber feet,

cable ties, bolts, grommets, sleeving, PCB
mounts etc.

Pk17 5 FUSE HOLDERS 20mm new style
complete with protective boots.

Pk18 15 PP3 BATTERY CLIPS With 100mm red
and black leads.

Please send your order together with cheque or postal
order to:

DEPT. EE, WOODSIDE, DOWSETT LANE,
RAMSDEN HEATH, Nr BILLERICAY, ESSEX, CM11 1JL.

Please add 75p towards P & P.
All prices include VAT at 15%.
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SPECDRUM REVIEW
By K. Lenton-Smith

KEYBOARD players owning a Spectrum
which is gathering dust because the

endless succession of space games has
palled might consider using the computer as
a drum machine. Cheetah Marketing are
distributors for SpecDrum, which was brief-
ly demonstrated on the BBC's Microlive
program, and they describe it as the most
exciting peripheral ever developed. For
those interested in music, I would certainly
agree.

In case SpecDrum is thought to be simply
another rhythm unit, let me assure you that
it is a very good drum machine for amateur
or professional use. At this point it may be
useful to define the essential differences
between the two devices.

RHYTHM UNIT
Rhythm units are usually based on a

ROM which triggers damped oscillators
and white noise generators in a two -bar
pattern according to a particular rhythm
selected. Because the sequence is relatively
short in musical terms, the repetitive nature
of a rhythm unit is only too apparent to the
listener. More advanced units allow the user
to lengthen the sequence, possibly to 4 two -
bar patterns, to relieve the montony.

The nature of the sounds from the indivi-
dual instrument generators is often unreal-
istic. Also, I have the distinct impression
that the designers of the chip that triggers
the generators have greater electronic abil-
ity than musical experience. It would be
better not to select any specific manufac-
turers device for the booby prize in this
respect but I leave readers with practical
experience to name their own pet hate!
There is no doubt in my mind that many
rhythm chips are distinctly boring after the
first few minutes of use.

DRUM MACHINE
Drum machine systems are totally pro-

grammable, so the sequence of instrument
sounds may be infinitely varied and chosen
to fit a given piece of music precisely. The
length of the composition written into the
drum machine is limited only by the avail-
able memory. Boredom should not be a
factor for these reasons and, if the end result
is repetitive, the user only has himself to
blame!

The quality of the various instruments is
vastly improved as computer methods al-
low an alternative to damped oscillators.
Sounds of acoustic (or electronic) percus-
sion instruments can be stored in digital
form and recreated through D to A conver-
sion systems to produce a high degree of
realism.

There is practically no limit to the pat-
terns available and the way they can be
sequenced. Indeed, it is possible to take a
percussion score and write this into the
drum machine, given appropriate instru-
ments. Voices can usually be separated for
multi -tracking and edited to suit the user.

SPECDRUM SYSTEM
The boxed SpecDrum kit contains a unit

which fits to the expansion port at the back
of the Spectrum computer, software for the
programs and a comprehensive instruction
manual.

The program itself is excellent and user-
friendly. Quite obviously written by musi-
cal authors, it emanates from Wales-the
Land of Song. Cost of the outfit is £29.95
and is considerably cheaper than a typical
drum machine with far less memory
available.

Software comprises the System program,
Voice Kit, demonstration songs and two
extra voices. Additional tapes which can be
obtained for SpecDrum are the Latin Kit &
Editor (a highly recommended extra) and
Electro Kit & Editor. The Editor allows
voices to be changed from one Kit to
another and for the sound to be reversed.

Over 1000 programmed patterns can be
stored and up to 64 of these can be se-
quenced in any order with repeating loops
for each of the 16 songs the machine can
hold, copy, save and load. Instrument
sounds are digital and percussion parts may
be written either in real time or into a screen
display of bar lines. There is also a sync.
tape facility.

Summarising its use, patterns are written
into the machine (consisting of any desired
number of bars), these are then filed and
edited into a sequence to form one of the
songs in the system.

VOICES
Eight digital voices are available at any

time, though these may be changed and
edited at will. They are indicated in the
displayed bar lines in three channels:

BASIC KIT LATIN KIT

Channel 1 1 Kick Drum
2 Snare Drum

Channel 2 3 High Tom
4 Low Tom

Channel 3 5 Cowbell
6 Hi Hat closed
7 Hi Hat open
8 Claps

I Kick Drum
2 High Snare
3 High Timbale
4 Low Timbale
5 Hand Cowbell
6 Stick
7 Cabasa
8 Tambourine

IN USE
The black box is fitted to the expansion

port (before applying power) and its flying
audio lead connected to an amplifier or
keyboard instrument input. The System
program is loaded, which in turn loads a
Voice Kit, the MAIN PAGE finally appear-
ing on screen. This offers various options
-Choice of Song, Play, Tempo, Pattern,
Load/Save, Edit, Copy, Delete and
Synchro.

Before the program will accept any in-
struction, one of the 16 songs must be
chosen from the displayed list and subdivi-
sion of each beat selected. The user can then
move to the sub-pages-LOAD/SAVE,
EDIT and PATTERN. The last of these has
three further sub pages-TEMPO/FOR-
MAT, FILE and REAL TIME. Fig. 1 shows
the program structure.

Let us assume that a Samba song is
needed for general rhythm or perhaps spe-
cifically to accompany a certain piece of
music (the Latin Kit of voices is the obvious
choice here). Having selected one of the
(empty) songs from the list the number of
subdivisions to each beat is chosen. A good
starting point is 4 (semiquavers if each beat
is assumed to be a crotchet) but, if triplets
and semiquavers are required in this song,
12 will be the required figure (the lowest

EDIT
sub page

TEMPO/
FORMAT
sub page

MAIN
PAGE

P

PATTERN
sub page

FILE
sub page

Fig. 1. Program structure.

LOAD/SAVE
sub page

REAL
TIME

sub page
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common multiple of 3 and 4). At this point
the song can be given a name in the list.

The PATTERN page is selected next, and
from there the TEMPO/FORMAT sub -
page to allow the user to choose the number
of beats in the bar and number of bars per
pattern. Dave Brubeck fans will note that
awkward time signatures such as 5/4 are no
problem! Key K will automatically insert
the Kick Drum on the first beat of the bar
and key H the Hi Hat on each beat-as an
aid to programming, if necessary.

After returning to the PATTERN page,
lines of bar patterns are displayed with Kick
Drum and Hi -Hat already present and the
drum sounds (numbered 1-8) can now be
inserted/deleted with the cursor at appro-
priate places in the bar. Extra beat divisions
can be added or deleted if required: three
lines of bars are shown and the user can
scroll up or down through the bar sections.
Pressing D will start the pattern playing
(and space stops it), enabling the user to
experiment until exactly the required
rhythm has been found. A downbeat lamp
appears on the screen at the start of each
sequence of bars. Fig. 2 gives some idea of
the screen display at this point:

The FILE sub -page allows each pattern
created to be stored, retrieved or erased;
there may be up to 64 of these for each song.
Thus there are a number of possible varia-
tions on a main theme and, when a few
patterns have been filed, returning to the
MAIN PAGE allows the user to edit them.

EDIT is simply fitting the stored patterns,
each of which may be looped up to 255
times, into a sequence. Of course, it helps to
know something of percussion as the pat-
terns can include drum breaks for insertion
at given points in the sequence to simulate a
live sideman. Indeed, it is possible to
produce realistic side drum rolls, Hams and
paradiddles on this drum machine.

Having written the first song, there is still
space for a further 15 to be added. Indivi-
dual songs may be COPIED to another
position in the list or DELETED complete-
ly. LOAD/SAVE allows any one or the
complete set of songs to be taped. SAVE
DUMP and LOAD DUMP handle their
functions automatically for all 16 Songs.
The LOAD/SAVE page also caters for load-
ing voices, individually or as a kit of eight.

REAL TIME
Setting up rhythm patterns with the cur-

sor is ideal for an experienced musician as,
with headphones on and score alongside the
monitor, music can be played mentally and
the percussion part precisely arranged.

Alternatively, the REAL TIME sub -page
allows the user to tap patterns into the
keyboard. In this case, one of the instru-
ments is selected and that particular sound
written into the bar sections by pressing key
0 as the existing pattern is played; key 9 will
erase any instrument in this mode. For
those grappling with music, this may well be
a better method but it will probably be
necessary to tidy up the PATTERN page
afterwards. It is not easy to be sufficiently
accurate when hitting keys in real time,
especially bearing in mind that each beat
may have up to 32 subdivisions.

Used in the simplest way possible, an
eight bar pattern can be set up and looped
255 times to form a song for each rhythm.
By this method one could have something
akin to a 16 pattern rhythm unit. At least
the patterns are of your choosing, eight bars
is long enough for the repetition to be
unnoticeable and the sound is lifelike.

Tempo
Light

DIV/BEAT:4 BEAT/BAR:4

Song:3
SAMBA

Line:2
Step:10

Patt:2

5 7 5 7 5
2
1 1 1

7 7 7
I

I I

8 8 7 8 8

1 1 1

7 6 6

5 7 5 7

1 1

5

1

8 8

111 FILE

 REAL TIME

DRUM PLAY

 SHIFT PATT.

El TEMPO/FORMAT

CI El CI El El 111 111

K S H

I N I

C A
K R T

E I

O M
H B

L H

O A S C A
N T AMTD I BB

I C C A 0
M 0 K S R

B W A I

Patt Tempo: 225 Song Tempo: 210

Fig. 2. Pattern page, showing first three bars of Song 3, a Samba. The central line is
currently being entered, with cursor across all three channels at the tenth beat division
(step) of that bar. Instruments are indicated in the lower part of the display according
to the Kit loaded.

Of course, the drum machine is capable
of very much more than this; a little patient
experiment will pay handsomely-to the
point that it is difficult to tell if a machine
or human drummer is performing (either
way, the drummer is human when you think
about it!).

PROGRAMMING POINTS
The SpecDrum does not have separate

outputs for each voice but they can be
recorded individually using SYNCHRO if
multi -tracking is envisaged. This puts sync.
pulses onto tape: by copying a song several
times and deleting all but one voice, various
tracks can be brought together accurately.

If SpecDrum ties up a Spectrum that has
other current uses, individual songs could
be put onto a well logged audio tape and
played through the amplification system
instead of the original digital sounds. If a
small amount of reverberation can be added
to the percussion it often helps but this
point is debatable.

Specdrum has a SHIFT facility which
allows the complete pattern to be shifted to
the left. This is worth mastering as it saves

Amstrad
Amdrum.

times when inserting Kick Drum and Hi -
Hat in multi -bar sequences.

CONCLUSIONS
Are there any snags? A slight limitation is

that the eight voices are written into the
bars in three channels and no two instru-
ments in the same channel can be sounded
simultaneously. This problem can be sur-
mounted by subdividing each beat into 16,
say, and placing two same -channel sounds
next to each other.

There is no brush sound among the voices
available, which is a point that Cheetah is
considering. There may be technical
reasons for this as, although an Open Hi -
Hat can be reproduced, I know that a crash
cymbal voice is not possible on grounds of
memory usage.

The authors of this program, P. Hennig
and A. Pateman, have produced something
quite absorbing for Spectrum owners with a
musical inclination. It is not only useful in
the practical sense but will teach even the
most experienced musician to think again
about timing.

SPECDRUM
The Specdrum is distributed by

Cheetah Marketing Ltd., 1 Willow-
brook Science Park, Crickhowell Road,

St. Mellons, Cardiff. Tel: 0222 555525 (Tel-
ex: 497455). The program is stocked or available

from computer stores.
Cheetah have also produced a similar version for the

464, 664 and 6128 machines. This costs £34.95 and is called
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BY GEORGE HYLTON

7.7
TUNED CIRCUITS

ONE of the most important inventions in
electronics is nowadays so familiar

and ordinary that we don't often think of it
as an invention. Tuning in a radio or TV is
just something we do. It's a chore, at
nuisance that we want to avoid doing, if
possible, by making it automatic or push-
button controlled. Yet tuning had to be
invented. The very earliest transmitters
sent out, not specific frequencies but
broad -band noise, often made by sparks.
The early receivers were likewise broad-
band devices.

INTERFERENCE
So long as radio transmitters were few

and far between this didn't much matter.
But when two broad -band transmitters
were operated close together the risk of
interference was obvious. Tuning provid-
ed a means of sharing out the radio
spectrum so that interference was re-
duced. It also turned out that tuning can
increase efficiency at the transmitter.

The Marconi company, in its pioneering
days, exploited this new technology. A
famous cartoon in Punch, drawn to honour
Marconi as the provider of life-saving
marine radio, depicts an installation with
several tuning devices.

THE PENDULUM ANALOGY
If you make a pendulum by hanging a

weight by a thread you find that the
number of to-and-fro swings per minute is
constant. It's the same whether the swing
is large or small. To change the rate you
must alter the length of the string.

I fancy that the pioneers of tuning were
familiar with the behaviour of pendulums
and saw that the combinations of induc-
tance and capacitance in what we know
now as tuned circuits acted as the electri-
cal equivalents of pendulums. Capacitance
and inductance, when turned into their
physical counterparts, capacitors and in-
ductors (condensers and coils, in Mar-
coni's day) are energy -storage devices. A
capacitor stores energy as an electric
charge. An inductor stores it as a magnetic
field, the field created when a current
flows through the coil wire.

These are two quite different ways of
storing energy. The analogy with the pen-
dulum arises bec7iuse it, too, stores ener-
gy-it goes on swinging after the initial
push-and it stores it in two ways. When

IEE391MI

VOLTAGE
ON

Fig. 1 Shock -exciting a tuned circuit.

the weight is at its highest point and about
to swing back it must be static for an
instant. At such moments stored energy is
potential energy. This potential energy is
expended in the down -swing, which accel-
erates the weight. Maximum speed is
reached at the bottom of the swing. At this
point the energy has all been converted
into a different sort of energy, kinetic
energy, the energy of motion. This enables
the weight to climb up, against gravity,
until it reaches the other end of its swing,
at which point the energy is all potential
again. And so on, for ever and ever, if there
were no friction or air resistance to absorb
some of the energy of movement. The
swings, because of this loss of energy, get
progressively smaller, unless you give the
weight another push.

TUNED CIRCUIT
In a circuit like Fig. 1 , the energy source

is the battery. When the switch S1 is
moved to position 1, current flows to
charge the capacitor C. It has to pass
through the coil L and in the process some
energy is absorbed by the coil's resis-
tance, R. But eventually C becomes
charged to the battery voltage. If Si is
now put to position 2, the battery is
disconnected and the charge stored in C as
potential energy is enabled to be expended
in driving current through L and R.

Inductance in a circuit always tries to
oppose any change in current. In this case
it tries to oppose the discharge of C. The
effect is to prevent the maximum possible
current from flowing immediately. Instead,
the current rises gradually, and so of
course does the magnetic field of the coil.
In time, as C discharges, it can no longer
sustain the supply of current. But by now,
L has built up its magnetic field to a
maximum. As the field collapses it induces
a voltage in L. This voltage drives a current
round the circuit but in the opposite direc-
tion, charging C with a reverse voltage. In
time, the energy in L can no longer sustain
this current and C discharges again, and so
on. The current oscillates this way and
that, diminishing a little each time as some
of the energy is converted by R into heat
and lost.

When the charge on C is maximum the
field of L is minimum, and vice versa. In
terms of the pendulum, the charge repre-
sents potential energy and the field kinetic
energy. The frequency of the oscillations in
current depends on the energy storing
abilities of both L and C, hence if either is
made larger the frequency diminishes.

RESONANT FREQUENCIES
The rate of current oscillation in Fig. 1 is

called the natural frequency, because it's
the frequency produced when the circuit is

allowed to behave as it wants to. If instead
of a battery the circuit were energised by
the sparks of a spark transmitter each one
would kick it into oscillation and the fre-
quency would be the frequency of the
transmission.

At the receiver, however, a tuned circuit
is energised by incoming signals whose
frequencies are set at the transmitter. So
we are interested not just in the natural
frequency but in what happens at other
frequencies besides. To explore this, in a
modern laboratory, you can use a signal
generator to make signals of constant
amplitude but variable frequency, apply
these to a tuned circuit and see how it
responds.

However, the pendulum analogy tells
what to expect. I find it easier, in this case,
to think of a special form of pendulum-a
swing. If you are the passenger on a
swing, and there's nobody to push, so you
have to keep it going by your own efforts,
then you have to make the appropriate
movements-kick your legs, say-at just
the right instants. Then, if your timing is
exactly right, you can build up the ampli-
tude of the swinging. Or, if you are swing-
ing high enough for your taste, you can
keep the movement going by working just
hard enough to compensate for the fric-
tional losses. On the other hand, if your
timing is less accurate you have to work
harder to keep the swing going. If the
timing is very bad you may even stop it.

Evidently the oscillation of the swing is
sustained most by timing your movements
to assist its natural oscillation frequency.
This suggests that when a tuned circuit is
forced into oscillation by applying a signal,
the amplitude will be greatest when the
signal is at the natural frequency. Let's get
out a signal generator and see.

When you do this, you discover two
things. First, the impedance of the circuit
varies strongly with frequency. And sec-
ondly, the way in which it varies depends
on how the coil and capacitor are connect-
ed together. When connected in series the
impedance, Z, varies with frequency as
shown in Fig. 2. At one frequency, which
is often called f0, the impedance falls to a
minimum. It turns out that this impedance
is a resistance, and that this resistance is
R, the coil resistance. This frequency is
sometimes referred to as the Resonant
Frequency and called fr.

With parallel connection of coil and
capacitor, the impedance varies as in Fig.
3. Here there is a maximum at f0. This is
the opposite from the series case and for
this reason the parallel connection variety
of fo is sometimes called the anti -resonant
frequency and labelled fa. These labels, fa
and fr are often used to describe quartz
crystals, which exhibit both series and
parallel resonance.
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Fig. 2 Impedance (Z) versus frequency for
a series -tuned circuit.

It turns out that for the same coil and
capacitor fo is nearly the same for either
connection, with coils whose resistance R
is low. One odd feature of the parallel
tuned circuit (odd at first sight, anyway) is
that as R is increased the peak impedance

Fig. 3 Impedance (Z) versus frequency for
a parallel -tuned circuit.

is reduced. The pendulum analogy helps
here, by comparing R with friction and air
drag (which is a form of friction anyway).
The lower the friction, or R, the greater the
ability to free -run at the natural frequency.

This ability is often expressed as a number
which is the ratio of the energy stored to
the energy lost in R or friction, averaged
over a whole number of cycles of oscilla-
tion. This number is labelled by the letter,
Q.

For the sort of circuits used for tuning
radios, Q is typically of the order of 100.
For a good pendulum it's much higher, and
for quartz crystal resonators it may be as
high as a million. Q is short for Quality
factor.

At fo, the tuned circuit behaves like a
pure resistance. At other frequencies it
behaves like a combination of resistance
and capacitance or resistance and induc-
tance. Which? That depends on which side
of fo you are, and on whether the tuned
circuit is made by series or parallel connec-
tion of coil and capacitor.

In radios, parallel -tuned circuits are the
norm because they are easier to use, but
series tuning is employed in some other
kinds of equipment.

R
FiliTERTAINMENT

BY BARRY FOX

On ICE
Surely the best, or more accurately worst,

example of non -standardisation in the elec-
tronics industry is to be found in the field of
in -car entertainment (ICE). Anyone who
has tried to fit a stereo system to a car, or
replace one of the crutty systems which car
manufacturers insist on supplying, will
know what I mean.

Business is now so bad for some of the big
names in Japanese hi fi and video, that they
are quite literally surviving on sales of ICE
gear. To increase those sales, they go to
quite extraordinary lengths to ensure that
equipment for one manufacturer will not
work with equipment from another. They
want you to buy their radio/cassette player,
their amplifier and their equaliser.

This isn't just a case of deliberate physical
miss -match between leads, plugs and sock-
ets; ICE equipment from different manu-
facturers will often miss -match electrical-
ly-and, with a bit of bad luck for the DIY
fitter, self destruct.

One small British company Kob Audio of
Burnham, Bucks, is now making a healthy
living out of selling connector leads and
interface boxes (under the brand name
Audiolinx) which bridge the artificial gaps
created by the manufacturers-for instance
so that a Pioneer radio will work with a
Trio-Kenwood amplifier or a Panasonic
will work with an Alpine or a Blaupunkt
with a Kenwood and so on. For the unini-
tiated, here are a few basic ground rules.

Budget or "regular" ICE systems centre
on a combined amplifier, radio and cassette
player. Power output is less than 10 watts
per channel.

Recently, there has been a trend towards
so-called "high power" units. These also
combine an amplifier with radio tuner and
cassette player, but use BTL output stages to
give up to 25W per channel. BTL stands for

. Balanced TransformerLess.

Both halves of the audio sine wave are
amplified in opposite phase. This doubles
the effective power available from a 12V
supply. Distortion goes up to 10 per cent at
25W but it's a cheap compromise.

At the top end of the price and power
scale, a "component" system has a radio
tuner and cassette deck (perhaps with com-
pact disc player), feeding a low level line
output to a separate amplifier, often via a
separate equaliser. Buying separate com-
ponents from separate manufacturers is a
nightmare because of their deliberate miss -
matching tricks. It's usually better to admit
defeat and stick with one brand. But if you
end up with different brands, try Audiolinx
for a tailored interface.

Most new cars are sold with a low power
"regular" system and budget loudspeakers
already installed. Power can be increased by
feeding the loudspeaker outputs to a booster
amplifier, sometimes combined with a gra-
phic equaliser. This works like a very
flexible tone control, to boost some frequen-
cy bands more than others.

Adding a booster amp will crank up the
power, but this can burn out the speakers.
Replacing the speakers with something bet-
ter is thus essential if you use a booster.

Conversely, using a booster is essential if
you upgrade the speakers. This is because
better loudspeakers will usually be less
efficient at converting electrical energy into
sound. So you will also need to increase the
power supplied from the amplifier.

Pitfalls
So, on the face of things, buying a booster

amp sounds like a neat idea. But be warned,
there are very real electrical pitfalls.

Most low cost boosters are designed to
work only with a budget amp which has a
common negative on the loudspeaker out-
puts. But there may be no warning of this. If
you connect one of these boosters to a car

stereo which has a BTL output stage, which
by virtue of its design cannot have a
common negative, then you will short the
amp outputs down to chassis and risk
burning out its output i.c.s.

As if to confuse the issue, the booster may
well have a quite different warning; don't
connect its outputs to a loudspeaker system
which has a common or grounded negative
return. The booster is liable to self destruct
if you do.

In short, many low cost boosters will only
work with a car stereo amplifier which has a
common negative for its loudspeaker out-
puts and with a loudspeaker system which
does not have a common negative. The
instruction books don't seem capable of
saying this clearly.

Beware the temptation to create an artifi-
cial common negative at the amplifier
output, by joining the two negatives of a
BTL amp output. This will "ground" the
amp's output i.c.s and blow them.

Some higher priced booster -equalisers,
for instance the Clarion 280 EQB, have an
adjustment which can be set for use with
either a common negative or separate nega-
tive amplifier. But what do you do if you
have been sold a booster which works only
with a common negative amp, and your
amp does not have a common negative?

There is one possible way out. Try con-
necting only the positive output wires of the
amplifier to the booster, thereby letting the
negative circuits find their own return path
through the vehicle chassis. Just leave the
negative output wires dangling free (be sure
to cover any bare wires, of course). The
booster will now be taking 6V d.c. as well as
the audio signal at its inputs, but the
decoupling capacitors at the booster input
will probably be able to cope.

Expensive Smoke
Finally, as a general tip, don't be tempted

to run two pairs of loudspeakers in parallel
off an amplifier designed to serve only one
pair. Paralleling the pair will reduce imped-
ance from 4 ohms to 2 ohms and this may
well overheat and destroy the output i.c.s.

So it goes on, and on, and on. Unless you
really know what you are doing, beware the
mix and match approach for ICE. Or take
advice from a specialist firm like Audiolinx.
Trial and error is likely to generate what the
trade cheerfully calls "expensive smoke".
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Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are now
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass -
fibre, and are fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and
postage and packing. Add £1 per board for overseas airmail.
Remittances should be sent to: The PCB Service, Everyday Electronics
Editorial Offices, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH.
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Electron-
ics. (Payment in £ sterling only.)

Please note that when ordering it is important to give project title as well
as order code. Please print name and address in Block Caps. Do not
send any other correspondence with your order.

Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the
current issue before ordering.

NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply
boards listed in the latest issue. Boards can only be supplied
by mail order and on a payment with order basis.

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

- JULY '83 -
User Port Input/Output M.I.T. Part 1 8307-01 £4.82
User Port Control M.I.T. Part 1 8307-02 £5.17

- AUGUST '83 -
Storage 'Scope Interface, BBC Micro 8308-01 £3.20
Car Intruder Alarm 8308-02 £5.15
High Power Interface M.I.T. Part 2 8308-03 f5.08
Pedestrian Crossing Simulation M.I.T. Pt 2 8308-04 £3.56

- SEPTEMBER '83 --
High Speed A -to -D Converter M.I.T. Pt 3 8309-01 £4.53
Signal Conditioning Amplifier M.I.T. Pt 3 8309-02 £4.48
Stylus Organ 8309-03 £6.84

- OCTOBER '83 -
D -to -A Converter M.I. T Part 4 8310-01 £5.77
High Power DAC Driver M.I.T. Part 4 8310-02 £5.13

- NOVEMBER '83 -
TTL/Power Interface for Stepper Motor

M.I.T. Part 5 8311-01 £5.46
Stepper Motor Manual Controller

M.I.T. Part 5 8311-02 £5.70
Speech Synthesiser for BBC Micro 8311-04 £3.93

- DECEMBER '83 -
4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Analogue)

M.I.T. Part 6 8312-01 £5.72
4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Digital)

M.I.T. Pad 6 8312-02 £5.29
Environmental Data Recorder 8312-04 £7.24
Continuity Tester 8312-08 £3.41

- JANUARY '84 -
Biological Amplifier M.I.T. Part 7 8401-02 £6.27
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs

Analogue Thermometer Unit 8401-03 £2.40
Analogue -to -Digital Unit 8401-04 £2.56

Games Scoreboard 8401-06/07 £9.60

- FEBRUARY '84 -
Oric Port Board M.I. T Part 8 8402-02 £9.56
Negative Ion Generator 8402-03' £8.95
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs

Relay Driver 8402-04 £3.52

- MARCH '84 -
Latched Output Port M.I. T. Part 9 8403-01 £5.30
Buffered Input Port M.I.T. Part 9 8403-02 £4.80
VIC-20 Extension Port Con. M.I.T. Part 9 8403-03 £4.42
CBM 64 Extension Port Con. M.I. T Part 9 8403-04 £4.71
Digital Multimeter Add -On for BBC Micro 8403-05 £4.63

- APRIL '84 -
Multipurpose Interface for Computers 8404-01 £5.72
Data Acquisition "Input" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-02 £5.20
Data Acquisition "Output" M.I.T Part 10 8404-03 £5.20
Data Acquisition "PSU" M.I.T. Part 10 8404-04 £3.09
A.F. Sweep Generator 8404-06 £3.55
Quasi Stereo Adaptor 8404-07 £3.56

Simple Loop Burglar Alarm
Computer Controlled Buggy M.I.T. Part 11

Interface/Motor Drive
Collision Sensing - MAY '84 -

Power Supply

8405-01

8405-02
8405-03
8405-04

£3.07

£5.17
£3.20
£4.93

Infra -Red Alarm System 8406-01 £2.55
Spectrum Bench PSU - JUNE '84 - 8406-02 £3.99
Speech Synthesiser M.I.T. Part 12 8406-03 £4.85
Train Wait 8406-04 £3.42

Ultrasonic Alarm System 8407-01 £4.72
Electronic Code Lock - JULY '84 -

Main Board 8407-03 £2.70
Keyboard 8407-04 £3.24

- AUGUST '84 -
Microwave Alarm System 8408-01 £4.36
Temperature Interface -BBC Micro 8408-02 £2.40

- SEPTEMBER '84 -
Op -Amp Power Supply 8409-01 £3.45

Micro Memory Synthesiser OCT '84Drill Speed Controller
8410-01-
8410-04

£8.20
£2.40

- NOVEMBER '84 -
BBC Audio Storage Scope Interface 8411-01 £2.90
Proximity Alarm 8411-02 £2.65

TV Aerial Pre -Amp 8412-01- £2.40
Digital Multimeter - DEC '84 - 8412-02/03" £5.20
Mini Workshop Power Supply 8412-04 £2.78

Power Lighting Interface 8501-01 £8.23
Games Timer - JAN '85 - 8501-02 £2.40
Spectrum Amplifier 8501-03 £2.40

Solid State Reverb
Computerised Train Controller FEB '85 -

8502-01
8502-02

£3.68
£3.38

- MARCH '85 -
Model Railway Points Controller 8503-01 £2.78

Insulation Tester - APRIL '85 -Fibrelarm
8504-02
8504-03

£2.53
£3.89

Auto Phase 8505-01 £3.02
Amstrad CPC464 Amplifier

Mains Unit - MAY '85 - 8505-02 £2.56
Micro Unit 8505-03 £2.56

Voltage Probe 8505-04 £2.67

Graphic Equaliser - JUNE '85 - 8506-01 £3.21
Computerised Shutter Timer 8506-02 £2.40
Mono-Bi-Astables (Experimenters Test Bed) 8506-03 £2.45
Across The River 8506-04 £2.63

Amstrad User Port - JULY '85 - 8507-01 £3.17
Nascom Printer Handshake 8507-02 £2.40

Electronic Building Blocks -1 to 4t 8508-01 £2.98
Tremolo/Vibrato 8508-02 £4.03
Stepper Motor Interface- AUGUST '85 - 8508-03 £2.40
Drill Control Unit 8508-04 £2.90

- SEPTEMBER '85 -
RIAA Preamplifier Input Selector 8509-01 £2.40
Transducers Resistance Thermometer 8509-03 £2.64
Transducers Semiconductor Temp. Sensor 8509-04 £2.72

Transducers Strain Gauge - OCT '85 - 501 £2.87
Soldering Iron Power Controller 504 £2.40

Transducers- - NOV '85 -
Magnetic Flux Density Amplifier 505 £3.93

Hallowe'en Projects (single board price) 506 £2.68

Electronic Building Blocks -5 to 8t 508 £3.07
Opto Intensity Transducer - DEC '85 - 509 £2.70
Digital Capacitance Meter 512 £5.22

Mains Delay 503 £2.40
Musical Doorbell - JAN '86 - 507 £2.91
Tachometer -Transducers 513 £2.52

Touch Controller 510 £2.65
Function Generator - FEB '86 - 514 £3.10
Function Generator PSU Board 515 £2.40
pH Transducer 516 £2.75

'Complete set of boards.
M.I.T.-Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, 12 -Part Series.
tFour separate circuits.
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PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Mains Tester & Fuse Finder 517 £2.40
BBC Midi Interface - MAR '86 -Stereo Hi Fi Preamp

518
519

£3.26
£5.70

Interval Timer 520 £2.40
Stereo Reverb - APRIL '86 - 521 £2.89
PA Amplifier 511 £2.67
Mini Strobe - MAY '86 - 522 £2.40
Auto Firing Joystick Adaptor 523 £2.73

Watchdog 524 £2.81
Percussion Synthesiser - JUNE '86 - 525 £5.65
Personal Radio 526 £2.40
Tilt Alarm 527 £2.40
Electronic Scarecrow '86 528 £2.40- JULY -VOX Box Amplifier 529 £2.40
Headphone Mixer 530 £4.56

Solar Heating Controller - AUG '86 - 533 £3.32

Car Timer - SEPT '86 - 538 £2.40
Freezer Failure Alarm 534 £2.40
Infra Red Beam Alarm (Trans) 536 £3.32
Infra Red Beam Alarm (Rec) 537 £3.32
Scratch Blanker 539 £5.43

10W Audio Amp (Power Amp) 543 £2.58
(Pre -Amp) £4.78 Pair 544 £3.18

Light Rider -Lapel Badge 540 & 541 £2.70
-Disco Lights 542 £4.55
-Chaser Light - OCT '86 546 £3.23

Modem Tone Decoder - NOV '86 - 547 £2.76
200MHz Digital Frequency Meter 548 £4.12

Dual Reading Thermometer 549 £5.87
Automatic Car Alarm -DEC '86 -BBC 16K Sideways RAM

550
551

£2.40
£2.40

(Software Cassette) 551S £4.95

Random Light Unit - JAN '87 - 552 £4.70

Car Voltage Monitor 553 £2.40
Mini Amp. 554 & 555 £4.55
Video Guard - FEB '87 - 556 £3.05
Spectrum I/O 557 £3.78
Spectrum Speech Synthesiser 558 £3.88

Computer Buffer/Interface - MAR '87 - 560 £2.66
Infra Red Alarm: Sensor head 561 £3.35

PSU/Relay Driver 562 £3.60

Alarm Thermometer - APRIL '87 - 559 £2.40
Experimental Speech Recognition 563 £3.80
Bulb Life Extender 564 £2.40

Fridge Alarm -MAY '87 - 565 £2.40
EE Equaliser -Ioniser 566 £3.28

Mini Disco Light -JUNE '87 - 567 £2.40
Visual Guitar/Instrument Tuner 568 £3.18

Fermostat -JULY '87 - 569 £2.67
EE Buccaneer

Metal Detector 570 £3.28
Monomix 571 £3.80

-AUG '87 -
Super Sound Adaptor, Main Board 572 £3.37

PSU Board 573 £2.65
Simple Shortwave Radio, Tuner 575 £2.51

Amplifier 576 £2.40

TEACH -IN -SOFTWARE

To complement each published part of the Teach -In series
(Oct. '85 to June '86), we have produced an accompanying
computer program. The Teach-ln Software is available for
both the BBC Micromputer (Model B) and the Sinclair
Spectrum (48k) or Spectrum -Plus. The programs are de-
signed to reinforce and consolidate important concepts and
principles introduced in the series. The software also allows
readers to monitor their progress by means of a series of
multi -choice tests, with scores at the end.

Tape 1 (Teach -In parts 1, 2 and 3), Tape 2 (parts 3, 4 and
5) and Tape 3 (parts 6, 7, 8 and 9) are available for £4.95
each (inclusive of VAT and postage) from Everyday Electron-
ics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH.
IMPORTANT State BBC or Spectrum; add 50 pence for
overseas orders; allow 28 days for delivery.

r .....
EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Please send me the following p.c.b.s.

Make cheques/PO payable to; Everyday Electronics
(Payment in £ sterling only)

Order Code Quantity Price

i

(I)

-J
O.

to
4:t I enclose cheque/PO for

F. Name
4

Address

0
Please allow 28 days for delivery
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NEWSAGENT ORDER FORM I
Please reserve/deliver a copy of Everyday I
Electronics for me each month.
Signed

Name & Address
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Everyday Electronics is published on the third Friday
of each month and distributed by Seymour.
Make sure of your copy of EE each month -cut
out this form, fill it in and hand it to your
newsagent.

U

I
U

U

U

U

I
U

U

I
I
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Sell-out disappointment can upset any reader!
So why not take out a year's subscription and
make sure of every issue, by post, straight from
the Publisher? Complete the order form below
and post to:
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, Subscription Dept., 6
Church Street, Wimbome, Dorset BH21 1JH.
Tel. 0202 881749.

Annual subscription rates:
UK £14. Overseas £17 (£ sterling only)
Overseas air mail £33 (£ sterling only)

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

Annual subscription rates:
UK £14. Overseas £17 (surface mail) £33 (air mail)

To: Everyday Electronics,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1JH.

Name

Address

I enclose payment of £ (cheque/PO in £ sterling
only payable to Everyday Electronics)
Subscriptions can only start with the next

Lavailable issue. For back numbers see the Editorial page_i
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Eiri
Reach effectively and economically today's enthusiasts anxious to know of your
products and services through our semi -display and classified pages. The prepaid rate
for semi -display spaces is £8.00 per single column centimetre (minimum 2-5cm). The prepaid
rate for classified advertisements is 30 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Electronics VAT
must be added. Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, to-
gether with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Everyday Elec-
tronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel: 0202 881749.

Electronic Components

DELUXE WALKIE TALKIES LONG RANGE
49MHZ. £24.99/pair (normally £31.49). Satisfac-
tion or refund. Send £3 now, pay balance upon
receipt. 48hrs delivery. Xenon (Dept EE9), 24
Wharncliffe Street, Barnsley, Yorkshire.

FREE LISTS. Send s.a.e. We try to be different.
Strachan Electronics, 9 Croall Place, Edinburgh
EH7 4LT.

RESISTORS (metal film, full length leads): mixed
(1, 2, 5%) 1000 off £6.50, 100 off £1.10. Mixed
(1%)70 off £1, (2%, J4W) 70 off£1, (1W) 35 off£1,
(2W) 30 off £1. Enclosed miniature cermet trim -
pots (assorted): 10 off £1.50, 50 off £5. Ten turn
wirewound potentiometers: 5 assorted £1.60. Low
profile turned pin d.i.l. sockets: 8 off 24 pin £2.30.
40 pin 60p each. Postage and packing 70p. SAE
for full list. Milner Electronics, 2 Elgarth Drive,
Wokingham, Berkshire RG II 4HH.

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
811 Forest Road, London Ell Telephone 01-531 1568

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SWG 1 lb 8 oz 4 oz 2 oz
8 to 34 3.63 2.09 1.10 0.88

35 to 39 3.82 2.31 1.27 0.93
40 to 43 6.00 3.20 2.25 1.61
44 to 47 8.67 5.80 3.49 2.75
48 15.96 9.58 6.38 3.69

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 9.09 5.20 2.93 1.97

TINNED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 3.97 2.41 1.39 0.94
Fluxcore
Solder 5.90 3.25 1.82 0.94
Prices include P&P. Please add VAT. Orders under

E3 add 50p. SAE for list of copper and resistance wire
Dealer enquiries welcome

Special Offers

FREE MEMBERSHIP to a new national elec-
tronics club. For details and a free pack of
components worth over £10 send only £1 p&p to
Dept. EE, Woodside, Dowsett Lane, Ramsden
Heath. Billericay. Essex CM I I 1.1L.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
ICS transistors etc into cash, immedi-
ate settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete fac-
tory clearance.
Contact COLES-HARDING & CO,
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
*ESTABLISHED OVER 10 YEARS*
Tel 0945 584188

Service Manuals

SERVICE SHEETS from £2.50/1sae ctv/
music/combis £3.50/1sac. Sae Newnes & TV
Technic Books in stock. Thousands Service &
Repair Manuals. SAE Free Review/pricelists. TIS
(EE), 76 Church St, Larkhall (0698 883334),
Lanarkshire.

WORKSHOP SERVICE MANUALS
Thousands stocked, most makes, models, types,
audio, TV, video, test, amateur etc. LSAE enquir-
ies/quotation and FREE Review/price lists with
details of our Unique Repair and Data Guides,

from Valves to Videos.

MAURITRON (EE), 8 CHERRY TREE
ROAD, CHINNOR, OXON 0X9 4QY.

Services

ELECTRONIC repairs and rebuild service. All
projects undertaken. Tel: D.G. Electronics,
Chelmsford (0245) 266160.

PLEASE MENTION

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

WHEN REPLYING TO

ADVERTISEMENTS

Educational

A CAREER IN
TECHNICAL AUTHORSHIP

The requirement for technical authors is in-
creasing rapidly. Re-training in technical
authorship offers an attractive career alterna-
tive to technical personnel from all branches
of engineering and technology. For details of a
comprehensive Open Learning Course. lead-
ing to qualifications in this field, send for free

information pack to:

TUTORTEX SERVICES
Dept EV. E., 55 Lightburn Avenue, Ulverston.

Cumbria LAI2 ODL
Tel: 0229 56333

TRANSFORMERS EX -STOCK
MAINS ISOLATORS
Pri/Sec 120V X 2 OR

240 lo 415/4400
(601000VA Tapped Secs)

20VA £7.60 p 2.18
60 11.51 & 2.31

100 13.43 p 2.59
200 1903 110
250 23.01 124
500 35.45 3.66

1000 64.28 4.62
1500 82.92 5.85
2000 99.76 616
3000 139.89 OA
6000 298.89 OA

50'250 of 25-0-25V
2X250 Tapped Secs
500 25V E P&P
0.5 A 1 5.01 1.76

1 PO 2 6.09 1.90
2 P 4 10.84 2.20
3
4

S 6
8

12.54
17.16

2.25
2.58

6 12 21.84 2.79
8 16 31189 3.15

10 20 36.66 3.60
12 24 43.87 3.60
PLEASE ADO I, VAT TO
ALL ITEMS AMP PAP

30,15V or 15-0-150
20150 Tapped Secs

30V 15V E P&P
09 1 3.86 1.41

2 5.24 1.70
2 4 8.47 1.92
3 6 9.82 2.10
4 A 6 11.72 2.20
5 M 10 14.49 2.31
6 P 12 16.40 2.55
8 S 16 21.95 2.60

10 20 25.32 2.64
12 24 28.07 295
15 20 31.66 3.51
20 40 43.22 5.95

60i301/ or 30.0.30V
2030V Tapped Secs

60V 300 £
09 1 5.69

1 A 2 867
2 M 4 11.15
3 P 6 16.12
4 8 1818
5 10 23.23
6 12 26.50
6 16 37.25

10 20 43.37
12 24 49.98

P&P
1 85
1 91
2.20
z.34
2.55
2.78
3 02
3.62
3.99
465

24.12V or 12-0-12V
2X120 Secs. PH 240V

12V 24V P8 P
0.3 0.15 2.92 1.10
0.5 0.25 108 1.60

I 0.5 3.70 1.60
2 1 5.15 1.70
4 2 5.94 1.90
6 A 3 9.31 2.05
8 IA 4 10.89 2.10

12 P 6 13.20 2.25
16 C 8 15.73 2.60
20 10 21.17 3.04
30 15 2611 110
40 20 37.56 3.75
60 30 5192 4.90
83 41 62.09 5.65

INVERTERS
12240 DC to 240V

100W lo 4kW

AUTOS
109 115. 220. 230. 240V

For step-up or down
800A f5.86 P 1.70

150 8.49 & 1 85
250 10.34 p 1.98
500 16.12 2.68

1000 28.79 3.25
1500 34.17 3.68
2000 51.09 4.62
3000 86.88 6.30
4000 112.78 OA
5000 131.33 OA
7500 202.71 on

10141/A 239.53 OA

CASED AUTOS
2400 Cable Input

115V USA Sockel Outlets
20 VA £8.34 P 1.76

80 11.33 8 1.87
150 14.67 P 2.20

AC 250 17.87 3.02
500 29.32 3.19

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 1000 40.29 4.34
TRANSFORMERS FOR 2000 73.33 528
Spike -free stable mains 1000 105.26 00
ALSO VALVE MAINS 110V In 240V cased types

OUTPUT 8 MATCHING now available
TRANSFORMERS Full range AVO's, Meggers

WINDING SERVICE TOROIDALS3VA TO 18I(VA
Stock lams ey 'alum Wound to order

Unit 211, Stratford Workshops, BARRIE ELECTRONICS LTD
Burford Road, London E15 2SP Tel: 01-555 0228 (3 lines)

OMNI ELECTRONICS
for a comprehensive range of components aimed at the enthusiast:

1N4148 4p 1.5A 100V bridge 36p
1N4001 5p 5mm red leds 13p
LM741 25p 5mm green lads 14p
7805 50p 400mW loners 10p
QA90/0A91 13p 1.3W zeners 17p
Skeleton presets llp Red/black phono plugs 14p
UM1286 modulator 7.95 Quality panel meters 5.98
98mm cable ties 2.00/100 Velleman kits/Bahani books

The above is a sample of our range and includes VAT. P&P 60p. Send for catalogue: 20p +
18p or 13p stamp. Shop open: Monday -Friday 9am-6pm, Saturday 9am-5pm.

174 Dalkeith Road
EDINBURGH EH16 5DX will"

031-667 2611
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
Buy 10 packs... get one free (your choice)

PI( 1. 350 Assorted resistors. Full length leads.

P112, 400 Assorted resistors. Pre-lormed leads.

PK 3. 60 Assorted resistors. *re wound
PK 4. ZOO Assorted mixed capacitors.

PK 5. 200 Assorted ceramic capacitors.

PK 6. 60 Electrolytic capacitors

PK 7. 2 2200µI 100 volt capacitors.
Pt( 8. 2 4700µ130volt capacitors.

P1( 9. 12 Assorted rotary potentiomeMrs. Single gang

PK 10.6 Assorted rotary potentiometers. Dual gang

PK 11. 12 Assorted slider potentiometers.

PK 12. 40 Assorted pre-set potentiometers.

PK 13.5 100K lin mulliturn potentiometers.
PK 14.5 1 meg lin mulliturn potenhometers.

PK 15. 12 Assorted switches.
PK 16 1 bank 4 -way push button switches ow knobs.

PK 17.1 4 pole 5 -way water switch.

PK 16 15 Assorted control knobs.

PK la 20 Assorted plugs and sockets.
PK 20 2 Pairs D.C.plugs & sockets ctsy leads & PP3 clip

PK 21.25 Assorted transistors All oft& coded.

PK 22 15 Assorted I C's. All new & coded

PK za 50 Assorted unmarked & untested I C's.

PK 24 100 Assorted diodes.

PK 25 20 E H. T diodes.

PK 26. 3 Large power-lin healsinks. 103.
PK 27, 1 4 section 7 segment I.e d. clock display.

PK 28.20 Assorted neons. Panel mounting & wire ended.
PK 26 1 Microphone ow lead, switch, plugs & stand.
PK 31.3 Dynamic earpieces Ow lead & 3 5mrr plug.

Pt( 32.2 Telescopic aerials.

PK 35. 1 Large cassette motor.

PK 36. 1 Wire pack. Mains cable.

PK 38. 1 Wire pack. Connecting wire. Assorted colours.

PK 39 300 Assorted resistors 1,2W or less. FIL leads.

PK 40.200 Assorted Polyester capacitors.
PK 41 12 Push to make switches. Deb mounting.

PK 42.12 Push on -Push off switches.

P1( 43.4 Assorted toaster elements.

P1( 44 3 Assorted record player styli.

PK 45. 50 Assorted LF and tuning coils.
PK 46. 35 Assorted resistors 1% tolerance

Postal order or cheque with order. Please add £1 postage & packing per order.
Access and Barclaycard orders welcome, minimum £1 0. Please phone orders before 4pm.

Electronics magazines, we have an extensive range of back issues. 50p for current lists.

MJR WHOLESALE, Unit 3, 238 Waterside,
Chesham, Bucks HP5 1PG. 21' 0494 771033

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
More than 8 million students throughout the world have found it worth their while! An
ICS home -study course can help you get a better job, make more money and have more
fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home -study courses and is the largest
correspondence school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you
want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out how we can help YOU.
Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice.
crick one box only!)

Electronics n
'-'

Radio, Audio
and TV Servicing 0

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds) 0

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) 0

Electrical Engineering El Car Mechanics 0
Electrical Contracting/
Installation El

Computer
Programming 0

GCE over 40 '0' and 'A' level subjects 0
Name

Address P. Code
International Correspondence Schools. Dept ECS137, 312/314 High St.,
Sutton. Surrey SM1 1PR, Tel: 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2926 124 hrs).

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
FULL-TIME TRAINING

(FULL TIME COURSES APPROVED BY THE BUSINESS & TECHNICIAN
EDUCATION COUNCIL)

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONIC &
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
(Electronics. Computing, Television, Video, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

1 YEAR
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Satellite TV, CD, Networks, TelecommS)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING
If lectronics, Television, Video Cassette Recorders, CCTV, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
(Electronics, Assembler. BASIC, PASCAL, CADCAM)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Computing Software/Hardware, Microelectronic Testing Methods)

10 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS

(Microprocessor Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE, Robotics)

THESE COURSES INCLUDE A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED
PRACTICAL WORK TO ENHANCE FUTURE EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

NO ADDITIONAL FEES FOR OVERSEAS STUDENTS

SHORTENED COURSES OF FROM 3 TO 6 MONTHS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR
APPLICANTS WITH PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS KNOWLEDGE

O.N.C. 21st September 1987
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE (Dept EE)
20 PENYWERN ROAD, EARLS COURT,
LONDON SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

 
4c ELECTRONIC GUARD DOG KIT

One of the best deterrents to a burglar is a guard
dog and this new kit provides the barking
without the bite! The kit when assembled can be
connected to a doorbell, pressure mat or any
other intruder detector and will produce a ran-
dom series of threatening barks making the
would be intruder think again and try his luck
elsewhere. The kit is supplied complete with
high quality PCB, transformer, all components
and instructions. All you need is a mains supply,
intruder detector and a little time. The kit even
includes a horn speaker which is essential to
produce the loud sound required. The "dog" can
be adjusted to produce barks ranging from a
Terrier to an Alsatian and contains circuitry to
produce a random series of barks giving a more
realistic effect.
KK125 Complete kit of parts £21.95

DISCO LIGHTING KITS
ot.10001( - This value -for -money 4 -way chaser
features bi-directional sequence and dimming.
I kW per channel £17.50
DLZ1000K - A lower cost uni-directional ver-
sion of the above. Zero switching to reduce
interference £9.85
DLA/1 (for DL & DLZ1000K) Optional opto input
allowing audio 'beat' /light response 70p
01.3000K -3 -channel sound to light kit features
zero voltage switching, automatic level control
and built-in microphone. 1kW per
channel £14.25
The DL8000K is an 8 -way sequencer kit with
built in opto-isolated sound to light input which
comes complete with a pre-programmed
EPROM containing EIGHTY - YES 801 different
sequences including standard flashing and chase
routines. The KIT includes full instructions and all
components (even the PCB connectors) and
requires only a box and a control knob to
complete. Other features include manual se-
quence speed adjustment, zero voltage switch-
ing. LED mimic lamps and sound to light LED and
a 300 W output per channel.

And the best thing about it is the price.

TEN EXCITING PROJECTS
FOR BEGINNERS

This Kit has been specially designed for the beginner
and contains a SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD, COM-
PONENTS, and a BOOKLET with instructions to
enable the absolute novice to build TEN fascinating
projects including a light operated switch, intercom,
burglar alarm, and electronic lock Each project
includes a circuit diagram, description of operation
and an easy to follow layout diagram. A section on
component identification and function is included,
enabling the beginner to build the circuits with
confidence.

ORDER NO XK11 8 £1 3.7 5

1 reiel
(ost

o

Send
50p* & SAE

for CATALOGUE
ERS: RING (01) 567 8910 - 24 HRS.

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT

This kit in-
cludes all com-
ponents 1*
transformer) to
make a sensi-
tive IR receiver
with 16 logic outputs (0-15V) which with
suitable interface circuitry (relays, triacs, etc
- details supplied) can be used to switch up
to 16 items of equipment on or off remotely.
The outputs may be latched Ito the last
received code) or momentary Ion during
transmission) by specifying the decoder IC
and a 15V stabilised supply is available to
power external circuits.
Supply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA.
Size (excluding transformer) 9 x 4 x 2 cms.
The companion transmitter is the MK18
which operates from a 9V PP3 battery and
gives a range of up to 60ft. Two keyboards
are available-MK9 (4 -way) and MK 10 116 -
way), depending on the number of outputs
to be used.
MK12 IR Receiver (incl. transformer)

£14.85
MK18 Transmitter £7.50
MK9 4 -Way Keyboard £2.00
MK 10 16 -Way Keyboard £5.95
601 133 Box for Transmitter £2.60

HOME LIGHTING KITS
These kits contain all necessary com-
ponents and full instructions and are
designed to replace a standard wall
switch and control up to 300W of
lighting.
TOR300K Remote Control Dimmer £16.45
MK6 Transmitter for above £4.95
TD300K Touchdimmer £8.50
TS300K Touchswitch £8.50
TDE/K Extension kit for 2 -way

switching for TD300K
LD 300K Light Dimmer

£2.70
£4.35

0.44 POWER STROBE KIT
Designed to produce a
high intensity light pulse
at a variable frequency of
1 to 15Hz this kit also
includes circuitry to trig -

1 ger the light from an ex-
ternal voltage source leg. a loudspeaker) via
an opto isolator. Instructions are also sup-
plied on modifying the unit for manual
triggering, as a slave flash in photographic
applications or as a warning beacon in
security applications. The kit includes a high
quality pcb, components, connectors, 5Ws
strobe tube and full assembly instructions.
Supply: 240V ac. Size: 80 x 50 x 45.
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT £12.50

XK102-3-NOTE DOOR CHIME
Based on the SAB0600 1C the kit is
supplied with all components, including
loudspeaker, printed circuit board, a pre -
drilled box (95 x 71 x 35mm) and full
instructions. Requires only a PP3 9V
battery and push -switch to complete.
AN IDEAL PROJECT FOR
BEGINNERS £6.00

XK113 MW RADIO KIT
Based on ZN414 IC, kit includes PCB,
wound aerial and crystal earpiece and all
components to make a sensitive minia-
ture radio. Size: 5.5 x 2.7 x 2cms.
Requires PP3 9V battery.
IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS £6.00

TM
ELECTRONICS SEND 9"x6" S.A.E.&

13 BOSTON RD rRPcIlli
CATALOGUE

LONDON W7 3SJ MON-FRI 9-5pm
Tel: 01-567 8910 SATURDAY 10-4pm

ORDERING INFORMATION: Owl*
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add
10 75p + VAT. Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere

£6.50. Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No.
with order. Giro No. 529314002.

LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
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* BAKER *
GROUP P.A. DISCO

AMPLIFIERS post 14 0 0 0 0 '...... ....
150 watt Output 4 input Mixer pre -amp Illustrated £99
150 watt Output Slave 500 mv. Input 3 Speaker Outputs £80
150 . 150 watts Stereo, 300 watt Mono Slave 500 my Inputs f 145
150 watt P A Vocal, 8 Inputs Hgh/Low Mixer Echo Socket 1149
60 watt Mobile 240v AC and 12v DC 4-8-16 ohm  1C0v line 189
Compact P A amp 20 a 20 Stereo or 40 watts Mono .... £65
30 watt Guitar/PA Amplifier 2 inputs . £59
30 watt COMB!. 12in Speaker. Treble, Base etc .. E95
500 watt Heavy Duty Mono Slave Amplifier . . . . E275

FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS FULLY GUARANTEED
Make Model Sge Watts Ohms Price Post
GOODMANS HIFAX 7x4;in 100 8 £38 f2
GOODMANS HB WOOFER 13m 60 8 £16 E1

BAKER DISCO/GROUP 10m. 50 8/16 £22 C2

BAKER MID -RANGE 10in. 100 8 E30 E2

BAKER DISCO/GROUP 12in. 120 8/16 E35 E2

WEM WOOFER 12in. 300 8 165 £2
GOODMANS DISCO/GROUP 12in. 120 8/15 £39 12
BAKER DISCO/GROUP 15m. 100 8/16 144 ES

H a H DISCO/GROUP 15in. 100 4/8/16 E54 14
H + H 8/16 E89 £4
GOODMANS HP/BASS 15in 250 8 £62 £4
GOODMANS HPIO/BASS 18m 230 8 E92 C4

COMPACT FULL RANGE SPEAKER SYSTEMS sae 24 x 17 x 12in.
120 watts £100, 200 watts 1130, 400 watts £180 each. Carr. £10.
MID -N -TOP 300 watts add on system complete £140 each. Can £10.

DISCO CONSOLE Twin Decks, rinser pre amp £149 Can E10.
Ditto Powered 120 watt £199. or Complete Disco £299 Can £30.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS VALVE TYPE 240V PRIMARY Pnce Post
250-0-250V 80mA 6V 3A, 0-5, 6V IA EIO E2

350-0-350V 250mA 6.30 6A CT £16 C2

220V 25mA 6V 1 Amp 13.00 220V 45mA 6V 2 Amp f4 £1

STEP-UP STEP-DOWN 240V -120V 150W 19, 250W £12, 500W E15 C2

LOW VOLTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS £5.50 each post paid
9V, 3A. 12V, 30. 160, 20, 20V, 1A. 30V, 1' A; 30V. 5A + 17-0-17V, 2A, 35V,
2A,20 -40-60V, 1A, 120-12V, 2A 20 -0-20V, IA: 0-12,270. 2A

RECORD DECKS. P&P 12 Many others in stock. Phone for details.
Make Demo Supply Cartridge Pnce
JAP Single Belt 120 DC Magnetic E30
DOR Single Belt 2400 Magnetic £30
050 Single Rim 2400 Ceramic 122
BAR Auto Rem 2400 Ceramic C18
Garrard Auto Rim 2400 Ceramic 124

PROJECT CASES. Black Vinyl Covered Steel Tap. All Base
4 x 2; x 2;in. f 3.00; 6 x 4 x 1;in. E4.00, 8 x 5 x 2m. 14.50 p.&p. 11;
11 ere x 3m 16.00; 111x 6 x 5m.£10.03; 15 x 8x 4in £13.50 p.8ip C2.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 s.w.g. 12 x 12in. £2.50 14 x 9in. 12.40, 6 x din.
65p; 12 x Bin. £1.80, 10 x Tin. 11.50; 8 x 611. 11.00, 14 x 3in. £1;
12 x Stn. £1.15: 16 x 10in. £2.70; 16 x 6M. 11.80 plip 65p each.
ALUMINIUM BOXES. MANY OTHER SIZES IN STOCK
4 x 2110210.f1.35:3x2x 1m11.15;60402m12.00,8x 6 x In. £3.40;
12 x 5 x 310. £4.00; 6 x 4 x 3M 12.50; 10 x 7 x 3in. E4.00 p&p. C1

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS Many others in stock
20/5000 Cl 220/4000 C2 32.32/500V . E2

50p 8+8/4500 CI 32.32/350V 859
47/3500. Cl 20+20/350V 75p 80+40+20/350V .... 959

AIR SPACED TWIN GANGS 365+ 365+ 25+ 25pf C2.00. ..,,,. .---...

REVERSE VERNIER cord drive 90p. Spindle Extender El SO. VOVT-144ta' 
VERNIER DIALS, 0.100 36mm, 13.00, 50mm £3.50.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS )EE)

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON '' -`,.---__.!__,.....---,.'/--"

I ACCESS I SURREY, U.K. Tel: 01484 1665 1 VISA I
Pest 65p Minimum. Callers Welcome

List, Lama S.A.E. Winery 7 days Closed Wedoesday
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TUTORTEX SERVICES 462

XEN ELECTRONICS 449

ZENITH ELECTRONICS 410

ANTE% SOLDERING
25W XS IRON £6.00
18W CS IRON £5.90
15W C IRON £5.70
ST4 STAND f 2 20
SPARE BITS f 1 20
ELEMENTS FROM £3.20
DIGITAL TEMPERATURE CON-

TROLLED STATION TCSV.Df 12.50

SOLDER AT A RIDICULOUS-
LY LOW PRICE!
A 500g REEL OF
22 SWG MULTI -
CORE SOLDER

60% TIN 40%
ALLOY NON CORROSIVE

ONLY £4.99
(10 + £3.751

"11- R xds. Ism I P.x.I -ma

PUGU c, PA -

BENCH POWER
SUPPLY
ONLY
£7.50
+P& P+VAT

3-6-7.5-9V DC - 400MA
Stabolized power supply with voltage
selector switch Redesigned model
Internal thermal fuse for erns overload
protection. Polarity reversing switch
Output via read with 4 way ''spider" plug
Input voltage 240Va c 501Ic
Output voltage 3/6/7 5/900 c
Outon current 400mA
Stability
Ripple 25mV
Dims. .10er75,455mm

EQUIVALENT BOOKS
DATA VOL 1 f 9 99
DATA VOL 2 f 10.75
DATA VOL 3 110.20
DATA VOL. 4 £13.50
DIODES VOL. 1 £10.25
DIODES VOL 2 110.65

BOTH FOR 120.60
IC-CMOS 18.95
IC-LIN VOL. 1 1695
IC-LIN VOL 2 £6.99

BOTH FOR £13.00
IC-TTL 17.99
THYRISTORS £10.45
TRANSISTORS A -Z 1540
TRANSISTORS 2N -3N 15.50

BOTH FOR £10.00

TWIN 12V FLUORESCENT
LIGHT
SUITABLE FOR CARAVANS.

BOATS. VANS ETC f5 50

MARCO KITS
CERAMIC -50V (125) f 3 50
ELECTROLYTICS-RADIAL

(100) f7 25
FUSE 20MM thick -Bum

180) f 3.75
NUT & BOLT (800) f 3 00
PRESET POTENTIOMETERS

HORIZONTAL (120) f6 75
PRESET POTENTIOMETERS

VERTICAL 1120) 16.75

SERVISOL PRODUCTS
SUPA FREEZE -1T

SWITCH CLEANER

FOAM CLEANSER

SUPER 40

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

TAPE HEAD CLEANER
ANTISTATIC SPRAY
SILICONE GREASE

PLASTIC SEAL

1140
f 1 24
1122
1188
f 3 30
1110

1.20
£ 1.38

f 1 35

DESOLDERINO PUMP
1299

STEREO HEADPHONES
ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT 11 99

PORTABLE GAS SOLDERING
IRON

£14.50

SPARE TIPS £4.50
SIZE 2 4. 3.2 & 4 8mm

BATTERY CHARGER
SUITABLE FOR AAA, AA,
C, 0 AND PP3 NI -CAD
BATTERY CHARGING

O

4.1

RESISTORS
0.25W POPULAR (1000) 16 50
0.25W 5 OFF (305) 12.95
0.25W 10 OFF 1610) 14.50
0.5W 5 OFF (365) £4.70
05W 10 OFF (130) £7.75
1W 5 OFF 1365) £13.75
2W 5 OFF (365) 121.75
ZENER DIODES 5 OFF (55)

£3.50.

12V RECHARGEABLE UNIT
10 x 0 SIZE NI CADS (4 Ah)
ENCAPSULATED IN A BLACK
PLASTIC CASE FUSE HOLDER

GIVES 12V OUTPUT CHARGED.
EX -EQUIPMENT. FULLY

GUARANTEED

245 x 75 x 75mm

£5.99
+11.85 P&P
+ 15% VAT

MARCO TRADING
DEPT. EE8, THE MALTINGS,
HIGH STREET, WEM,
SHREWSBURY SY4 5EN

NI -CAD BATTERIES
AAA -fl 25 (10+ f 1 20 each)
AA -90p (10+ 85p each)
C-12.10 (10+ £1.90 each)
0-12.50 (10+ f 2 20 each,
PP3-f 4 10 (10+ £3.90 each)

B.T. EQUIPMENT
FLUSH MASTER SOCKET 12.90
SURFACE MASTEh SOCKET 12.75
FLUSH SECONDARY SOCKET£1.90

SURFACE SECONDARY

SOCKET £1.135
ADAPTOR 10/3A 12 99
BELL TONE RINGER 16.95
EXTENSION LEAD -5 MTR 13.90

ALL ORDERS ARE
PLUS 75P P & P

PLUS 15% V.A.T.
TEL: (0939) 32763

TELEX: 35565

Ell-PAK BARGAINS
RESISTORS

Pelt
No Sty Descriptioa Pow

VP1 300
VP2 300
VP3 200
VP4 200
VPI6 50
VP112 1

VP140 50
1/9181 100

Assorted Rentals wiled velum & types El 00
Carbon Resisters 54-1/2 wen pre-torrned, mind.. ......... ....... [1.00
1/8 watt Min. Cathie PANS mind vans..........................11.00

Wirewound Ruben ROW voin vehme .. ....... ........ t 1.00
Sub Resistance Bin. 38 mhos 5U - f4.75

Precision F145131011 1% Tel 01 D0
1 and 2 watt Resisters, asserted redoes f 1.00

CAPACITORS

VP3 100 Assorted Polyastar/Polyetwane Capadters f1.00
VPIO 00 C280 Capacitors. Wei Nil, mewl mime f5.80
VP11 50 Electrotytics all sons ft 00
0012 40 Electrolytica 42nd-150nd mixed volts. . f 1.00
VPI3 30 Eingass, 1584-10004 mired was ..... .. ........... .. ..... £1.00
AP15 25 01 Mil. Lrya Man
VP146 25 1.00Cape.
VP180 25 Tentake. Bed Cps aasartad vain f 1.00

VP192 30 Min. Electronics Mod *Pun .47.11-10130mf 6-10v 11.00
00193 6 Sub Mit Electrolytic:. 2x1000/2200/3300M 10-16v f 1.00

74 SERIES SALE "ROCK BOTTOM" PRICES

00223 50 Ant 74 TEL IC's "All GATES" mw & odd co Me
7400-7453................................16.00

W224 100 Asst 74 TEL IC's "ALL GATES" new & ceded us wiz
7400-7453 £1000

W7413
VP7440
W7470

W7480
W7481
001490
001491
W7492
VP7493
007494

4

4

4

4

4
4

4

7470 And-gmed Poutiveiedge-eiggeted Fip-Rip do
11 .00

1481 113-Fle Random Ames 111111110fill . .... f 1.00
7090 Decade Comm . f 1 .00
7491 8 -fin Shift
7492 Divide be

= ft 00

VP7495
W74111
0074141
VP74151
VP74153
1P741134
VP74187
VP74174
W74181
VP74193
VP74279

4

4
4

4

4
4

4
4
4
4

4

1495 4 -BP Shill Register El 00
74111 Dual J -K Master Slave. Flp-Fkp f 1.00

f 1 00
El 00

1.00
El 00
£1 .00
f I 00

74181 Arithmetic Loge Unds/Function Generetors E 1.00
74193 Sync. Up/Down Dual Clock Counters Binary cleat El 00

74151 I of 8 Data Selectors/M.49mm ....
74153 Dual 4 fine to 1 fine Data Selectors/MultiMeare
74184 8 -Bit Parallel Output Serial Shift Registan......
70167 Synchronous Decade Rote

BPXY 1 TTL Dena Book 74 Series, including "LS" Carpet. with Pin out
Diagrams 7400-74870.TTL Interchangeability Guide. Function Selec-
tion Guide and Explanation of Function Tablas "NO VAT" .. f 1.00

TOOLS

VP2413 1 25 wan teeth Oak Low Cost Solder* Iron 240v AC Long Ida
Element 1 imbed

vd247 1 15 were "LigMniple ligh (Wiry Low Cost Sanity Ira '240v AC.
1.7m 1d ..13.50

VP248 1 High Suction Desolderieg Pump, teflon male. Auto Ereturn
epnr

ject. Heald

00249 I High Deny Soldering Iran Stand. Cailtedtieet. Tp dewing
Wong. - 4.00

VP250 1 Long Eiger two, soldering aid. Homy metal bast Serrated jaws with
rev imams action. Ideal for holding small components Fully
adjustable 13.00

W251 1 Multitmter. Pocket Wm 18 magas. 10000 ohns/VDC-4000 ohms -
/VAC. Fuss end diode protection. Mirrored scale. with 2mm
pkgs. wn. 8 manatees ix.

VP252 1 Muhl -tester & Transistor Tester. 20003 ohims/V. 16 ranges Audio
output. Test term. Fuse &Dine protection. Test leads &Trensistor test
leads. &M. & !monotone. Mirrored scale. Sire 147 x 97 x 45

____.[10.50VP253 I.Eligital Multi-testar 3i dwit. syntches tor single-hend opinion
High quality construction tough ABS body Fully gummed. Overload
protection Input imped 10Mohms. 19 ranges Incl. IOADC plus diode &
transistor test. Acusacy 01% Complete with leads. Batt and manual.
Sue 145 x 70 x 31 inn 35.00

VP254 1 250 grams Eldora Granules Verne chloride) mew 1.00
W255 1

VP256 1 PCB Mini Doll. Operating volidle
fa 8 to 1 2mm sidlest2.

5-14V DC + lient twat dill and

VP257 1 Pad, of 3 Twist Ones. 1, 1.5, Bra he PCB Mini OM ............11.00
00250 1

P259 I PCB Holder. Fully adjustable from 0-320mm aide Ind to my angle.
Complete with iron stand and morn. Strong metal construction with

21-PAK

MISC

VP223A Tag Boards 36 way Pasaline £1.00
VP225 2 DIN Plugs. plastic 2-8 pin 18072407360F Mule £2.50
W226 2 DIN Chassis Skts, metal 2-8 pin 18072407380' mixed. E2.50
W227 1 DIN In line Skts, plastic 2-8 pin 18072407360' mixed [2.50
VP228 1 C15 Computer Cassette Tape. leadless .. £3.00
W229 1 C60 Cassette Tex, 2 x 30 min, low nose £5.00
VP230 1 C90 Cassette Tape, 2 x 45 non, low noise £8.00
W231 Cassette Head Cleaner Tape, non ebrasrve, in case f 1 00
W232 Cassette Heed Cleaner/Demagnetizer, in case 12.00
W233 Revolving Cassette Rack, holds 32, smokey person 12.50
VP234 Demagnetizer Curved Probe, 240v AC 13,00
VF735 VHS Video Head Cleaner Cassette. Wet type £4.00
VP238 Beane, Video Heed Cleaner Casserne Wet type 14.00
VP237 Universal &Cad Battery Charger AAHPII -HP2 PP3 16.00
00238 AA 141 -Cad Eiettenes. 1.25a WOrnAh C/R mA 14.00
vP239 C-HP11 Ni-Ced &mares. Rechergeable 13.50
002413 O.HP2 Ni-Cad arteries. Rechargeeble 14.00
VP241 ORP12 Light Dependam Resistor...... . 11.50
W242 Tn-colour LED's 5mm Di.. 5mA On R G.Y . 11.00
W243 in -colour LEO's ReL-tengular Sewn R GT . £1.00
W244 thgliPowr Piero Electric Siren. Emits Enrpierong warbling sound Ideal

alarms Mute ohmic body with mounting bradiet Power 12v DC
150mA Output 101145 (A) aim typ. Freq. 2.5611x.Size 57 x 42 x

57245 Automatic luMing Switch Photo electric, wa.thermoof Switches
lights or equipment "ON" et dusk "OFF" at dawn. Louis ip to 3A at

VPL001

VPL003

VPL005

001006

VP1.018

W101813

W1022

VPL025

VP1025A

0P1.029

SPEAKERS OFFER. SAVE UP TO 50%

6 x 4" Elliptical 8 ohms 4W RMS Free Res 135-10000 Hs General
£2.50

7 x 5" Ellwood B ohms 4W RMS Freq. Rat 8 -1000016 Speakw
Centre HF cone. Gauss 7500 £3.00
8 x Elliptical 8 ohms 8W RMS Speaker. Freq. Rm. 45-18000 Hz.
Gaon 9000. Wide range Air suspension, sponge edge. Centre HF
cone £4.50
9 x 6" Elliptical 8 ohms IOW MS Speaker. Free Res. 60-10000 He

21" Transducer Weterproof Speaker. Polyemw fdrn Diaphragm.
Moisture res. 8 ohms 300enW RMS km. Res. 29-20000 Ha TIM
4 - Round 8 dons 1 2W RMS Freq. its. 190-10K Hz. Generel purpose

5" Round 8 ohms 3W RMS Free Res 90-9500 Her. Car/General
purpose Speaker. Gauss 7500. 133 x 42 nett. £3.00
5/ ' Round 8 ohms 15W WAS Wide range win Freq. Res
50-15000 Hz Air suspensor. Centre HE Cone £7.00
6' Round 8 ohms 5W WS Freq. Res. 70-2000 He General purpose

S' Round 8 ohms IOW MIS Freq. Res 45-1600 Hz Wide Range
Speaker Centre HE cone. £4.00

Send your orders In Dept EE 01-PAK PO BOX 6 WARE. HEATS

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER. SAME DAY DESPATCH. ACCESS.
BARCLAYCARD ALSO ACCEPTED. TEL 0763-48851. GIRO 388 7006
ADD 15'1 VAT AND ft.liff PER ORDER POSTAGE AND PACKING

Use your credit card. Ring Os on 0163 48851 NOW

and get your order even faster. Goods normally
sent 2nd Class Mail.

Remember you must add VAT at 15% to your order
Total Postage add £1 50 per Total order.

Published on approximately the third Friday of each month by Wimbor,ne Publishing Ltd., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH2I IJH. Printed in England by Benham & Co. Limited,
Colchester, Essex. Distributed by Seymour, 334 Brixton Road, London SW9 7AG. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand - Gordon & Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South Africa - Central News
Agency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £14 and OVERSEAS £17 payable to "Everyday Electronics" Subscription Department, 6 Church Street, Wimbome, Dorset BH2I IJH.
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given,be lent, resold, hired
out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a
mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.



CM) POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY
SERVICE LARGE S.A.E. 28p STAMP FQR CURRENT LIST

MP P1WER AMPLIFIER M  DULES Nowenjoya
world-wide reputation for quality. reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four models
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e., Industry, Leisure.
Instrumental and Hi-Fi. etc. When comparing prices, NOTE all models include Toroidal
power supply, Integral heat sink, Glass fibre P.C.B., and Drive circuits to power compatible
Vu meter. Open and short circuit proof. Supplied ready built and tested.

OMP100 Mk II Bi-Polar Output power 110
watts H.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%,
S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for Max. output
500mV at 10K, Size 355 X 115 X 65mm.
PRICE £33.99 + £3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
80, Slew Rate 45V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-125dB. Size 300 X 123 X 60mm. PRICE
PRICE £39.99 + £3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200
watts R.M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
250, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB. Size 300 X 150 X 100mm. PRICE
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
350, Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB, Size 330 X 147 X 102mm. PRICE
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

NOTE: Mos-Fets are supplied as standard (100KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 500mV) If required
P.A. version (50KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV) Order - Standard or P A

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A
very accurate visual display employing 11 L.F.D. diodes (7 green, 4
red) plus an additional on/off indicator. Sophisticated logic control
circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 X 27 X 45mm.
PRICE £8.50 + 50p P&P.

BURGLAR ALARM
Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified.
Thandar's famouttMinder Burglar Alarm System.
Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units,
complete with interconnection cable. FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control.
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.
Indoor alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren.
104dB output.
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB
output. Housed in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal
case.
Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re-
chargeable batteries which provide full protection
during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt
AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic
buttons etc. Complete with instructions
SAVE t 138.00 Usual Price £228.85
BKE's PRICE £89.99 + £4.00 P&P

? Why buy a co!!ection of self -assembly boards!

IDEAL for Work-
shops, Factories,
Offices, Home.
etc. Supplied
ready built.

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very best in quality and value. Made specially to suit todays
need for compactness with high sound output levels. Finished in
hard wearing black vynide with protective corners, grille and carry
handle. All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz - 20KHz. Size 20" X
15" X 12". Watts R.M.S.per cabinet. Sensitivity 1W. 1 mtr. dB.

OMP 12-100 Watts 100dB. Price f 149.99
per pair.
OMP 12-200 Watts 102dB. Price f199.99
per pair. Delivery: Securicor £8.00 per pair

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R.M.S.
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans. Large
S.A.E. (28p) for free details.
POWER RANGE
8" 50 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/ Disco.
20 oz. magnet 1,6" ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon. Res. Freq. 40Hz Freq. Resp. to
6KHz. Sens. 92dB PRICEf10.99Available with black grille £11a9 P&P £1.50 ea.
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco
50 oz. magnet. 2" ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon. Die-cast chassis. White cone. Res
Freq
25Hz Freq. Resp to 4KHz. Sens 95dB PRICE £28.60 - £3 00 P&P ea.

McKENZIE
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285GP Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" ally voice coil. Ally centre dome. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Rasp. to 6.5KHz. Sens. 98dB.
PRICE £29.99 + £3 00 P&P ea.
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285TC P.A./Disco 2" ally voice coil. Twin cone.
Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 14KHz PRICE £31 49 + £3.00 P&P ea.
15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C1 5 Bass Guitar/Disco.
3" ally voice coil. Die-cast chassis. Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. PRICE £57.87 + £4.00 P&P ea.
10" 60 WATT R.M.S. 1060GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 75Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7.5KHz. Sens. 99dB. PRICE £19.99 + £2.00 P&P.
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE £44.76 + £3.00 P&P.
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass.
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens 101dB. PRICE £62.41 + £4.00 P&P.
15" 400 WATT R.M.S. C15400 High Power Bass.
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 102d8. PRICE £89.52 + £4.00 P&P.

WEM
5" 70 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil Res. Freq. 52Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens 89dB. PRICE £22.00 + £1.50 P&P. ea.
8" 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 48Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £32.00 + £1.50 P&P ea.
10" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
1;" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Rasp. to 4KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £36.00 + £2.00 P&P ea.
12" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
1i" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 94dB. PRICE £47.00 + £3.00 P&P ea.

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Conel
5" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/ Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil Res. Freq 63Hz. Freq. Resp to 20KHz Sens. 86dB PRICE £9.99 t £1 00 P&P ea
6 V," 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil Res. Freq 56Hz. Freq. Resp to 20KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £10.99+ £150 P&P ea.
8" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
I'," voice coil Res. Freq 38Hz Freq. Resp. to 20KHz. Sens 89dB. PRICE 1'12.99 + £1.50 P&P ea

10" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco etc.
1 V," voice coil Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 15KHz. Sens. 89dB PRICE £16.49 + £2.00 P&P

ova 19r' STEREO RACK AMPS"

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo
amps. Used the World over in clubs, pubs,
discos etc. With twin Vu meters, twin
toroidal power supplies, XLR connections.
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ratings
R.M.S. into 4ohms). Input Sensitivity 775mV

MF200 (100 + 100)W. £171.35 Securicor
M F400 (200 + 200)W. £228.85 Delivery
MF600 (300 + 300)W. £322.00 £10.00

1 K -WATT
SLIDE DIMMER

* Control loads up
to 1Kw
'* Compact Size
43/3 x 1" X 2'/2.,
* Easy snap in fix-
ing through panel/
cabinet cut out
* Insulated plastic
case
* Full wave con-
trol using 8 amp
triac
* Conforms to

BS800
* Suitable for both resist-
ance and inductive loads. In-
numerable applications in
industry, the home, and
disco's, theatres etc.
PRICE £13.99 75p P&P

BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE
* Electronic speed control 45 & 33 Y3r p m * Plus/
Minus variable pitch control * Belt driven * Alu-
minium platter with strobed rim * Cue lever * Anti -
skate (bias device) * Adjustable counter balance *
Manual arm * Standard '/," cartrige fixings *
Supplied complete with cut out template * D.C.
Operation 9-14v D.C. 65mA

Price £36.99 - £3.00 P&P.

ADC 04 me cartridge for above. Price £4.99 ea. P&P 50p

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an
improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts
(more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective wire
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3I/2" super horn. For general
purpose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc. Price
£5.99 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" X 5" wide dispersion
horn. For quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc.
Price £6.99 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" X 6" wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained extending
down to mid range (2KHz) Suitable for high quality
Hi-fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 each
+ 40p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 33/4" horn tweeter with
attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor
systems etc. Price £5.99 each + 40p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mount-
ing plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket
85 X 85 mm. Price £3.99 40p P&P.

MOM HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
fibre printed circuit board and high quality

-components complete with instructions.
FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive
microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)
Price: £8.62 - 75p P&P.
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled
professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12mm
(12 volt) Price: £14.49+ 75p P&P.
SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHz. Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation.
Receiver output operates relay with 2amp/240 volt contacts. Ideal for
many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22mm (9/12 voltl. Priv,:
£17.82 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15mm 19/12 voltl. Price: £11.29
P&P + 75p each. S.A.E. for complete list. 3 watt FM

T ansmitter

STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 5 band L &
R. graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment
L.E.D. Vu Meters. Many outstanding features
5 Inputs with individual faders providing a
useful combination of the following: -
3 Turntables (Meg), 3 Mics, 4 Line plus Mic
with talk over switch. Headphone Monitor.
Pan Pot. L. & R. Master Output controls. Out-
put 775mV. Size 360 X 280 X 90mm.

Price £134.99 - £3.00 P&P

B. K. ELECTRONICS
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 minimum. OFFICIAL
ORDERS WELCOME, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVERNMENT
BODIES, ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER
VISA/ACCESS/C.O.D. ACCEPTED

UNIT -5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX, SS2 6TR TEL: 0702-527572
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